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Abstract

Multi sensors networks are becoming increasingly prevalent in m odem
engineering applications. In multi sensor networks, wireless sensors are
preferred over traditional wired methods. Sensors based upon the surface
acoustic wave resonators (SAWR) are often identified as a potential can
didate to act as wireless and passive strain sensors. This thesis details the
design, fabrication, modelling, calibration and packaging of SAW strain
sensors as a general purpose m odular strain sensor. The motivation o f this
work is to develop an understanding o f the practical im plem entation of
SAWR strain sensors for real world applications. Through collaboration
with an industrial organisation a SAWR strain sensor suitable for wireless
sensing was integrated into a com m ercial wireless SAWR tem perature in
terrogation platform. The sensors were then calibrated through a modified
version o f the Am erican standard test methods for perform ance characterisitics of bonded resistance strain gages, for a range o f tem peratures and
loading conditions. Experim ental results were correlated against existing
m odelling techniques using a novel m ethod for the validation o f SAWR
strain sensors. Over the course o f the work a range o f adhesive were tested
to provide a rigorous assessm ent o f SAWR as strain sensors. The proto
type bare die sensors were then packaged to form a m odular SAWR strain
sensor. This thesis provides an in-depth discussion on the developm ent of
SAWR as strain sensors, it is hoped that the approach taken within will aid
future work in the developm ent of a SAWR strain sensor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides the project background and motivation for the research. The
contribution o f the thesis is discussed. The project goals are outlined along with a
guideline to the thesis.

1.1

Motivation

A sensor can be described as a device which m easures a physical quantity and converts
it into a signal that can be read by an observer. W ith such a description a sensor is
a broad term encom passing a wide variety of devices and m easurand. Strain is one
m easurand which is com m only measured. In the traditional engineering definition,
strain is the elongation of a body relative to unit length [1]. Strain, therefore is an
analysis of how bodies deform due to an applied external load. Strain is one of the core
concepts in engineering and is inherent in the m easurem ent of other related m easurand,
considered principal am ongst these can be pressure, force and torque.
The preferred sensor for the m easurem ent of strain is the bonded foil resistive strain
gauge. This sensor type consists of a thin metal structure form ed on a foil polym er
backing, w hich is bonded to the surface at the point o f m easurem ent. Through the
piezoresistive effect, an applied strain changes the nom inal resistance o f the foil gauge
[2]. The foil gauge usually forms part o f a wheatstone bridge. As applied strain will
cause a change in the resistance o f the foil gauge the bridge will becom e unbalanced
and a strain can be inferred from the resulting bridge voltage.
The integration o f sensors into processes and applications has led to what is com 
monly described as sensor rich environments becom ing increasingly w idespread [3].
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Sensors can provide real time information in many applications thus enhancing many
engineering processes and systems. In a sensor rich environment wireless methods
of sensing tend to be preferable over traditional wired methods. The foil resistive
strain gauge requires wiring to instrumentation which limits its usability. A sensor
type which is an ideal candidate for wireless sensing are sensors based upon the sur
face acoustic wave (SAW) effect. SAW sensors are highly attractive for wireless sens
ing as they can operate both wirelessly and passively, drawing all the energy required
for measurement and response through a series of RF pulses. While the ability of
SAW sensors to operate wirelessly should create flexible modular sensors, currently
all physical SAW sensors are highly application specific, and are mainly focused on
the measurement of torque or pressure for automotive applications. Typically this is
achieved with a sensor design and packaging tailored for the particular target applica
tion. Even though commercial applications have been identified. The finer details on
the performance of SAW sensors is held as propriety information. // A key motivation
for this work is to develop a SAW strain sensor to a level comparable to that of the
foil resistive strain gauge, such that the SAW sensor can be integrated into applications
with the same flexibility shown by foil resistive strain gauges. The overall goal of the
project therefore is the development of a general purpose SAW strain sensor.

1.2 Project objectives
The motivation of this project is to investigate and develop SAW strain sensors and
demonstrate SAW strain sensors as a modular sensing component with greater flexi
bility than currently available SAW sensors. This requires addressing practical consid
erations for the implementation of SAW strain sensors. The key aims of the research
undertaken by the author in this project are:
Design and development of wireless SAW sensor measurement platform: A SAW
measurement platform will require a sensor to be specified and designed subse
quently a manufacture run will be undertaken. The prototype SAW device must
then be integrated into a wireless measurement chain to form a modular sensor.
The development of calibration techniques for SAW sensors: Standardised proce
dures for the calibration of SAW strain sensors are unavailable. Methods of
calibration are developed suitable for the characterisation of SAW sensors which
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will determine sensor performance over a range of loading conditions and tem
peratures. This will provide a methodology for a comprehensive and detailed
investigation into the characteristics of a SAW strain sensor.
Characterise the performance of SAW strain sensors: While SAW sensors have been
documented as being strain and temperature sensitive, exact details on their per
formance remain unknown. A key part of this project is focused on the practical
utilisation of SAW sensors including handling and methods of installation. This
will develop a refined understanding of the utilisation of SAW sensor in physical
measurement. Providing an investigation into the influence of adhesives on the
performance of SAW strain sensors.
Packaging of SAW strain sensors: The SAW sensor is a fragile component, which is
far too delicate to be utilised without proper packaging. As packaging is known
to influence sensor performance, a core component of this thesis will be the
investigation on the integration of the SAW strain sensor into a robust package.
Validation of Modelling Techniques: SAW devices are complicated structures fabri
cated on anisotropic materials. As a result the performance of the sensors can
vary dramatically between relatively similar sensor designs. A project objective
is to validate theoretical models that predict sensor behaviour with experimen
tally determined values. This will aid in the design of SAW strain sensors in
future works.

1.3

Contribution of thesis

This thesis evaluates one-port surface acoustic wave resonators (SAWR) as strain sen
sors. Theoretical models will be experimentally verified through a novel method of
modelling validation, that will aid future works in SAWR strain sensor design. A core
component of this thesis will be the provision of the most comprehensive calibration
data set describing the behaviour of SAWR strain at range of loading and tempera
ture conditions. A key contribution of this thesis is the investigation into the practical
considerations associated with SAWR strain sensors (mounting, handling and bonding
techniques) which are generally omitted in the literature but remain critical in the im
plementation of SAWR sensors. These practical considerations are packaging and ad
hesive effects. To the author’s knowledge the effects of adhesives and the relationship
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between adhesives and the SAWR strain sensor performance has not been discussed.
Furtherm ore, packaging effects have not been discussed to any great extent in the lit
erature. These om ission in publications are most likely due to the propriety nature
o f SAW sensing. This thesis will expand the knowledge in the field of SAWR strain
sensors by creating a novel, general purpose, m odular and wireless SAW strain sensor.

1.4 Layout of thesis
The thesis is subdivided into several chapters which address the key objectives in this
project. Chapter 2 provides details on the nature o f surface acoustic waves, SAW
device structures and im plem entation of the SAW sensor as strain sensors. Chapter 3
introduces the reader to SAW sensors and provides details on the project sensor and
wireless interrogation methods including the wireless interrogation platform used for
this project. In C hapter 4 the perform ance of the SAW sensor as electrical devices
will be evaluated. A standardised testing method and apparatus will be described in
C hapter 5. Chapter 6 will discuss the performance of the SAW device as a strain
sensor for a range o f conditions. An investigation in the methods and strain transfer
perform ance o f various adhesives will be discussed. Chapter 7 will describe details on
sensor packaging. Finally, Chapter 8 will discuss the project as a whole and evaluate
the project.
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Chapter 2
General theory of SAW strain sensors
A surface acoustic wave (SAW) is a m echanical wave which propagates along the sur
face of a solid m aterial [4J, first docum ented by John W illiam Strutt, the third Baron
Rayleigh in 1885. Rayleigh discussed the existence o f a wave motion where the as
sociated particle displacem ents are confined to a surface region approxim ately one
wavelength.
”It is proposed to investigate the behaviour o f waves upon a plane fre e surface
o f an infinite hom ogeneous isotropic elastic solid, their character being such that the
disturbance is confined to a superficial region, o f thickness comparable with the wave
length ”
Rayleigh described a straight crested wave propagating in an isotropic medium
within an infinite half space as shown see Figure 2.1. The space X3 > 0 is a vacuum
and the m edium occupies the space X3 < 0. In the isotropic case, the wave propagates
in the x\ direction so all wavefronts are parallel to the X2 axis. Thus the wave is said
to propagate in the sagittal plane (x i,X3 ) and the associated particle displacem ents are
negligible in the X2 direction. This wave m ode has becom e known as the Rayleigh
wave, for the duration o f this text and unless otherwise stated the acronym SAW will
refer to the Rayleigh wave mode.
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Propagation direction

SAW wave front
SAW substi'ate
Figure 2.1; Surface Wave fronts of propagating Rayleigh SAW in an infinite half
space

In his analysis Rayleigh did not address the generation o f such wave modes. Rayleigh
instead provided a discussion on the treatm ent o f the isotropic case and the propagation
o f SAW in anisotropic m aterials was not dealt with. Indeed, any possible practical im 
plem entation o f SAW was not considered. In R ayleigh’s own words at the Presidential
Address to the British Association M ontreal 1884:

"The history o f science teems with examples o f discoveries which attracted little
notice at the time, but afterwards have taken root down-wards and borne much fru it
upwards ”
Since Rayleigh’s seminal work, several other wave modes which propagate along
the surface of an infinite half space and have been discovered and can be classified
as SAW. Such waves include leaky surface waves, surface transverse waves (STW ),
Bleustein-Gulyaev and Pseudo Surface Acoustic Waves (PSAW). The m odem SAW
devices can use a range o f wave modes, substrates and propagation directions on the
substrate depending on the proposed application o f the SAW device and the preferred
device characteristics. For exam ple high frequency devices may use PSAW wave due
to the higher wave velocity, while water sensors may use Love waves due to the po
larised particle displacem ent. Details on these wave modes can be found in [5] [6] [7]

[8].
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2.1. THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY

2.1

The theory of elasticity

In this section the theory o f elasticity is introduced. The theory o f elasticity describes
the deform ation o f solid bodies when subjected to external forces. W hen an external
force is applied to a solid body, the body becomes deform ed. Provided the applied
external forces have not passed a threshold level the body may return to its original
form upon removal o f the applied force. This deform ation is defined as an elastic
deform ation o f the solid. If the solid body fails to return to its original form it is
described as a plastic deform ation. Typically m aterials undergo elastic deform ation
provided the applied forces are relatively small. The theory o f elasticity is concerned
with how bodies deform and the internal stresses generated within the m aterial due to
loading of the material. The theory of elasticity is designed to treat the linear and non
linear response of m aterials to applied external forces [9].

2.1.1

The elasticity of piezoelectric materials

In this section, the description o f the elastic behaviour of anisotropic piezoelectric
m aterials will be presented. Forces will be expressed in terms o f stresses T while
strains will be described in terms o f S (which are the standard sym bol’s used in surface
wave texts). In m ost analysis of elasticity the deform ation of a solid subjected to an
external force is described as the displacem ent o f a particle from its initial position
x={x\,x 2 ,x 2 ), a particle is then displaced by m = {u\ ,u 2 ,u-i), therefore the position of
the displaced particle becomes x + m as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Xi+U,. X2+U2,X3+lh

X-,

Figure 2.2: Displacement o f a particle

The strain at each point is defined as a second rank strain tensor given in index
notation as [10]:

5,7(x i ,X2,X3) =

+

7 =1,2,3

(2.1.1)

The stress acting on the body is shown in Figure 2.3. The subscripts denote the
directions o f the force and the plane it is applied.

2.1. THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY

Figure 2.3: Stress forces acting on a solid elem ent

The stress-strain relationship for linear elastic behaviour in an anisotropic material
can be expressed as the general form o f Hookes Law [11],

T ij =

Y ^ Y ^ ^ ijk iS k i
k

where

Ciji^i

/ ,) , / c , / = 1,2,3

(2.1.2)

I

is the stiffness tensor. In a piezoelectric m aterial the stress com ponent at

each point in the m aterial is dependent on the electric field. The m athem atical de
scription of piezoelectricity was developed by Voigt [12] and incorporates electrical
characteristics of piezoelectric materials: D, is the electrical displacem ent o f the m a
terial, which is the charge per unit area in an insulator in an electrical field [13]. The
piezoelectric properties o f the material are given by
tric constants o f the m aterial
superscript

^

d ^ ij

e ^ ij

(i.e its inverse) and

efj

which related to the piezoelec
is the dielectric constant. The

indicates the constants were m easured at a constant strain. The piezo-
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electric co nstant is described at a third rank tensor w hile the dielectric co n stan t is a
second ran k ten so r property. It can be show n that H ookes general law can be expanded
to include stress g enerated by the applied electrical field E [14].

Tij = Y , Y ^ ^ i k i S k i - Y ^ e f j E j ,
k I
k

i j , k , I = 1,2,3

(2.1.3)

T he electrical disp lacem en t D,-, describes the charge induced p e r unit area in an
insu lato r by electrical field is given by:

Di = Y , Y , ^ i j k i S k i - Y , ^ k i j E k ,
k I
k

i , j , k , I = 1,2,3

(2.1.4)

B oth equation 2.1.3 and equation 2.1.4 include com ponents relatin g the m echanical
and electrical nature o f the piezoelectric m aterial. Thus the up d ated equations relat
ing p iezo electricity to p article displacem ent can be incorporated into the equations o f
m otion for a surface w ave [15], see S ection 2.2.1.

2.1.2

Piezoelectric materials

It w ould not be p ossible to describe SAW devices w ithout briefly discussing the na
ture o f the substrate they are fabricated upon. P iezoelectric m aterials are fundam ental
fo r SAW devices. P iezoelectricity is the behaviour o f certain m aterials (notably cry s
tallin e and certain ceram ics) that w hen an external pressure is applied to the m aterial
an electrical charge accum ulates. T he direct piezoelectric effect w as first docum ented
by Jacques and P ierre C urrie in 1885 [16]. It w as discovered that an external m echan
ical stress applied to certain m aterials generates an electrical voltage. T he inverse w as
dem o n strated a short tim e later.
In its m ost g eneral description the piezoelectric effect is caused by the displacem ent
o f the electric dipoles in a m aterial aw ay from the their eq u ilib riu m position. W hen
no external forces are applied a m aterial rem ains in equilibrium and no polarization
o ccurs in the m aterials. T he application o f a tensile force causes the dip o les to displace
and a net p olarizatio n appears. If a com pressive force is applied the displacem ent o f
the dipoles causes a p olarization o f opposite charge to be generated. T herefore, the
polarity and m agnitude o f the generated voltage is a function o f the applied force.
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2.2

Rayleigh wave velocity calculation in AT-Quartz

In this section the velocity o f a SAW propagating in AT quartz will be discussed.
AT quartz is one of the first tem perature stable quartz cuts introduced in the 1930’s
[17]. The m ethod for the calculation of the particle displacem ents and SAW wave
velocity will be discussed. A particle is defined as “An elem entary region sm aller than
a wavelength but larger than the interatomic d ista n c e '” [18]. Calculation results will
be provided which detail the nature o f the propagating wave as well as the sensitivity
of

to propagation direction.

2.2.1

Calculation of SAW velocity

In this section the propagation o f surface waves in anisotropic m aterials will be dis
cussed. The displacem ent profiles and velocity curves for a Rayleigh wave propagation
in AT-Quartz will be presented. A SAW propagates along the surface o f a solid medium
with a velocity

and an elliptical particle displacem ent which decays exponentially

with penetration into the material. In an isotropic m edium the wave velocity is in
dependent o f the angle of propagation within the substrate. However, SAW devices
are fabricated on piezoelectric substrates which are naturally anisotropic. Therefore
the characteristics o f the SAW (particle displacement, surface potential, wave veloc
ity) becom e a function of the crystal cut and the propagation orientation relative to
the crystalline axis [19]. An evaluation of the characteristics o f the SAW is generally
achieved through a num erical determ ination of v^. This section will discuss how the
characteristics o f the SAW are determ ined through num erical m ethods and provide
results for the SAW in AT-Quartz.
The procedure for calculating

was developed by Cam pbell and Jones in 1968

based upon the superposition o f partial waves [20]. An in-depth discussion is pro
vided by Slobodnik [21]. The m ethod involves iteratively selecting a value o f

which

satisfies the equations o f motion o f an acoustic wave for a given cut and propagation
orientation. The m aterial properties both mechanical and piezoelectric m ust be rotated
using the tensor transform ations. Contracted tensor notation will be given where rele
vant [22]. The description and notation used to describe the calculated wave velocity
corresponds to the description provided in Appendix A .3 o f [19]. A dditional sources
will be included with the relevant conversions to m aterial properties in order to provide
consistency where appropriate.

2. G E N E R A L T H E O R Y O F SAW S T R A IN SENSORS

Acoustic waves propagating through a solid material can be described by six linear
equations. The equation of motion in piezoelectric medium as given by [21] are:

^

dTij

5^U;

Where p is the density of the material, «,• is the particle displacement, and Tjj is the
stress tensor. A full description of SAW propagation in a piezoelectric medium would
require a description which includes both mechanical and electromechanical equations
of motion, however as a SAW propagates with a velocity 10^ slower than an elec
tromechanical wave, mechanical wave consideration can be assumed to dominate the
transmission process allowing for a quasi static assumption to be applied to M axw ell’s
equations.
Therefore under that assumption, the electric field E, is given by the gradient of the
potential (p:
5(0

=

(2.2.2)

ox,

As the piezoelectric substrate is an insulator, the electrical displacement coefficient
D i is given by
5Di

^ = 0

(2.2.3)

OXi

For X3 > 0 the potential radiated into free space is described by Laplace’s equation

V^(p = 0

(2.2.4)

The above equations 2.2.1-2.2.3 can be combined with the equationsgoverning
piezoelectricity to form a description of a SAW propagating in a piezoelectric medium.

S^(p
5 ^ i ^

8^Uk

S^Uj
^ “P "

^ ^ ^^

^ ^

(2.2.6)

5^(0

J X— ^

OUlOXi

The solutions of these equations 2.2.5 - 2.2.6 are assumed to be complex traveling
waves. The mechanical displacements m, and electrical potentials (p are induced by the
propagating wave. This leads to a linear homogeneous system of four unknowns. A
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so lution can be found w ith the assum ption the solution will have an e x p { —j P x \ ) d e 
p en d en ce [19]. In co n tracted ten so r notation the hom ogenous system o f fo u r unknow ns
is given by:

€ 4 ^0 } +

C35^^+

e33^^+

[C|4 + C 56]y^l

[C \3 + C 4 5 ]jQ .

[e\3+ ^35]j^

- r ,6

-C ]5

-e i5

€ 3 4 0 ? '+

C 3 4 ^ ^ -\-

[2C36 + C 45];I1

[e\4 + e 3 ( , ] j ^

- C 56

-^ 1 6

CssQ ^ + 2 C is J f l
-C n + p v 2
€ 4 5 0 .^+
+ 2 ,C4 ^ j £ i
[2 C \ 4 + C s^]jQ .

A A

- C ( , 6 ^ + pV^,
- C 16

\

C35^^2 +

C 45^2 +

[2 C i 3 -l-C ss ];^ !

[C26 + C45]jO.

-C \5

- C 56

^35^ ^ +

^34^^ +

^33
2 C 4 (,jCl

- C66

+

[e\3 + e 3 s ] j S l

+pv?

-e i5

—2 e ] 3 j Q . +
£ |iii

M2

0

M3

0

\(p )

0

- £ 33^ ^

[e \5 + e3i \jO .

[e|4-t-^ ’36];^^

[ei3 + e35]jO.

-e \i
—^11

—^16
-^ 1 6

-- ^
e \5

/
(2.2.7)

w h ere v^=(o/j3 and Q. =

5 /5 x 3 . ^ d escribes the decay o f the w ave as it p e n e 

trates into th e surface o f the substrate. F or a non trivial solution to exist the d eterm inant
o f this eq u atio n m ust equal zero. T h e d eterm inant is a polynom ial generally described
in term s o f Q. T he general solution o f equation 2.2.7 is given by:

Ui{x\,x3) = Y^Ai„exp{^Q.nX2- j^x\)

( 2 .2 . 8 )

A, are co n stan ts d eterm in ed by the boundary conditions and m ay not be in d ep en 
den t o f each other. E quation 2.2.8 w ill provide eig h t values o f Q. T h e R ayleigh w ave
m ode is th e co m b in atio n o f several w ave co m p o n en ts know n as partial w ave vectors
[20]. E ach value o f Q. describes a partial w ave vector. W hile eig h t vales fo r ^ can
be fo u n d not all values are physically adm issible fo r R ayleigh w ave propagation. As
a R ay leig h w ave p article d isplacem ents decay w ith dep th into the m edium the values
o f Q w h ich satisfy this criteria m u st be real values. In practice these values are found
to be roots o f 2.2.7 w hich have non negative real parts, typically fo u r values can be
found th at fit this requirem ent. E ach value o f Q then has fo u r co rresponding eigenvec
tors; a i , a 2 ,cX3 , and « 4 . T he m echanical particle displacem ent and electrical field are
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expressed as a linear com bination of the eigenvectors oji ,2,3,4 at each decay constant
^

1, 2 , 3 , 4 -

2.2.2

Boundary conditions

As we are concerned with SAW propagation in piezoelectric substrates, electrical and
m echanical boundary conditions must be considered in order to determine the correct
and displacem ent profile for the propagating surface acoustic wave. Two distinct
boundary conditions of a surface are applied to determine the surface wave velocity.
• Free surface boundary condition: The space above the medium space is a vac
uum and no conductors are present. In this case the free surface wave velocity
vy is determined.
• M etallised surface boundary condition: The surface above the material is cov
ered by an infinitesim ally thin layer o f conducting metal. The role o f this metal
layer is to short the electric field E while not infiuencing the mechanical bound
ary conditions. For this set o f boundary conditions the metallised surface wave
velocity Vm is determ ined.
For piezoelectric m aterials the free surface velocity is always greater than the m et
allised surface. In both cases the surface is stress free. The surface is traction free and
no forces are present, therefore

h j — C 3 j k t U k .i + e i ^ 2 j V ,k ^ 3 = 0 — 0

2.2.2.1

( 2 . 2 .9 )

Free surface boundary conditions

In a vacuum with a perm ittivity Eq, only the electrostatic field exists. For the free
surface case the potential in the air region

> 0.

(p = 0C4 e ' >'

( 2 .2 . 10)

The piezoelectric m edium can be considered an insulator for the free surface case
with no free charges present on the surface the electrical displacem ent D3 which is a
function o f free space can be written as

D 3 =

£ b |-l< p
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2.2.2.2

Metallised surface

In the last section the solutions w ere provided fo r X3 > 0, fo r the m etallised surface
o f th ick n ess h. L ap la ce’s equation m ust be satisfied for —h > x ^ > 0; If a m etallised
surface is present, the surface becom es shorted and the boundary co n d itio n surface
poten tial beco m es (p =

0

at JC3 =

0

.

S u b stitu tio n o f equations 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 into 2.2.10 results in a set o f hom ogeneous
eq u ations fo r the free surface boundary condition form in
/ll

/1 2

/l3

/l4

A 41

/ 2I

fl2

fl3

flA

A 42

/ 3I

/3 2

/? 3

/? 4

A 43

/ 4I

/4 2

/4 3

/4 4

A 44

Ann-

o'
0
0
0

(2.2.12)

w h ere each colum n is given in term s o f

1 c
fin
hn

[7C|5+^1'C66]

+

[jCs5+0!Cs(>\

cI

[jCx^ + QlC^s]
UC,3+^2'C35]

[jC^t + ^'CAA]
+
[jC26 + ^ ‘C24] [jC^S+^'C^^]

[ j e 3\ +

U^36 + ^^'^ 34]

[;>35 + ^^'^ 33]

U^I5 + ^^^^ 3 5 ]

OCln

[je \4 +

0 ^1«

Q !e j,s]

[> 1 3 + ^ '^ 3 3 ]

CC\n

- [j£\3 + ^^^£33 + £ov]

®ln

(2.2.13)
F o r th e ex istence o f SAW on the free surface case the determ inant o f the m atrix in
eq u atio n 2 .2 .1 2 m ust equal zero. T herefore if a value o f
the d eterm in atio n o f the m atrix in equation

2 .2 . 1 2

is found w hich m inim ised

this m ay co rresp o n d to the velocity

o f th e SA W on the free surface. F or the m etallised surface equation 2.2.12 takes the
form

/ll

/l2

/l3

/l4

A 41

/ 2I

fl2

/2 3

/2 4

^42

/3 1

/3 2

/3 3

/3 4

^^43

1 1 1 1

A 44

A sim ilar procedure is then used to calculate the

2.2.3

o'
0
0
0

(2.2.14)

o f the m etallised surface.

Displacement and velocity profiles

N u m erical m ethods are required to calculate the w ave velocity and the associated par
ticle d isp lacem ents. T he displacem ent and velocity profiles w ere calculated using the
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m ethodology described and im plem ented in S ection 2.2.1 as part o f a p revious project
[23J. To calculate the displacem ent profiles o f the SAW the w ave profiles are often
described as [15]:
tl\

ja il JT,)

n\

Ui = £

/ = 1 ,2 ,3

(p = ^ a ^ A e

>' e

(2.2.15)

>'

(2.2.16)

i=\

They4(/) are know n as the partial field am plitudes and co rrespond to a w eig h tin g o f
the superim posed partial w ave com ponents in the final R ayleigh wave.
A value o f

is determ ined for a given orientation and propagation direction. The

corresp o n d ing decay constants, a vector and partial w ave vectors A are calculated
during the com putation o f v^. T he free surface w ave velocity fo r a SA W propagating
on AT-X q uartz w as found to be « 3151 m /s

Particle Displacement for Rayleigh Wave Propating on free surfacc
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F igure 2.4: P article disp lacem en t fo r a R ayleigh w ave propagating on AT-X quartz

T he displacem ent profile for a SAW propagating on AT-X quartz w ith free surface
boundary conditions are show n in figure 2.4. T he displacem ents w ere calcu lated for
t = X2 = 0. T he displacem ents fo r m etallised surface boundary conditions are alm ost
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identical. The displacem ents are norm alised by the surface displacem ent at X3 = 0.
Wave penetration into the surface is m easured in SAW wavelength A.

X = j

(2.2.17)

Several key points can be m ade on the nature o f the SAW propagation and particle
displacem ent:
• The particle displacem ents o f the Rayleigh wave decay quickly with depth. Thus
the energy associated with the propagating wave rem ains concentrated close to
the surface. This allows for ease o f transduction o f the wave from RF to m e
chanical wave and back again.
• The m otion o f the displacem ent com ponent M3 o f the wave is in the anticlockwise
direction at the surface o f the material. With increasing penetration into the
surface the displacem ent undergoes a reversal and becomes clockwise.
• M inim al particle displacem ents occur in the X 2 direction dem onstrating the SAW
is m ore or less confined to the sagittal plane.
The m aterial properties o f the quartz substrate are highly anisotropic. The SAW
velocity will vary significantly for different propagation angles. By rotating the m a
terial properties the variation in SAW velocity can be investigated [24], Figure 2.5
shows that substantial deviation can occur as the orientation of the propagating wave
changes. The determ ination of SAW velocity is a key com ponent in device design as
the variation in the SAW velocity across a range of propagation angles can be severe.
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SAW Velocity vs. Propagation Angle: AT-cut Quartz
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Figure 2.5: Variation in SAW velocity with rotation for AT-X Quartz

The wave velocity for a SAW propagating on a free surface and a m etallised surface
are shown in Figure 2.5. This difference in wave velocities is com m only used to deter
mine the suitability o f a piezoelectric material for the fabrication o f SAW devices. The
electrom echanical coupling coefficient o f the material

provides a measure of the

piezoelectric coupling between the propagating SAW and the electrical perturbations
on the surface of the m edium is given by:

2^- —

(2.2.18)

For weakly coupled m aterials such as quartz,

can be as low as 0.012% . M ate

rials such as Lithium Niobate, which are described as strongly coupled, the
can be as high as 5.4% [25]. As with wave velocities,

value

is highly sensitive to the

propagation direction o f the SAW in the substrate material, as shown in Figure 2.6 .
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Coupling Coefficient vs. Propagation Angle: AT-cut Quartz
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Figure 2.6: Calculated in
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with rotation for AT-X Quartz

It should be noted that while the m aximum coupling coefficient occurs at 35°,
and would indicate a highly suitable orientation for SAW devices, propagation effects
have to be considered. Diffraction of a SAW wave occurs as the SAW propagates
from the IDT into the far-field region {Fraunhofer). The wave is dispersed and is no
longer concentrated into a com pact wave front. In a SAWR the reflective gratings are
located in the near field region (Fresnal) so beam diffraction is of m oderate concern.
Surface waves propagating in anisotropic m aterials are influenced by beam steering.
Beam steering is an effect where the propagating wave front is steered away from the
propagation direction towards a crystalline axis of the m edium [24]. The beam steering
angle describes the direction of the power flow of the wave and is more often called
the power flow angle; it is calculated as the slope of the velocity curve. In this work
the SAW propagates along the X axis o f the crystal [14] where beam steering will be
m inim al. This pure m ode propagation angle ensures the SAW propagates along the
crystalline axis of the substrate. A nother pure mode direction would be an orientation
o f 90°; however inspection of Figure 2.6 shows that electrom echanical coupling is
zero along that axis therefore such an orientation is not suitable for Rayleigh wave
SAW devices. In this case no piezoelectric coupling occurs, therefore a Rayleigh SAW
would not be generated by an IDT. However, wave m odes can exist at this orientation
which have a different displacem ent profile than that o f the Rayleigh wave. A shear
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horizontal SAW for example has been shown to be present at AT-90° [26], (i.e a wave
with displacem ents in the X2 direction and minimal displacem ent in the X3 direction).

2.3

SAW devices and components

Electronic com ponents have taken advantage o f acoustic waves for over half a century.
In the 1960’s the first suggestions were made that SAW m ight be useful for electronic
applications offering enorm ous potential to create versatile filters and resonators. Mass
production of SAW devices began in the 1970’s. The success o f SAW technology in
electronic com ponents is due to the robust and repeatable fabrication processes used in
the manufacture. This section discusses the typical structures em ployed in the m odem
SAW device. Although many different types o f SAW structures have been developed
for a range of applications and to excite various wave types this section will focus on
the two most important; the Interdigital Transducer (IDT) and the reflective grating
(RG). These structures are fabricated on a piezoelectric wafer. Wafers are taken from
the bulk crystal at various cuts. The structures are then deposited using photolitho
graphic techniques at an orientation relative to crystalline axes [27].

2.3.1

The interdigital transducer

In 1965 Voltmer and W hite introduced the IDT to electrically generate surface acoustic
waves in a piezoelectric m aterial [28]. They dem onstrated that interleaved metal elec
trodes deposited on the surface o f a piezoelectric substrate could not only successfully
excite surface acoustic waves but also detect a wave and reconvert it into an electrical
signal. Figure 2.7 shows a single electrode non-apodized transducer. W hen a voltage
is applied to the busbar of the IDT, a periodic electric field is generated. Due to the
piezoelectric effect a contraction and expansion o f the surface occurs. The resulting
elastic stress is caused by the piezoelectric effect and thus surface acoustic waves are
generated with a frequency strongly related to the pitch p of the transducer.
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Upper biLsbai'

Lower busbai'

Figure 2.7: Sciiematic of non-apodized IDT, SAW generation top and SAW reception
bottom
The IDT shown in Figure 2.7 is a bi-directional device, surface waves are launched
from both ends o f the IDT. The IDT consists of two separate electrode structures which
are typically thin film aluminium structures fabricated by photolithographic techniques
[29]. However other methods can be used to achieve the required geom etric disconti
nuities. In general, the IDT has a periodicity p , a SAW beam width Wb» with a ratio
betw een p and electrode thickness known as the m etallisation ratio r/o- In a typical
transducer several hundred electrodes can be present.
The response o f an IDT is probably best illustrated using a basic SAW sim ulation tool
The D elta-function m odel developed by Tancrell and Holland [30]. The delta function
model is one o f the earliest models for analysing SAW transducers and describing the
frequency response o f an IDT. The model treats each pair o f electrodes in the IDT as
a source of SAW. The am plitude o f the generated surface wave is related to the charge
density on the surface (p. Surface waves travel through the IDT with a velocity
which is independent o f frequency. W hen an alternating voltage is applied across the
busbars o f the IDT, the electrical field generated across each electrode pair will cause
a contraction and expansion of the piezoelectric substrate resulting in the generation
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o f the SAW. The am plitude o f the SAW will be directly related to the frequency o f
the input voltage applied across busbars. The total response o f the ID T will then be a
sum m ation o f the wave generated by each electrode pair, M. It can be shown that the
approxim ate am plitude o f the frequency of an IDT with M electrode pair is given by
[18]:
,sin(M 0)
A(co) = M |-

(2.3.1)

(M 0)

where

6 = n

(0 - ( 0'O,

(2.3.2)

(Oo is defined as the frequency by X = 2 p (by equation 2.2.17).Equation 2.3.1 is the
approxim ate am plitude response of the IDT, Figure 2.8
ID T Frequency Response
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Figure 2.8: Delta M odel Frequency Response o f an IDT

The Delta-function m odel dem onstrates a direct link between the periodicity o f the
IDT and the strength o f the response. In Figure 2.8 the growth of the amplitude o f the
response increases at frequencies close to cOo. Furtherm ore, the am plitude o f the SAW
is directly related to the num ber of electrodes present in the IDT. This result illustrates
the benefits of utilising an IDT containing num erous electrodes instead o f a few high
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p o w ered electrodes. a>o is know n as the resonant frequency and is typically described
as i fr) . T

T he key resu lt o f the D elta m odel is that in the absence o f electro d e reflectivity
and m ass lo ad in g influences the m axim um frequency response o f the ID T is related to
the electro d e pitch and SA W w ave velocity. T he w avelength A o f the SA W is directly
related to the pitch o f the IDT.

2.3.2

Reflective gratings

T he D elta-m o d el analysis o f SAW transducers assum es that the electro d es are m assless
and electrically non active. In reality, deposited electrodes create d iscontinuities both
m echanical and electrical w hich lead to reflections o f the propagating SAW. D eposited
electro d e structures are utilised to create reflections on the surface o f a substrate for
certain ap p licatio ns and SAW devices. T he deposited electro d e structures are usually
d ep o sited in large num bers to form grating structures called reflective gratings (R G ).
T h ese stru ctu res can be e ith e r etched groves or deposited electrodes w hich are e lec
trically open o r shorted. F o u r distinctive types o f reflection m echanism s have been
o u tlin ed w hich contribute to how an incident SAW is reflected [31].
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Figure 2.9: Grooved Reflective Gratings
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Figure 2.10: Open Reflective Gratings

Figure 2.1 1: Shorted Reflective Gratings

Piezoelectric shorting: The SAW electrical field in the RG is shorted reducing the
SAW velocity.

Due to discontinuities in wave velocities the SAW phase is

changed, this results in reflections. This tends to occur in materials where the
SAW has a large electromechanical coupling coefficient

see Section 2.2.3.

Electrical regeneration: The incident wave arriving at the reflective gratings pro
duces a time varying electrical field. This electrical field causes the generation
of SAWs. This regenerated component is larger than but with opposite phase to
that of piezoelectric shorting.
Geometric discontinuity: The presence of groves or deposited electrodes cause dis
continuities in the surface profile in which a SAW propagates. The propagation
of the SAW is then altered leading to reflections.
Mass loading: The variation in density and elasticity properties in the propagation
path due to the electrodes and their presence on the substrate surface causes
SAW propagation discontinuities leading to reflections.
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The m echanism s by which a reflective grating induces reflections of the incident
SAW will be dependent on the properties of the substrate. The electrom echanical
coupling coefficient will dictate whether piezoelectric shorting and or electrical re
generation occurs. On substrates such as AT-X quartz reflections due to geometric
discontinuities will be the prim ary m echanism for reflections. Piezoelectric shorting
and electrical regeneration may even result in decreases in reflection strengths. The ef
fects o f a reflective grating can therefore be difficult to predict theoretically and SAW
device m anufacturers tends to base RG design on experimental and m anufacturing ex
perience.

2.3.3

SAW delay line

Input IDT

O u tp u t IDT

Figure 2.12: Schematic o f a SAW Delay line with a SAW launched from the input
IDT and propagating towards the output IDT

A second type which is com m only used incorporates an IDT with reflective electrodes
placed at a distance from the IDT. As electrodes reflect an incident SAW back towards
the IDT, several electrodes deposited at various positions from the IDT will result is
a pulse train with a tim e delay between the SAW reflected by each electrode arriving
back at the IDT. The time delay corresponds to the electrode separation from the IDT.
Such arrangem ents are com m only used in RFID tags.
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Xl

--->

IDT
Figure 2.13: Schematic of a SAW reflective delay line with an incident SAW
launched from the input IDT reflected by the reflective gratings

2.3.4

One port SAW resonator
ID T

R eflectiv e
g ratin g s

S u b strate

Figure 2.14: Schematic of a SAWR
The SAW resonator (SAWR) proposed by Ash [32] exploits RG to reflect a propagating
SAW back towards the IDT to form a resonant structure. Figure 2.14 shows a one-port
SAWR. An IDT is located between two RG, a SAW is launched from both ends of the
IDT and is reflected by the RG, this produces a standing wave in the resonant cavity.
The pitches of the reflective grating and IDT are usually equal. A single electrode
reflects a SAW weakly, however the combined effect of several hundred electrodes
allows for reflectivity’s of up to 95% efficiency to be achieved. The use of long gratings
limits the surface to bulk wave coupling. The RG is located within the Fresnal region
of the propagating wave, which limits beam steering effects. Overall the SAWR is a
highly efficient device with high Q-factors achievable. The frequency of an applied
voltage which causes the SAWR to resonate is called the fr and is the same frequency
which generates the strongest response in the IDT (see equation 2.3.3).
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2.3.4.1

Unwanted wave modes

A com m on source o f degradation in tiie response o f a one port SAWR occurs due to
the generation o f unwanted wave modes which degrade the overall response o f the
resonator. These spurious responses are due to the generation o f unwanted transverse
wave m odes that occur within the reflective grating. These unwanted wave modes
appear as higher order responses and are due to diffraction and beam steering within the
reflective grating. H igher order responses are of particular concern as they effect the
response o f the resonator lowering the Q-Factor. In wireless sensing these unwanted
modes can be extremely disruptive as such modes may be m isinterpreted as the SAWR
resonance response.
In SAW devices, responses due to acoustic waves other than SAW are spurious
bulk waves [19]. Bulk waves will also be excited by an IDT. Bulk waves propagate
through the bulk of a substrate material and reflect at the edges of substrates. Surface
treatm ents such as sand blasting and lapping on the base o f a resonator can suppress
these bulk wave modes [33]. A separate bulk wave m ode known as a surface skim m ing
bulk wave (SSBW ) cannot be suppressed by sand blasting as the wave front penetrates
into the substrate slowly. A sim ilar wave mode called the surface transverse wave
(STW ) mode is com m only used as the wave mode in filters due to the higher wave
velocity com pared to SAW [34].
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2.4

Strain sensing mechanism in SAWR

A strain sen so r should d em onstrate a m easurable linear resp o n se to applied strain.
T he reso n an t frequency o f a SA W R strain sensor is a distinct feature o f the device
an d undergoes a quantifiable and m easurable shift from the nom inal value as strain is
applied. E q u ation 2.3.3 d escrib ed f r as a function o f tw o properties the electrode pitch
and SAW velocity. F or the SA W R to operate successfully as a strain sen so r eith er or
both o f these variables m ust display a sensitivity to strain, the com b in atio n o f w hich
cau ses a rep eatable linear change in the resonant frequency o f the SA W R. T he effects
o f strain on a SA W R resonant frequency are separated into tw o com ponents;
• E xternal strain biases changing the geom etry o f the electro d e structures (ID T
and reflective gratings).
• E xternal strain biases resulting in stresses developing in the substrate altering v^.

2.4.1

Geometric effects

Q u artz provides a rigid substrate for SAW R, capable o f surviving loading up to 2 0 0 0 jue
b eyond w hich a brittle failure o f the quartz occurs. A strain applied to the SA W R
causes an elastic deform ation o f both the substrate and alum inium electrodes. T he
critical d im ensions o f the electrodes, w idth a , height h and pitch p , are all d efo rm ed
by the ap plied strain. T he deform ation o f the ID T and reflective grating electrodes due
to ap p lied strain alters the w avelength o f the resonant SAW, therefore providing a d e
p en d en cy betw een strain and reso n an t frequency. R educing the pitch o f the electrodes
cau ses an increase in the f r , conversely increasing the pitch causes a decrease in f r .

2.4.2

Effects of Stress on SAW velocity

T he velocity o f an acoustic w ave propagating in an elastic m edium can display a stress
d ep endence. T his p h enom enon term ed acoustoelasticity by H ughes and K elly in 1953
[35] w as first referen ced to SAW devices in 1975 w hen C ullen and R eeder m easured
the ch an g es in the delay tim e o f a SAW delay line device as strain fields w ere ap p lied
[36] . F u rth er investigations show that the stress dependency o f the SAW velocity
varies significantly w ith substrate orientation [37]. N alam w ar and E pstein suggested
that v elo city-stress dependency was caused by changes in the elastic constants o f the
m aterial, density and equ atio n s o f m otion [38].T he overall change o f SAW velocity
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.Appled Force

Reflectors

.

Electrodes
IDT
^

Substrate •*''

Stress ^
shielding

substrate

AT-Quartz Sut33traT:e w ith fttta c h e d Aluminium E le c tr o d e s

Figure 2.15: Contour plot of the T\ \ stress at the interface between substrate and
electrodes for uniaxial strain applied to AT-X Quartz to the direction of SAWR
propagation
in the substrate is a function of the longitudinal and transverse stress generated in the
substrate as strains are applied. The sensitivity of the

can vary dramatically across

substrates. The stress generated in the SAW substrate can be calculated using Finite
Element methods, to this end an ANSYS vlO.O model was created to illustrate the ef
fects of strain being applied to the surface region of a SAWR. A substrate volume with
dimensions A long, A wide and A /2 deep were chosen. The substrate was generated
as a quartz aluminium composite body. Symmetric boundary conditions were applied
to the edges of the quartz. A uniaxial displacement was applied in the

direction

equivalent to a ISOjie. Figure 2.15 shows a contour plot of the T\\ stresses (normal
to wave propagation) in the surface region of SAWR. The metallised portions of the
surface display significantly lower stress state than the free surface regions and the rest
of the substrate. The thin electrodes have a negligible effect in the overall stress state
in the material. Only moderate stress shielding occurs in the region directly under the
electrode of approximately A/8.
An applied strain bias leads to an alteration of the elastic constants of the material
to form a set of biased elastic constants known as the effective elastic constants [39]
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^ijkl — ^ijkl “(■TitSjk + Ciji^ifnnSmn + (^ijpl^k,p

^ipkl^j,p

(2.4.1)

where Tn is the static biasing stress, 5jk is Kronecker delta and w, is substrate
deform ation due to the applied m echanical bias. From Equation 2.4.1 it can be seen the
c*jki values are a com bination o f the second order ciji^i and the third order coefficients
Cijkimn o f the material. Furtherm ore the contribution of the third order coefficients
is required to calculate the sensitivity o f the substrate to changes in SAW velocity.
This is in keeping with the velocity stress-dependency that would be expected with
acoustoelasticity effects.
In the next Section the overall strain sensitivity of the project sensors will be cal
culated based upon a com bination of SAW velocity and geometric effects.

2.5

Theoretical Strain Sensitivity of AT-X SAWR strain
sensors

M any authors have m easured the changes in the velocity o f a SAW due to applied
static biases [40] [41] [42] [43]. Typically this work has been focused on identifying
the effects o f strain, pressure, torque and tem perature as they vary across substrates
and propagation orientations which allowed for the design of bias-insensitive filters
and oscillators or bias sensitive sensors. Recently a com plete profile of the sensitivity
of all quartz cuts to torque has been theoretically determ ined with some experim ental
verification [44]. Several high sensitivity quartz substrates have been identified which
dem onstrate a strain coupling four tim es higher than conventional cuts with low tem 
perature sensitivities. The sensitivity o f the SAW velocity to such external biases is
calculated by defining effective material constants which are the constants perturbed
by a stress that is introduced into the material by the external biases. W hile all m a
terial constants are bias sensitive for quartz the elastic constants are dom inant. These
effective elastic constants are then used to calculate a perturbed SAW velocity using
the m ethods described in Section 2.2.
In this section a sim ilar procedure based upon the static deform ation of the m ate
rial constants is im plem ented to calculate the variation in strain sensitivity of an AT-X
quartz at various alignm ent angles to applied strain as shown in Figure 2.16. Perturbed
velocities were calculated using the SAW velocity calculation program [23]. Hopwever free software is available, such as VCAL [19], which allows for alteration o f the
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m aterial co n stan ts and can be used to calculated the perturbed velocity. T h e m odelling
assum es th at the w ave m ode propagating in the structure is a R ayleigh wave.

Direction of applied strain

jjr
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o f a p p lie d
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F igure 2.16: A lig n m en t o f SAW R to applied strain fo r calculation o f SAW velocity
dependency
T he

f r

o f a SAW strain sen so r is prim arily a function o f

and A. H ow ever, influ

ences such as electro d e reflectivity and wave attenuation will influence the resonance
o f the SA W R [45] and are sensitive to applied external biases. S tatic frequency re
sponse an aly sis tech n iq u es such as C oupling o f M odes (C O M ) can be adapted to in
clu d e stress co m p o n en ts. H ow ever, C O M param eters, such as reflectivity, are difficult
to calcu late accu rately w hen com pared to ex perim entally fitted data. C O M values can
be m easu red ex p erim en tally on predesigned dies [46], Such devices w ere unavailable
fo r this pro ject. T h u s the calculation o f the variation in

f r

w as m ade w ith reflectivity

om itted. T h is ap p ro ach is generally used in o th er research to calculate pressure and
to rq u e sensitiv ities and is acceptable for this sensor m odel [42] [44][47].
A dditionally, the n ature o f the applied biases m ust be co n sid ered p rior to the cal
culatio n o f the p ertu rb ed SA W velocity. W hen hom ogeneous biases are applied to
the SA W R , th e c,y^/ co m p o n en ts rem ain hom ogeneous in the p ro pagation zone o f the
SA W R and can be d esc rib ed as in E quation 2.4.1. H ow ever w hen the applied bias
is flexural in n ature an inhom ogeneous stiffness coefficient occurs in the propagation
zone o f the SA W R su bstrate. T hus the SAW velocity w ill not be uniform . P erturbation
p ro ced u res can be used to calculate the spatially-changing biasing fields. It has been
show n that p ro v id ed the ratio o f substrate thickness to SAW w avelength is significant
( ~ 9 0 ), ord in ary SA W calcu latio n s produce alm ost identical results [48]. Typically,
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perturbation procedures are used when the SAWR is fabricated on a thin substrate
which is acting as a pressure diaphragm [43], The propagating SAW is confined to
the surface region of the substrate. The substrate is far thicker than the SAW wave
length and is bonded to a thicker beam which is under flexure. Therefore biases can be
considered homogeneous. This is a reasonable assumption here. FEM analysis of the
surface of the SAW resonator confirmed the stress distribution in the working area of
the device was uniform. This is consistent with FEM analysis of SAWR torque sensors
with similar geometry [47].
It has been shown that for many substrates the SAW velocity changes will be dom
inated by the influence of the stresses in the direction and transverse to the SAW prop
agation, T\] and

733

respectively. Modelling of the SAW velocity sensitivities confirm

that for AT Quartz, stress velocity dependencies are dominated by T\ \ and
components. This is shown in Figure 2.17. The sensitivities for T\ \ and

733

733

stress

were found

to be —1 .6 6 5 4 2 e ~ " ^ and 8 . 0 5 1 respectively for AT-X quartz. For this ori
entation a compressive T\ \ will increase the SAW velocity. Similarly,
thus a positive

733

is positive

will increase the SAW velocity thus causing an increase in the fr

of the resonator. In the absence of electrode reflectivity and other COM effects the
sensitivity of fr to applied stress can be found in Equation 2.5.1 [23].
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is the strain on the surface o f the reso n ato r calculated from the com pliances

o f the ro tated q u artz substrate.

2.5.1

Strain sensitivity calculation as function of alignment

O nce the velocity sensitivity is calculated fo r AT-X q uartz the stress in the surface o f
the su b strate is calculated at various alignm ents in the applied strain field as show n in
F ig u re 2.16:
• T h e SA W R w as defined in A N SY S v 10 as an anisotropic block attached to the
m easu rem en t area o f the SAW calibration beam . T he m aterial properties o f the
attach ed die w ere defined as rotated values o f the m aterial constants found in
[49]. T he SA W R was rotated on the SAW calib ratio n beam to the appropriate
angle.
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Tx 1 M Pa
22.31
14.58
9.07
4.23
-1.67

Orientation
0°
30°
45°
0
0
90°

733 M Pa
-0.68
4.17
10.27
16.25
19.39

Table 2.1: Calculated T\ \ and 733 at various orientations to applied strain for a
consistent loading condition

• The beam and SAWR were then meshed. Boundary conditions were applied
constraining the beam in all DOF at the m ounted end. A point load was applied
to the free end which generated a displacem ent equal to a loading point defined
in the calibration process.
• Stress values were calculated on the surface o f the SAWR for a coordinate sys
tem relative to the propagation direction of the SAW in the IDT and reflective
gratings.
• The relative shift in fr was calculated from the stress values calculated in the
SAWR and the stress dependency of the fractional change in SAW velocity ^
and ^
• ^

see equation 2.5.1.

was converted to S^en using a value of strain for a location parallel to the

SAWR in the ANSYS model. The strain value used was found at a distance
away from the SAWR where localised effects caused by the stiffness o f quartz
substrate would not skew results.
The procedure was repeated for orientations o f 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° to the
applied strain. The calculated values for stress in the SAW propagation zone on the
substrate surface are shown in Table 2.1
The resulting strain-frequency sensitivity for SAWR at various alignm ent angles
can be seen in Figure 2.18. The values are com pared to the experim ental values deter
m ined in Section 6.8

2.5.2

Discussion on Modelling of AT-X SAWR Strain sensors

In order to verify the m odelling procedure outlined in Section 2.5 the predicted strain
sensitivities were com pared to those found experimentally in Section 6 .8. The overall
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Figure 2.18: Sensitivity of SAWR alignm ent to applied strain experimental and
theoretical

trend o f the graph is correct. The sign o f the frequency strain sensitivity matches
that o f the experim ental work thus verifying that the wave mode and m odel set up
for the determ ination of stress sensitivity for a Rayleigh wave m ode is correct. For
an AT-X sensor aligned to applied strain a value o f —5 1 l . 2 H z / f i e was determined,
this represents an over estim ation of approxim ately 21% which is com parable to the
over estim ation o f the strain sensitivity for ST-X Quartz o f 30% reported in [44]. The
over estim ation betw een experim ental and sim ulation is m oderately improved at ATX aligned at 90° to the applied strain

15%. In sim ulations o f the SAWR strain

orientated 30°, 45° and 60° to the applied strain field the results are broadly similar
in error. For these alignm ents, FEM indicated significant shear stress is generated
in the surface o f the material. W hile the velocity sensitivity to shear

was found

to be 9 .8 6 1 7 ^ '“^ ^ , which is several orders o f m agnitudes lower than the calculated
sensitivities ^

and ^

and will have a negligible effect on SAW velocity. Stress

shielding effects caused by the inclusion o f adhesive layers for the bonding of the
SAWR sensor are known to be significant and may result in the offset in m easured and
theoretical values.
However the results predict the decrease strain sensitivity o f the SAWR as orien-
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tation to applied strain is changed, the correct sign change was calculated for AT-X
orientated at 0° and AT-X orientated at 90^^. Thus demonstrating that alignment errors
and the effects on SAW performance can be calculated. It also demonstrates that strain
insensitivity can be achieved by mounting of the SAWR which could be of benefit for
compensation of the SAWR in electronic applications to stress and temperature. The
modelling schemes can also be used to predict possible substrate orientations of quartz
which could be suitable for strain measurements. From simulation cuts AT-40° to AT46 ° show strong coupling to T\ \ while simultaneously demonstrating an acceptable
K^. However reflectivity effects would need to be investigated to ensure suitability. To
the author’s knowledge this is the first instance of using rotated SAWR strain sensors
to validate the modeled response of a SAW strain sensor to experimental data. This
novel validation procedure negates the requirement to use a range of substrates to val
idate theoretical modelling of SAWR strain and torque sensors. Thus decreasing the
complexity of sensor validation. The SAWR strain sensor remains at a single prop
agation direction and the stress states are changing due to changes in the orientation
of the SAWR strain sensor. Die design is generally not considered in the design of
SAWR strain and torque sensors or at least published literature does not suggest so.
This method suggests the strain sensitivities can be controlled by designing the SAWR
die into a particular geometry in which an appropriate stress state in the substrate is
generated. Such a design approach could be included at the design stage along side
substrate selection and design of the IDT structures. This may in fact be a more suit
able method for SAWR design and be preferential for creating multi sensor array in the
ISM band as strain sensitivities can be controlled rigidly thus limiting full scale sensor
bandwidths.

2.5.3

Conclusion

In this chapter a general overview into SAW strain sensor was presented. The basic
concepts on the nature of the SAW and the methods used to excite the wave on piezo
electric substrates was presented. Modelling techniques used to calculate the SAW
velocity for a given substrate and orientation were detailed as well as methods to cal
culate the effects of stress and strain on the wave velocity. These methods were then
employed to calculate the theoretical response of the SAWR strain sensor. These mod
elling techniques were expanded to predict the variation in the SAWR strain sensitivity
at various alignments to applied strain. The theoretical SAWR response was then com-
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pared to experimental measured sensitivities and a novel method for validating SAWR
strain sensors was presented. The accuracy of the model was evaluated and the ad
vantages and weakness of this modelling technique were discussed. The possibility of
incorporating this modelling technique into SAWR design to create sensors which can
retain the advantages of AT-X propagation whilst controlling the strain sensitivity was
also discussed.
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Chapter 3
Surface acoustic wave sensors
The application o f SAW devices to the sensing of physical m easurands was first re
ported over thirty years ago [50]. Over the last fifteen years extensive research has
been undertaken to develop the reader technology to interrogate SAW sensors w ire
lessly. W hile the advantages of passive wireless sensing are obvious and have the
potential for extensive com m ercialisation, it has only been recently that com m ercial
interrogation units have come to market. The com m ercialisation o f interrogation hard
ware was a key developm ent which facilitated this work. The availability o f com m er
cial hardw are will undoubtedly see another surge in SAW sensor developm ent. It is
hoped this thesis can facilitate such endeavors.
This chapter discusses the developm ent o f SAW sensing over the last three decades.
A review o f SAW sensors designed for the sensing o f physical m easurands such as
tem perature, strain and pressure is provided. Details and an assessm ent of the sensor
used for this project is presented. An overview of the interrogation unit used in this
project is also included.

3.1

History of physical SAW sensors

The prim ary application of SAW devices is to act as electronic com ponents where
highly stable perform ance is essential. This requires that com ponents dem onstrate an
insensitivity to tem perature and strain. D uring the 1970’s investigation’s were per
form ed to assess the sensitivity of SAW devices to external biases. These early works
focused on identifying sources o f instability in the perform ance of electronic SAW
based com ponents. This lead to the discovery o f several tem perature and stress insen-
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sitive quartz cuts like the double rotated stress compensated SC cut [51 ] and the current
industry standard ST quartz [52] which exhibits minimal tem perature sensitivity in the
range around am bient conditions.
As the sensitivity o f a SAW device performance to external biases was known, the
possibility o f utilising SAW device as physical sensors was assessed. One of the ear
liest reported exam ples of SAW devices as sensors was perform ed by Dias and Kerrer
in 1974 [50]. They investigated the effects o f stress on the delay tim e o f SAWDL (see
Section 2.3.3 for a description o f SAWDL). A SAWDL was m ounted in a cantilever
arrangem ent and the free end displaced, the result was a dem onstration o f a force and
pressure transducer [50]. Further developm ents were made by Cullen and Reeder when
they fabricated a SAWDL on a m achined diaphragm to create a SAW pressure sensor
in 1976 [41]. As SAW devices becom e more common in telecom m unications systems
SAW research focused once more on elim inating SAW sensitivity to external biases in
particular to vibration [42] through package design [53] and the identification of other
stress and tem perature com pensated substrate cuts [54].
Research into m echanical SAW sensors slowed during the 1980’s mostly due to the
robustness o f the com peting technologies. SAW sensor developm ent becam e focused
on chemical and biological applications. Today SAW chem ical sensors are readily
available as com m ercial products [55]. Chem ical sensing is the main application area
for SAW sensors.
The main attraction of physical sensing with SAW devices is the possibility for
w ireless passive measurem ent, which can be achieved with either the SAW delay line
(SAW DL) or the SAWR [56]. This is the method by which SAW ID tags operate
and indeed the developm ent of SAW sensing is closely related to the development
o f wireless SAW RFID tags. By 1972 wireless SAW ID tags had been demonstrated.
Today passive wireless ID tags are in commercial use. The first reported demonstration
o f a SAW wireless sensor was made in 1989 when Bao et al [57] dem onstrated wireless
passive tem perature sensing with SAW ID tags. During the 1990’s developm ent of
w ireless passive readers and interrogation units accelerated greatly with two separate
groups prim arily developing reader technologies for SAWR and SAWDL. A combined
research group from Siemens and the University o f Technology Vienna focused on
SAW DL sensors and developed a num ber of prototypes for autom otive applications.
R eader units for SAWDL line devices were developed in tandem and shown to operate
in applications such as: tyre pressure m onitoring and torque sensing [58].
At the same tim e research continued with the developm ent of wireless SAWR sen-
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sors.

In 1990s patents were filled by A and B Lonsdale dem onstrating details on

SAW torque sensors [59].B uff et al at the Technical University o f Ilm enau developed
SAWR wireless readers and sensors for pressure and tem perature applications during
the 1990’s[60]. During this time differential sensing and tem perature com pensation
for SAW devices was introduced in both SAW delay line and reflective delay line sen
sor types. Buff im plem ented differential m easurem ent in SAWR sensors. Differential
m easurem ent calculates a strain based upon the difference in response betw een two
or m ore SAWR on the one die and is com m only used in torque m easurem ents [61].
Differential m easurem ent in SAW sensor greatly lowers the tem perature dependency
m aking it ideal for physical sensing. An additional benefit was that this difference
is alm ost independent o f influences o f the radio channel such as distance [60]. W hile
several research groups left the field, research into SAW sensors and reader technology
continued to grow mostly however in a com m ercial setting. Several com panies have
com m ercialised reader and interrogator hardware and currently offer pressure, torque
and tem perature sensors. Carinithian Tech Research have com m ercialised SAW delay
line sensor for use in m easuring pressure tem perature and strain [62]. W hile recently
SenSeor have com m ercialised tem perature, pressure, stress and torque SAW sensors
[63]. Interrogation units have become available at a competitive price point designed
with off the shelf com ponents. Transense Technologies probably the leader in SAW
sensing technology have begun to license technology to several com panies, SenGenuity currently use such hardw are [64] for wireless SAWR tem perature sensing. In
section 3.5 the interrogator hardware will be discussed. The Transense interrogation
hardw are has also been com m ercially licensed to several autom otive m anufacturers.
However these licenses use a custom ASIC which perform s signal processing and acts
as the Tx/Rx synthesizer. The custom ASIC has been reported to operate with a sensor
update rate o f 6kHz with one sensor [65]. Currently, however, no m ajor m arket has
adopted SAWR sensors and it seems unlikely that SAW sensing technologies will dis
place existing technologies. However SAW devices may be best suited to niche oper
ations or open applications previously unsuitable with other com m ercial technologies,
such as strain m easurem ent on rotating shafts.

3.2

Specification of project sensors

At the com m encem ent o f this project suitable SAW sensors were unavailable. One
port SAW resonators were selected as the device type for this project. For mechanical
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sensing operations SAWR are preferred over delay line devices due to their narrow
band performance, smaller die size and higher Q factor when compared to delay line
devices of equal dimension [47], As will be discussed in Chapter 2 the properties and
behaviour of SAW devices can vary significantly depending on the design of the device
and selection of the substrate material. Therefore to operate successfully as a wireless
sensor a potential SAW device should demonstrate several key characteristics.
Passive wireless operation: For a SAWR to operate wirelessly and passively a high
Q-factor is required. SAWR strains sensors are required to store energy from an
RF pulse from which to supply a response signal. The Q-factor quantifies how
the energy stored in a SAWR dissipates over time.
Strain dependency and temperature independent To operate as a strain sensor, the
SAWR strain should operate with a sensitivity to strain which is larger than the
sensitivity to temperature. Temperature compensated cuts and stress compen
sated cuts of quartz have been identified previously. Due to the anisotropic na
ture of quartz, SAWR sensitivity to strain and temperature can vary depending on
substrate and propagation conditions. The strain sensitivity must be such that the
fr

remains confined to a known full scale sensor bandwidth during operation to

avoid confusion with other sensor types while demonstrating a low temperature
sensitivity.
Physical size: One of the virtues of commercial SAW filter technology is the small
physical dimensions of the die typically 2.8mm x 1.7mm. Such dimensions
however are too small for manual handling. Physically small dies would also
suffer from inconsistent bonding and alignment errors.
Repeatable sensors: The test sensors should form part of a consistent manufactured
lot. The strain performance can be separated from inconsistency in manufactur
ing.

3.2.1

SAWR sensor type

A SAWR strain sensor may be required to operate as part of a wireless passive network
which may contain several sensor nodes, or for differential SAWR sensor several res
onators forming a single node. In each case the resonant response of each SAWR must
be distinguishable in the bandwidth of sensor operation. This is usually achieved by
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separation of fc. Figure 3.1 shows the 5n plot of several absolute measurement sen
sors acting as a single sensor node. In absolute measurement, compensation of thermal
or transmission effects cannot be made.

■|i
R1

ill
R2

R3

f
Figure 3.1: Multi SAWR network with several sensor nodes
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of a differential SAWR sensor. A single sensor node
comprises of several resonators. The additional resonators are used for temperature
compensation.

R1
tH

rH

f

R2

Figure 3.2: A single SAWR node incorporating several resonators for differential
measurement
For absolute SAW sensing each node must be separated by a bandwidth sufficiently
large to cover the frequency range of operation. It is possible however to implement
beam forming techniques on the interrogation signal to measure SAWR which are
physically separated [66]. This could facilitate the use of identical sensors in one
network. The implementation of such a scheme would be included into the reader
electronics and is beyond the scope of this project.
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3.2.2 Sources of SAWR sensors
This project forms part o f the second generation o f SAW research in Trinity College
Dublin. The previous project com pleted in 2007 used SAWR devices fabricated on
ST-Quartz [23]. However the fabricated devices failed to perform effectively. This
could be attributed to the com plexity in SAWR design and the lack o f trial and error
in the fabrication processes. For this project fabrication facilities were not available
to perform trial and error on the fabrication process and on the design of the SAWR
therefore the chances o f success were felt to be limited. It was decided to com m is
sion a com m ercial organisation to aid in the design and fabricate the SAWR strain
sensor for this project. In most cases com m ercial SAWR sensor com panies license the
manufacture to a com m ercial organisation. This allows for the SAWR sensor to enter
into a well defined and optim ised process during fabrication which will lead to higher
yields. SAWNICS international, a South Korean m anufacturer of SAW devices was
comm issioned to design and fabricate SAWR strain sensors. Based upon details found
in the literature, the authors involvement in previous SAW sensors projects [67] as well
as recom m endations by the m anufacturer a design specification was agreed upon and
a fabrication run was comm issioned. As the m anufacturer was located in South Ko
rea traveling to observe the process was not practical and many of the finer details on
the m anufacture process are propriety knowledge. Details on the sensors specification
provided to the SAWNICS is shown in Table 3.1.
The final dies were delivered on a 4 inch wafer which was diced using a quartz
dicing saw.The com pleted wafer is shown in Figure 3.3 and a single sensor is shown
in Figure 3.4.
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fc
fc
fc

|Z| a t / .
Q factor
Broadband 5i i
Spurious 5i i

Material
Cut Type
Thickness
Length
Width
Bond Pads

Electrical S Jecifications
TCD
IDT type
433.42MHz
Non-Apodized
Apodized
433.92MHz
Apodized
434.42MHz
50^2 ±20^2
10,000
-IdB
> -2 d B
Substrate S jecifications
TCD
Quartz
ST
350;Um
5mm
5mm
2 X 2mm
Table 3.1: Specification of SAWR senors
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Final Delivered
/c ± 0 .0 5 MHz
/c ± 0 .0 5 MHz
/c ± 0 .0 5 MHz

50^1±20ri
> 10,000
> -IdB
> ~2dB
Final Delivered
Quartz
AT
350jUm
5mm ± 0.1mm
5mm ± 0 .1 mm
2 X 2mm
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Figure 3.3: Completed SAWR wafer

Figure 3.4: Diced SAWR strain sensor
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3.3

SAWR Sensor Design

Each completed fabricated wafer contained 280 dies. For this project work was fo
cused on the 434.42 MHz apodized sensor and 433.42 MHz non apodized sensor. This
section provides details on the layout of the SAWR.

3.3.1

Non Apodized 433.42MHz

A schematic of the layout of the non apodized SAWR sensor is shown in Figure 3.5.
The non apodized structure is the most basic design configuration for the IDT.

S

d

pt

pg

Figure 3.5: Schematic of 433.42MHz non Apodized SAWR
The dimensions of the non apodized SAWR are given in Table 3.2. A magnified
image of the IDT is shown in Figure 3.6.
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pt
pg
8
d
Nt
Ng
s
h
Wo
W

IDT Electrode pitch
Grating Electrode pitch
Electrode width
Base o f Electrode
N um ber o f electrodes in
IDT
N um ber o f electrodes in
Grating
Grating Spacing
D eposition thickness
Aperture
Aperture

3.6162jUm
3 .6 \6 2 iim
0.35 X p t
pt
121
280
l l 4 x pt

iiooA
120xpt
Wo+ 2 x d

Table 3.2: N on-apodized 433.42M Hz SAWR Geom etrical Features

Figure 3.6: Photo of non Apodized 433.42 M H z SAWR at approx. 200x
m agnification. The lighter regions are deposited aluminum
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3.3.2

Apodized 434.42 MHz

The second design incorporated an apodization function. Apodization is comm only
used in optics to control the input o f an optical system. The intenisity o f profile o f the
optical input can be varied through apodization o f the input source. In SAW devices
apodization is a method whereby the overlap o f the active electrodes is varied along
the length of the transducer to control the profile o f the SAW generated by the IDT.
W hen an impulse response of the transducer is considered, the frequency response of
the device can be given by the Fourier transform of its time response which is directly
related to the electrode layout.The strength o f the time response o f the SAWR varies
as the SAW passes through the IDT. As the Fourier transform from tim e dom ain to fre
quency and vice versa creates alm ost identical results, the tim e response and frequency
response o f the SAW can be controlled. Apodization can also be used to suppress the
unwanted transverse wave modes generated in the reflective gratings [68].

S

d

pt

pg

Figure 3.7: Schematic o f 434.42M H z Apodized SAWR

A schem atic o f the IDT layout is shown in Figure 3.7.The apodization function
which defines the electrode aperture is given by Equation 3.3.1 and Equation 3.3.2.

qk

=

{ - \ ) ’' c o s { K k / { A x N ) ) \

yk=-^[\+qk)

(3.3.1)

(3.3.2)

This results in the overlap o f the electrodes varying with position. In Figure 3.8 an
image of the IDT of the apodized SAWR is shown under magnification. The apodiza-
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tion function o f the IDT is typical of a classical apodization function for a SAW IDT.

Figure 3.8; Photo o f Apodized 434.42M H z SAWR at approx. 200x magnification.
Lighter regions are deposited aluminum

pt
P8
8
Nt
Ng
s
h
Wq

IDT Electrode pitch
Grating Electrode pitch
Electrode width
N um ber of electrodes in
IDT
N um ber of electrodes in
Grating
Grating Spacing
Deposition thickness
Aperture

3.599jUm
3.599iim
0.35 X pt
120
280
1 / A x pt
I400A
120 X pt

Table 3.3: Apodized 434.42M H z SAWR Geom etrical Features
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3.4

Discussion on SAWR Design

All sensors were fabricated on AT-X quartz. AT quartz has a turnover tem perature of
« 80°. It is sim ilar in orientation to the substrate used by both SenSeor and Transense
for pressure and torque sensor (Y-34°).

It is more suitable for strain sensors than

conventional ST Quartz as the turnover tem perature o f ST-X quartz is 24° [69]. The
tem perature drift o f AT quartz is lower than that of ST quartz, for an absolute SAWR
sensor low tem perature drift is preferable. To the authors knowledge this is the first
im plem entation o f SAWR fabricated on AT quartz for physical sensing applications.
The frequency response of a SAWR is a function o f the design which can be a com 
promise betw een substrate properties and the fabrication capabilities. Generally, fr is
a function of the

and the tolerances o f the photolithographic processes. However

other factors can influence the overall frequency response. The presence o f surface
m etallisation introduces mass loading which effectively dam pens the am plitude o f the
SAWR response thus lowering v^. The propagating wave can be further attenuated by
parasitic losses due to bulk wave couplings, mass loading due to the presence o f air and
acoustic losses due to the propagating wave interacting with the crystalline structures
o f the substrate [70], Beam steering and wave diffraction can introduce second and
third wave modes in the device response which should be avoided. During the design
phase these effects can be sim ulated, generally with COM [71].
• The resonant frequency o f a SAWR is dependent on the reflective gratings [45].
The influence o f reflectivity on the fc can be controlled by the spacing of the
reflective gratings. However through design the sensitivity o f f c to the RGs can
be elim inated. The IDT and RG layout configurations can be divided into two
types described by the spacing between the IDT and reflective gratings. The
preferred layout known as the optimal design type, positions the reflective grat
ings a m ultiple of the electrode pitch apart i.e {s = 1.75 x pt). This provides
that the total phase shift o f the SAW within the resonant cavity is a m ultiple of
7t [31]. The optim al design increases the m agnitude response of the SAWR at
resonance and m inim ise ripples in the frequency response particularly at the low
side of the stop band. The second configuration is the synchronous layout where
the reflective gratings are located at a position directly related to the periodicity
o f the IDT {s — 2 x pt etc). Such designs may result in poorer overall m agni
tude responses at resonance and introduce ripples in the response at the stopband
edges. However such designs tend to be easier to m anufacture as the tolerances
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on the position o f the reflective gratings is directly related to the periodicity of
the IDT and is less critical. The advantage of the synchronous design is the
m anufacturability as the response of the SAWR becom es effectively indepen
dent of reflectivity. Synchronous configurations are generally used in high yield
com m ercial processes with a very low frequency deviation ( ± 50 kHz) [45].
• In both sensor types for this project optimal spacings configurations were used.
For both sensor types equal numbers o f electrodes are used in the RG. The pitch
o f the electrodes in the RG is identical to the IDT while this is com m on design
trait in SAWR, RG in which the electrode pitch is varied can also be used. The
RG are very important in device design as their function is to reflect all the en
ergy back towards the IDT thus m axim ising the Q-factor o f the resonator, which
is preferable for this project. However long reflective gratings have been shown
to generate unwanted longitudinal wave modes (som etim es called m ultim odes).
These generally occur in two-port SAWR where resonant cavities are longer than
one-port resonators [72]. Beam steering and diffraction of the propagating wave
in the RG can cause higher order transverse wave modes to be generated. Such
transverse waves appear as an unwanted spurious response close to the resonant
frequency. H igher order transverse wave modes can severely influence the per
form ance of a wireless SAWR sensor. These wave modes can degrade the Q
factor of a one port SAWR and cause a m isinterpretation of the f r in wireless
applications.
• Spurious modes may be avoided by splitting up the entire aperture into well
separated tracks where each track supports the fundam ental mode [68]. This
approach, however, requires sufficient space in the transverse direction which
often is not available. Alternatively the excitation o f spurious m odes can be
avoided. This can be achieved by overlap weighting or apodization [73]. The
disadvantage o f apodization is that additional IDT width is required since the
maximum excitation strength only applies in the centre o f the device. A com m on
method is to control the overlap length of the IDT [74]. This techniques was used
in the non apodized sensors.
• In both designs shorted RG were used. This is the preferred configuration for
ST-X Quartz [31] and is not surprising that AT-X resonators use the sam e RG
configuration. O ther methods can be used to increase the reflectivity o f RG such
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as varying the polarity o f the gratings, however for quartz substrates the low
coefficient would limit any possible success with such techniques.
At the design stage o f this project it was decided not to pursue a differential style
SAWR i.e m ultiple resonators on one die. The perform ance o f an absolute SAWR sen
sor had not been fully validated at this time, which is a key step in the development
of a SAWR strain sensor. Im plem enting several resonators on a single die would com 
plicate the design brief introducing different propagation conditions which may not
have the tem perature stability of conventional AT-X quartz. Furtherm ore the iterations
required in order to achieve the required electrical specifications of Table 3.1 would
increase the cost beyond that perm issible for a University research project. A ddition
ally differential m easurem ent can still be implem ented using different die. i.e. using
a 433.42 M H z and 434.42M H z sensor, which is an acceptable alternative see Section
7.4.4.

3.5

Wireless Sensing

A wireless sensor consists o f a sensing elem ent coupled to a micro controller, a ra
dio transceiver and an on board power supply, typically a battery. However, batterypowered transm itting sensors have drawbacks due to their physical size and the require
ment for periodic and som etim es frequent battery replacem ent. Com m ercial wireless
strain sensors which incorporate such an arrangem ent are available and can be used to
m easure strain using a foil resistive strain gauge. The SG -Link for M icrostrain [75],
see Figure 3.9, is a com m ercially available wireless strain gauge m odule. Each single
sensor node consists of 2.4GH z transceiver com pleted with on board bridge com ple
tion. However wiring from the gauge to sensor node is required and the module has a
lim ited tem perature range o f -40°C — 70 °C.
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Figure 3.9: SG-Link Wireless Strain Gauge Module
SAW sensors allow for passive wireless sensing and remove the need for a bat
tery allowing for the complete installation to consist of sensor and antenna.While the
SAWDL and SAWR can both act as a wireless passive sensor, the required reader elec
tronics and method of interrogation are different [56].Passive wireless interrogation of
SAW devices is possible due to the energy storage mechanism of the SAW propagating
on piezoelectric substrate. The resonant frequency of the SAWR strain sensor can be
determined wirelessly by time or frequency domain methods. Currently the preferred
method to determine fr of the SAWR device is time domain sampling. For this work
the SenGenuity TempTracker shown in Figure 3.10, was used to wirelessly interrogate
the SAWR strain sensors using the pulsed interrogation method, which is a time do
main method. Phase lock loop methods have been reported [76] and it seems likely
such methods will be commercialised in the near future [77].
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F igure 3.10: W ireless tem perature interrogator and SA W R sen so r from S enG enuity

In the p u lsed interrogation m ethod a series o f short R F pulses are transm itted w ire
lessly to the SA W R. A transm itter is used to load the sensor w ith an R F pulse w hich
excites th e SA W R and generates a m echanical wave in the ID T w hich propagates b e
tw een th e R G . A fter the burst has been applied the interrogator enters a listening stage
w here the SAW is reconverted to the R F signal by the ID T and discharged through
the an ten n a as a decaying sinusoidal response related to the Q factor o f the SAW R
[78], T h is resp o n se signal is transm itted to the interrogator w here it is sam pled and
p rocessed. A n on board D S P perform s a final frequency m easurem ent. F igure 3.11
illustrates th e loading and unloading cycle for a SA W R sensors. T he decay tim e o f the
sinusoidal R F response is typically 6 i i s in duration.

I

Interrogation Signal

Decay R e sp o n se

F requency

F igure 3 .1 1: In terrogation M ethod for SA W R sensor a burst R F signal is transm itted
to the SAW R sensor.

T he f r is d eterm in ed by first searching for the SA W R across a band o f frequencies
w here the f c is expected to be located. T his is the search phase o f the m easurem ent
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cycle. T he b andw idth o f operation is divided into frequency bins. T he system perform s
a series o f excite and Hsten cycles at these frequency bins and determ ines through
P SD analysis o f the response signal, a rough value for the
undertaken w here

fc

fc .

A second p h ase is then

is determ ined m ore precisely by subdividing the bin w h ere the

SAW is located. T he fine m easurem ent phase is shorter in duration than the search
phase. F igure 3.12 show s a schem atic o f the SA W R interrogation cycle. E ach block
contains several loading and m easurem en t cycles typically 5-10 jUs. T h ese loading
cycles are used to im prove signal processing in the D S P through co h eren t accu m u latio n
o r averaging [79].

Time (^.s)
Search
phase

M easurem ent phase

F igure 3.12: Interrogation tim ing diagram fo r T em pT racker

3.6

Conclusion

In this ch ap ter a review o f SA W R sensing and w ireless interrogation w as presented.
SA W R sensors and interrogation hardw are have m atured to the point w here co m m er
cial ap plications can be developed. U nfortunately m uch o f the inform ation associated
w ith these p ro jects is held as proprietary inform ation.
A cu sto m ised SA W R strain sensor w as developed and m anufactured specifically
fo r this project.

D etails on the SA W R design was presented. T he design o f SAW

devices has b een on going for 50 years. Several design traits w hich are co m m only
used in device design can be identified in the SAW R strain sensor design. T he design o f
SAW devices fo r sensing is com plicated by the requirem ent for w ireless interrogation.
T he SAW R sen so r m ust provide a strong response at resonance. T he SA W R response
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should be pure with spurious responses suppressed. The m anufactured SAWR sensors
were found to operate effectively with the com m issioned wireless system. In the next
chapter the SAWR strain sensor electrical perform ance will be investigated.
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Chapter 4
Bare die characterisation
Initial experim ental testing of the SAWR strain sensors requires the electrical charac
teristics and behaviour of the device to be m easured on-w afer without the influence
o f external m echanical biases, thus providing a base line for the sensors performance.
This will allow the effects of bonding and packaging to be quantified. The determ ina
tion o f the broadband frequency response of an individual SAWR will determ ine the
device’s suitability as a wireless sensor. From the fabrication o f com m ercial quality
devices two wafers o f devices at 433.42 M Hz and 434.42 M Hz were available for test
ing. This section will detail the electrical characterisation o f the prototype sensors on
w afer and the assessm ents made to determ ine the suitability for wireless sensing.

4.1

Microwave Testing Techniques

The on-w afer prototype SAWR strain sensors are designed to operate in the 434 M Hz
ISM band. Due to the relatively high frequency of the devices circuit analysis tech
niques that can be applied to DC and low frequency m easurem ents are not applicable.
In high frequency testing the wavelength o f the applied signal becom es com parable to
the length of the transm ission line and becomes subjected to transm ission effects such
as phase changes in the transm itted signal. M icrowave analysis techniques are gener
ally used for testing of SAW devices and were utilised for the testing o f the SAWR
strain sensors. A good introduction to these techniques can be found in [80]. In the
analysis o f SAW com ponents such as oscillators and resonators, the device under test
(DUT) is typically treated as a N-port electrical network. A prototype sensor can be
considered as an N-port device in order to determ ine the broadband electrical response.
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While several techniques exist to describe the behavior of linear electrical networks,
the scattering matrix (S-Matrix) which contains the S-parameters is most commonly
used for the analysis of SAWR devices as many of the electrical properties typically
used to quantify the performance of a SAWR device can be found using simple calcu
lations and conversions of these parameters [81],

V j-

o -

DUT

~o

o -

-o
V2^

V i-

Port 1

Port 2

Figure 4.1: An 2-port network
Figure 4.1 shows the typical set up for 2-port electrical network. The behaviour
of an electrical network can be described as analogous to a beam of light reflecting
or defracting on a surface. When an RF signal is applied to one port of the DUT
a fraction of the incident signal is reflected, a portion is scattered and then exits the
DUT through other ports. Each individual S-parameters describes a ratio between
reflected and incident waves at the ports of the DUT. An advantage of the scattering
matrix is that it allows complex system such as the SAWR to be treated as a black box
where only behaviour at the ports is analysed. It is important, however, to differentiate
between incident and reflected waves in the transmission lines connected to the device
for which the microwave theory is applicable and the SAW propagating within the
SAWR structures. A two port network (N=2) which is described in S-matrix notation

<
1»

is shown in Equation 4.1.1.
S u if)

S n if)

521 (/)

S22(f)

(4.1.1)

1
Where each element of the S-matrix contains an S-parameter which describes the
reflection and transmission characteristics of the DUT for a particular port at a given
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frequency.

and Vj” is the am plitude of the voltage wave incident on port 1 and 2

respectively, while

and

are the reflected voltage at port 1 and 2 respectively.

5 | I is the voltage reflection coefficient on port 1 which describes the ratio of reflected
wave power to incident wave with no incident voltage at port 2 see (Equation 4 .1 .2 ).

(4.1.2)
Similarly, 5i2, which is the voltage transmission coefficient at port 1 is described as
the ratio o f transm itted voltage at port 1 to the incident voltage at port 2 and describes
the flow through a DUT is described in 4.1.2

(4.1.3)
Electrical boundary conditions are achieved by term inating port 2 with a matched
characteristic impedance o f 5 0 fi to allow for full transm ission into the DUT. Passive
devices such as a SAWR will operate with 0 < |5| 1 1 > 1. Three basic reflection coeffi
cients may be considered.
Open Circuit:

= 1; All the incident waves are reflected back to the source.

M atched Circuit: 5 | i = 0 ; All the incident wave is absorbed by the DUT
Shorted Circuit: 5 n = —1; All the incident wave is reflected back to the source.
However the wave is phase shifted by 90°
At f r the behaviour of the SAWR can be described as that of a m atched circuit
where the incident RF signal energy is dissipated into the sensor and very little is
reflected. For frequencies off resonance the sensor behaves with characteristics o f an
open circuit or short circuit and little to none of the energy is dissipated into the sensor.
The im pedance (Z) o f the SAWR under test can be calculated from the 5] i values
by Equation 4.1.4, where the characteristic impedance of the netw ork Zq was 50f2.

(4.1.4)
Sii values converted to impedance operate with:
M atched Circuit: Z = 50^2 Occurs at resonant frequency of the SAWR w here ideally
all the power is absorbed into the DUT and no reflections occur.
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Open Circuit: Z = <» Occurs typically at off frequencies from resonance. No power
is absorbed into the device. SAW are not generated in the IDT.
Shorted Circuit: Z = 0 Again occurs at off frequencies, and all the incident wave is
reflected.

4.2

Testing Equipment and Set-up

SAWR devices can be analysed using both 5 n and S \2 parameters. For this project it
was decided to test the 5i i response of the prototype sensors. The Si i response is the
industry standard for describing the response of the SAWR device as fr and impedance
can be found readily providing a link to static modelling techniques such as COM [46].
As the SAWR sensors are ultimately going to form a stand alone wireless sensor where
it will be configured with one port connected permanently to ground Si i testing is the
most appropriate method. On-wafer measurements were performed at the facilities in
the Microwave Laboratory at the University College Dublin. The experimental set up
for the static testing of devices on-wafer is shown in Figure 4.2. An Agilent E8361A
PNA vector network was used for Si i testing with one port of the SAWR connected
to the signal the second to ground. The probe SAWR interface is shown in Figure
4.3. Electrical probing of the die was performed using a set of calibrated probes, GB
ECP18-GS/SG-2500-EDP Picoprobes calibrated using a CS-17 calibration substrate.
The probes and die were held in a Cascade Microtech Summit 9000 probe station.
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Figure 4.2; Cascade Microtech probe station with Picoprobes installed performing on
wafer-open air calibrations of SAWR strain sensors.
For the 5ii testing of the SAWR sensors a short-open-load calibration of the VNA
was performed across a 2 MHz bandwidth which covered the expected range of oper
ation of the devices as well as the ISM band. Calibration and internal error correction
can provide ± \Q p p m frequency accuracy [82].
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Figure 4.3: Probing and Die Interface.
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4.3

Bare Die Testing

The bare die devices were tested to determine both their frequency and magnitude
response. 5 n testing was performed on two sets of wafers with identical devices of
nominal frequency 433.42 MHz and 434.42 MHz respectively. A typical SI 1 response
for a SAWR can be seen in Figure 4.4. Each wafer layout was identical with 260
devices fabricated on each wafer and was divided into sides A and B each containing
130 dies. The numbering structure is shown in Figure 4.5.
S ii Response of SAWR strain sensors

433.42 MHz
434.42 MHz

-1 5

-2 0

-2 5

-3 0

433

433.5

434
Frequency MHz

434.5

435

Figure 4.4: Typical Si | response of 433.42 MHz and 434.42 MHz SAWR strain
sensor measured at the Microwave Research Laboratory UCD
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□□□□□□
Side A

Figure 4.5: Layout of a 4 inch wafer with die numbering shown at the side.
Each device was tested using the process described in Section 4.2. The VNA was
calibrated across a bandwidth centred at fr of the DUT. The goal of on-wafer testing
was to determine several key parameters from which individual sensor quality could
be evaluated. These parameters were identified as:
Resonant Frequency of Device: The SAWR strain sensors are designed to operate
with a resonant frequency located within the 434 MHz ISM-Band which has a
bandwidth of 1.39 MHz. Determination of the resonant response on wafer allows
for an unbiased response to be determined prior to implementation of the SAWR
as a sensor.
Magnitude of the Resonant response Pronounced and defined response at resonance
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is required to differentiate the resonant response from the general broadband be
haviour of the sensor. The magnitude of the resonant response must be signifi
cant for the device to be considered suitable for sensing.
Q-factor For passive wireless sensing the unloaded Q factor provides an indication of
the energy storage capabilities of an individual die.
Device Yield General purpose sensing requires that the response of sensors fabricated
on the one batch be uniform in nature. Devices demonstrating comparable char
acteristics across a wafer should be selected for strain calibration. Therefore the
yield of devices from a fabricated wafer will require each sensor to meet several
criteria simultaneously.
Sensors which displayed a definite incorrect performance were excluded as being
defective or damaged and thus were omitted in the calculation of any statistical repre
sentation of the test wafers.
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4.3.1

Resonant Response of Dies

The test sensors fabricated by SAWNICS were specified to have a centre frequency of
433.42 MHz ± 50 kHz and 434.42 MHz ± 50 kHz. The variation in the resonant re
sponse of SAWR across a wafer can be attributed to the inconsistency in the substrate
material and the repeatability of the equipment used in the fabrication process. Typi
cally quartz wafers are artificially grown from seed wafers using hydrothermal growth
methods [83]. These wafers tend to show light non uniformity across their surface
which results in variations in propagation conditions and wave velocity which could
cause moderate variations in fr of each die. Furthermore, the fabrication of SAWR is a
multi step process which introduces possible sources of error at each step. SAWNICS
as a commercial organisation were unable to provide complete details on their fabrica
tion processes. However the devices were fabricated using standard photolithographic
techniques. Using a photomask with a linewidth tolerance of 2.353 ± 0.1 fim [84] and
i-line stepper using light with a wavelength of 365rjm. Slight variations in the di
mensions of the device structures should result in an averaging effect with the total
variation in response being therefore negligible. However as the devices are identical
in geometry, variations due to the location of the device on the wafer are far more
likely and therefore one would expect to see a profile in the device response showing
a symmetry and predictability across the wafer. Mass loading effects due to variations
in the deposition thickness of the surface metallisation could result in variations in the
SAW velocity across the wafer, this would result in a predictable variation in fr with
position. This could be caused during the spinning of the wafer during fabrication.
Without extensive details on the fabrication process a determination of the source of
this behaviour is difficult.
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 shows the resonant response from 433.42MHz wafer 2 and
434.42 MHz wafer 2. It can be observed that an approximate cyclic variation in the
resonant response occurs with on-wafer position. This could be attributed to a varia
tion in SAW velocity due to the proximity of a die to a growth striation which develop
during the growth of synthetic piezoelectric crystals [85][83]. However as X-ray topo
graph of the crystal prior to testing was unavailable this cannot be confirmed. For the
434.42 MHz wafers dies with higher fr are located towards the centre of the wafers.
However the distribution of die across the 433.42 MHz wafer is far more dispersed, see
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.8: Plot o f SAWR
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Figure 4.9: Plot o f SAWR

f r

grouping across 434.42 M H z W afer

Generally, across each o f the wafers tested the fabricated devices were found to
show broadly sim ilar results. Table 4.1 shows the results o f each w afer tested. Posi-
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tional co m p arison fails to indicate a direction relation i.e sim ilar devices at identical
locations on co m parative w afers are not generally com parable. W h ile such a relation
w ould be desirable it is unlikely that 100% repeatability across different w afers could
be achieved due to the fab ricatio n process and slight inconsistency in w afer properties.
F requency

W afer N um ber

43 3 .4 2 M H z

(1)
(2)

43 3 .4 2 M H z
43 4 .4 2 M H z
43 4 .4 2 M H z

(1)
(2)

M ean reso n an t fre
quency
433.447 M H z
433.451 M H z

S tandard
tion

D evia

7 .8 3 1 k H z
1 1 .6 9 1 k H z

4 3 4.420 M H z

2.776 kH z

434.434 M H z

2.349 kH z

Table 4.1: R esonant R esponse o f Test W afer

F igures 4.1 0 and 4.11 show s histogram s o f the frequency spread across the tested
w afers. Interestingly the 4 3 3.42M H z w afers show a sim ilar g rouping o f

f r

fo r both

w afers, the 4 3 4 .42M H z w afers how ever, show s an obvious shift in the groupings o f
the

f r .

T he m ajority o f die still w ere located in the nom inal threshold specified by

the design criterion. A s this is a once o ff m anufacturing run the overall quality and
rep eatab ility o f the dies is unlikely to be as high as a com m ercial device. T hrough
co n tact w ith the m an u factu rer it seem s three trial runs w ere m ade in ord er to achieve
an acceptable yield o f devices. C om m ercial devices w ould be part o f a m anufacturing
run w hich is far m ore defined and validated than w as practical for this project thus it is
reasonable to ex p ect variation across the w afers to be g reater [71],
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Figure 4.10: Histogram SAWR resonant on wafers designed to have nominal
frequency 433.42M Hz ± SOkHz
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4.3.2

Magnitude Response of the dies

W hile the resonant frequency is an important criterion for measuring the quality o f a
SAW R, the magnitude o f |5i 11 (expressed in dB) at resonance is an equally significant
factor in determining the usability o f the devices for both electronic or sensing appli
cations. The magnitude o f the resonant response w ill be due to the design o f the SAW
structures, ch oice o f substrate material and the fabrication processes. W hile the overall
magnitude response o f the resonator at resonance is com bination o f all the design steps
involved in reaching a com pleted device. The response can be primarily attributed to
a com bination o f two factors, the coupling coefficient and the reflectivity o f the SAW
structures (IDT a n d reflective gratings). In this section the analysis o f the magnitude
response o f the dies w ill be divided into two separate measurements. The broadband
5] I response was measured and the maximum value was determined. This w ill occur
at a frequency o ff resonance. Secondly the magnitude response at resonance, found at
the minimum S'] | value. The broadband frequency response occurs at frequencies off
resonance should ideally be OdB. In SAWR sensor applications a good broadband re
sponse w ill cause the resonant response to appear more distinct. O f the sensors tested
95-100% o f the fabricated devices operated with an acceptable broadband response.
At resonance a definitive and pronounced response is required to differentiate the
resonant response from broadband behaviour and the response o f spurious w ave modes.
Typically the resonant response between similar wafers show comparable behaviour.
The apodized structures demonstrate typically low er resonant response across the wafer
however with a greater consistency when compared to the non-apodized 433.42M H z
devices. Table 4 .2 show s the results from the tested wafers.
Wafer Fre
quency

Number

Broadband
5 ii: Mean
(dB)

Standard
Deviation
(dB)

Resonant
iSii: Mean
(dB)

Standard
Deviation
(dB)

433.42M H z
433.42M H z

(1)
(2)

-0.2565
-0.1534

1.1407
0.7044

-29.8421

7.5138
7.9051

(1)
(2)

-0.5443
-0.1446

1.9516
0.9544

434.42M H z
434.42M H z

-27.1640
-21.5821
-23.7942

5.827
3.0329

Table 4.2: Broadband and resonant 5] i response o f SAW Resonator

The majority o f the devices demonstrate a l^nj low er than the —\QdB specified
in the design requirements. W hile several outliers and defective devices are contained
within the batch, the majority o f the die on the wafer met the requirement o f the reso-
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nance response.
Resonant 5 u magnitude of 433.42MHz Resonator
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Figure 4.13: |Si 1 1response o f 434.42M H z resonators at resonance: wafer 2
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4.3.3

Device Impedance and Quality Factor

The Q factor of a SAWR is defined as the ratio o f stored energy to dissipated energy
in the h a lf cycle. The Q factor at resonance (Qr) provides an im portant m easure of
the energy storage capabilities o f a die for wireless sensing application. W hile various
m ethods can be used to calculate Qr the m ost convenient m ethod is based upon m ea
surem ent of the conductance plot, which can be found by converting 5i i parameters.
The SAWR sensors were specified to operate as a part o f a 50^2 network. To
achieve m axim um load transfer the die should operate with a |Z| of 50^2 at resonance.
The im pedance response from a pair o f ’’good” 433.42 M H z and 434.42 M Hz SAWR
which fulfil the specified criteria of Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively is shown in
Figure 4.14.
Im pcdauce response of SAW Resonators
1000

- -433.42 MHz SAWR
- 434.42 MHz SAWR

900
800
700
600

N

500
400
300
200
100

-0.5
0.5
Normalised FVequency

2.5
X 10

3

Figure 4.14: Com parison o f the Impedance response of 433.42M H z and 434.42M H z
Resonator
M ost o f the device fabricated fulfilled the design criterion o f 50^2 at resonance.
This is beneficial for load m atching to an industrial standard 50^2 antenna. The en
ergy storage capability of a SAWR strain sensor is an im portant characteristic for the
perform ance o f the sensor in wireless m easurem ent chains. In order to determ ine the
energy storage capabilities o f each die an algorithm described in [19] was used to cal-
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culated the unloaded

this m ethod is based upon the conductance plot and is prefer

able to methods based upon the 5i i plot. The SAWR were specified to operate with a
Qr > 10,000. Table 4.3 shows the calculated results for the test wafers.

W afer / ,

N um ber

M ean Qr

433.42M Hz
non-ap
433.42M Hz
non-ap
434.42M H z ap
434.42M H z ap

(1)

10,000

Standard
tion
1008

(2)

10,100

1247

(1)
(2)

9920
10,552

1385
735

D evia

Table 4.3: Qr for SAW Resonators from Test W afers

4.4

Analysis of Finished Devices

Table 4.4 shows the results o f on-w afer testing. W hile the response of the sensors
can be m easured and evaluated, the com m ercial nature o f the fabrication means that
minimal details on each o f the individual design steps are available. Therefore the
correlation between sensor perform ance and the individual design and fabrication steps
cannot be made.
W afer
433.42M Hz
433.42M Hz
434.42M Hz
434.42M Hz

Qr

fr

139
148
145
148

238
240
226
240

\z\
241
249
219
249

< \QdB
240
251
227
251

Yield
\3^I242
141/252
145/232
141/260

Table 4.4: Die fulfilling Design Criterion
However some key points can be made on the perform ance o f the die m easured
on-wafer.
• The majority o f devices fulfilled the criteria for the fr, m agnitude response and
impedance at resonance while only 55% devices tested met the design require
ment for a Qr > 10,000 . However the average response Qr on three o f the test
wafers fulfilled the design requirem ent. Over 90% of devices however did have
a Q factor greater than 9000 which while lower than specified is still acceptable
when com pared to the Qr o f the wireless sensor see Appendix 8.2.
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• Spurious response: The generation o f spurious responses can be m inim ised dur
ing the design stage. However in reality the spurious response cannot be fully
suppressed, apodized devices have a slightly lower magnitude o f the F' order
spurious response w hich would be preferable for w ireless sensing. The lower
magnitude response o f the apodized devices would be expected [18]. The spu
rious responses are generally 175kHz greater than the centre frequency and dis
play the same frequency shifts with position that the resonant frequency dem on
strates. G enerally speaking the form o f the response o f the devices across the
wafer is similar except with a stepped frequency response.
• Figures 4 .1 0 and 4.11 shows that 434.42M H z test sensors demonstrate a sim 
ilar frequency distribution between wafers. However the 434.42 wafers show
a definite shift in frequency distribution, a frequency bias due to testing being
performed on different dates mean that changes in cabling, calibration and un
seen errors could have introduced a frequency o ff set in the measurement, this is
unlikely. It is possible that the wafers are not com pletely unbiased prior to fabri
cation. A s-received untreated Quartz wafers can have residual strain o f approx.
1400jUe due to machining process [86]. Lapping o f the back surface w hich is
achieved with sandblasting the back surface o f the wafer, is a com m on process
in wafer preparations. The process can result in the wafers becom ing slightly
curved {Radius > 50m), introducing stresses into the material, which can gradu
ally relax [87].
• Figure 4 .4 contains a typical 5 11 response for a 433.42 M H z SAW R and a 434.42 M Hz
apodized SAW R. The inclusion o f an apodization function in the IDT has suc
ceeded in suppressing the magnitude o f the higher order transverse wave mode.
The trade how ever is that the response o f the apodized SAW R is low er at reso
nance than the non apodized SAWR 433.42 M H z SAW R. The magnitude o f the
apodized SAW R at resonance shows greater consistency than the non apodized
sensors across the wafer.

4.4.1

Conclusion

In this chapter the electrical performance o f the SAW test sensors was measured. The
on wafer response o f the SAW R strain sensors was broadly consistent. The majority
o f the SAW test sensors demonstrate a performance com parable or superior to that o f
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commercial SAWR temperature sensor see Appendix 8.2 . While the Qr was slightly
lower than was specified in the design brief it will have moderate impact on the de
velopment of the wireless strain sensors. Overall the decision to contract devices to a
private contractor was deemed justified.
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Chapter 5
Testing apparatus and protocol
A calibration data set detailing the response o f the SAWR to strain applied at vari
ous loading levels across an extended tem perature range is vital in the developm ent of
SAWR strain sensors and for application developm ent. Experim ental data describing
the SAWR response to strain has been available since the 1980’s [88]. W hile the sensi
tivity of SAWR devices to strain and to tem perature for specific substrate cuts such as
ST-X and Y — 34° Quartz has been documented. Prior to com m encem ent of this project
a com prehensive calibration data set for AT-X SAWR sensors was unavailable. A rea
son for this maybe that the majority o f active research into m echanical SAWR sensors
now occurs in the com m ercial rather than the academ ic sector. The perform ance of
SAWR is dependant on the substrate and electrode configurations im plem ented during
the design and the response of the project sensors to applied strain m ust be evaluated
experimentally. In this project the SAWR strain sensor m ust be rigourously charac
terised, initially bare die to determ ine the design’s suitability as a strain sensor and
subsequently, packaged to determine the influence of packaging on sensor behaviour.
In this chapter the apparatus and protocol developed for the testing of a SAWR to
determ ine the strain perform ance characteristics is presented. Details will be provided
on the design and developm ent o f a custom ised rig achieved through a com bination of
the ProEngineer suite and ANSYS 10. The testing apparatus was fully autom ated to
improve robustness o f calibration cycle. The methods for treatm ent o f experimental
data will also be discussed.
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5.1

Design of Testing Apparatus

The dilemma that arises when characterising a new sensor is defining an appropri
ate methodology and procedure. No test procedure has been adopted as the preferred
method for the calibration of SAWR strain sensors. In the absence of testing stan
dards when calibrating a prototype strain sensors (MEMS,SAWR etc), typically either
the British or American standards [89] [90] for the calibration o f foil resistive strain
gauges is adapted [91]. Both standards suggest similar if not identical testing appara
tus and methodology wherein the general procedure requires a sensor to be mounted
on a test beam which is then strained. The response of the test sensor is then cali
brated against a permanently mounted reference sensor, the performance of which is
known. A gauge factor is then determined measuring the normalised fractional change
in sensor response at intermediate strains.
ASTM E 251-92 standard was selected as the basis in the development of calibra
tion methodology for the SAWR strain sensors as it provides a thorough description of
the methodology for sensor calibration. However both methods are largely similar and
indeed indistinguishable in some sections. Within the ASTM E 251-92 three separate
test apparatus for calibrating strain gauges are described.
Constant Bending Moment Test Method: This test method generates a surface strain
on a test bar by loading it with a constant moment. The test beam is placed be
tween two dead weights and the beam is loaded until the desired surface strain
is generated along the beam
Constant Stress Cantilever Beam Test Method: A cantilever beam is designed to
have a constant stress over the major portion of its length. The surface of the
beam is strained by deflecting the free end of the cantilever.
Direct Tension or Compression Test Method: This test method produces strain in a
test bar by applying direct tensile or compressive loads.
Based upon evaluation of the three suggested methods of the ASTM standard, the
constant stress cantilever beam was selected for a SAWR strain sensor calibration rig.
The selection of the constant stress cantilever beam method for the calibration for
SAWR strain sensors was based upon the following criteria.
• The suggested apparatus can be easily adapted to operate as part of an inclusive
strain and temperature test rig.
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• The loading requirem ents can be achieved safely using cost efficient methods.
• The dynamic loading capabilities exceed the current SAWR strain sensor inter
rogation hardw are that is available, thus special apparatus is not required for
dynam ic characterisation.
• The test beam creates an area of constant uniform stress distribution which is
advantageous in the m odelling o f SAWR strain sensors, see Section 2.5.
• Com pressive and Tensile strain tests can be preform ed in the same cycle without
repositioning o f the beam.
Unfortunately the suggested apparatus for the constant stress cantilever beam is too
cum bersom e for a laboratory environm ent. Due to space constraints the testing appara
tus was redesigned to decrease the physical size o f the rig and the loading requirem ents
while still generating an appropriate surface strain profile on the calibration beam. To
achieve this, 3D CAD design was integrated with FEA. Using the beam configurations
suggested in ASTM E251-92 as a basis, refinements in the design were m ade until
space, loading requirem ents and an appropriate surface-strain profile could be met in
one beam geometry. The final geometry beam design was one which is optim ised for
the calibration o f small SAWR strain senors and provides a reliable test platform for the
calibration o f SAWR strain sensors. Section 5.1.1 provides details on the optim isation
and design process.

5.1.1

FEA Design of Calibration Beam

The calibration beam was designed by integrating FEA into the design o f the cus
tom ised test beam. The design flow consisted of Pro Engineer W ildfire 4.0 generating
3D models o f the beam. Potential beam design were sim ilar in geom etry to that de
scribed in [90] but the dim ensions were varied. These were exported to ANSYS 10
in the IGES file form at. A load step in the calibration cycle was m odeled as a point
load applied to the free end o f the calibration beam. The cantilever beam was con
strained in all degrees o f freedom at the m ounted end. A region of interest was defined
at the m ounting location o f the SAWR strain sensor and the mesh was refined to have
an increased density at that location. The strain profile in the region of interest was
optim ised by varying the beam dimensions in order to generate an adequate area with
a constant strain level. FEA of the SAWR calibration beam is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Finite Element Analysis of SAWR Strain Calibration beam
The load applied is equivalent to 150N load placed on the free cantilever end with
a displacement on the free end of the beam of approximately 14mm. At the location
where the SAWR would be attached the strain predicted by FEA was 440jue. The di
mensions of the finalised beam are shown in the Figure 5.2 and the final manufactured
beam is shown in Figure 5.3. The final calibration beam was manufactured using EN8
steel. EN8 is a mild carbon steel with a yield strength of 500-800Nm^ and a Young’s
modulus of 210GPa [92], EN8 mild steel is suggested in the British Standard as an ap
propriate material for use in calibration beams. The maximum strain level that can be
applied to the calibration sensor is then a function of elastic range of the beam which
is suitable to a strain level of 800^e. The completed beam was mounted upon a steel
base to provide stability. Mass of the steel base was 50kg. The overall footprint of the
testing apparatus was Im x 0. Im x 0.5m
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of SAWR calibration beam manufactured on Mild EN-8 steel

Figure 5.3: Finalised SAWR calibration beam manufactured on Mild EN-8 steel

5.2

Automation of test procedure

The strain response of a SAWR requires calibration against a reference strain sensor
with known characteristics. A measurement platform was required which was capa
ble of interfacing with the SAWR and several reference sensors which operate across
several different interfaces. The design of a customised test rig also created an oppor
tunity to commission a fully automated test bench. Automation decreases the period of
each testing cycle thus limiting sources of error, removing the possibility of dropped
samples due to human error and increasing repeatability. A loading mechanism was
required which could generate the required surface strains on the surface of the calibra
tion beam. A linear Electro-mechanical actuator manufactured by Intelligent Actuator
Incorporated (part no: IAI-RCP2-RA6C) was mounted horizontally to produce a dis
placement at the free end of the cantilever beam. The actuator contains a 4mm lead
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screw connected to a m odified stepper motor and gearing m echanism to provide linear
motion with a positional repeatability o f ±.02m m . The actuator is controlled via an
external controller (model: P-CON). To aid autom ation, Intelligent A ctuator provided
a com m and set o f M odBus serial com m unication protocols [93],
An autom ated calibration required control of the actuator and data acquisition from
several sources to be com bined in an integrated control and m easurem ent platform.
As the test apparatus required an interface between several hardw are platform s N a
tional Instrum ents LabVIEW v8.6 was selected as the m easurem ent platform . A vir
tual instrument (VI) written with N I-VISA v4.5 was run on a P X I-1011 chassis with
a P X I-8186 em bedded controller form ing the core o f the system. Reference foil resis
tive strain gauges are connected to an SCXI-1314 strain gauge term inal block, which
in turn is attached to an SCXI-1520 input module in the chassis. W ired m easure
ment o f the SAWR was perform ed using an Agilent E5061A vector network analyser
(VNA), connected to the controller via the GPIB line. W here possible Sam ple code
from National Instrum ents and was integrated into the m easurem ent platform. Intelli
gent Actuator provide a com m and set o f M odBus serial com m unication protocols. A
target position, which is provided as a 12 bit ASCII message frame is sent over the
RS-232 interface. A set o f custom ised V i’s were written to control the actuator Tem
perature m easurem ents were made using two K-type therm ocouple. Later refinements
were made when the PXI chassis and strain modules were replaced with a conven
tional desktop com puter and a USB Strain Gauge module from National Instruments
(NI-9237) and a NI-9231 therm ocouple m odule was integrated into the control VI. A
schematic o f the control interface for the autom ated test rig is shown in Figure 5.4
showing the interconnectivity.
The availability o f com m ercial interrogation units allowed for a wireless interro
gation unit to be integrated into the testing apparatus and m easurem ent platform. A
wireless Tem pTrackr unit from SenGenuity, a division o f Vectron International was
used for wireless calibration. A com m and set was provided by the vendor and a set o f
custom built V i’s were integrated into the LabVIEW control platform . The SenGenuity
interrogator is controlled by a P-CAN, USB to CAN convertor via a serial command.
The testing apparatus using the National Instrum ents PXI chassis and instrum enta
tion is shown in Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.4: Block Diagram of Integrated Measurement and Control VI

5.3

Reference Sensor selection and bonding

The SAWR strain sensors were calibrated against two reference foil resistive strain
gauges mounted in parallel with the SAWR strain sensor. While calibrations were
performed with a range of Vishay strain gauges the majority were made with a Vishay
Micro Measurements self temperature compensating gauge for mild steel strain gauge
(Part number L2A-06-125LT-120). The reference strain gauge was connected in a half
bridge configuration.
Foil resistive strain gauges require bonding to the test surface. Typically this is
done with a polymer adhesive. As the surface finish of the SAW calibration beam
was poor after manufacture, the surface of the SAWR calibration beam was prepared
with a range of emery papers to provide a polished surface advantageous to successful
bonding. The surface was prepared to be clean and defect free. The preparation of the
surface was completed as described in the ASTM standard and Vishay recommended
procedures [94] .Several epoxy based adhesive, M-Bond 200, M-Bond M82 and a
non branded cyanoacrylate epoxy adhesive were investigated for suitability. Reference
gauges were mounted using the recommended procedure of the manufacturer. While
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Figure 5.5: Calibration Apparatus; PX I-1011/8186 m easurem ent platform running
LabVIEW v8.6.
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all adhesives provide a repeatable response to strain at ambient conditions, M -Bond
600 a transducer quality adhesive provided a stable linear response over an extend
tem perature range when com pared to the other adhesives tested. For bare die testing
SAWR strain sensors were bonded with M -Bond 600 using the m anufacturers recom 
m ended attachm ent procedure with a clam ped cure tem perature o f 120° for 2 hours,
see section 6.1.
Electrical connectivity betw een die and VNA cabling or antenna was m ade using a
small PCB and SM A connector. Electrical connection betw een the calibration sensors
and antenna was made through a double ground plane printed circuit board (PCB)
m.easuring 20m m x 20mm. For bare die testing silver wire and conductive silver paint
epoxy provided the electrical connections betw een SAWR bonding pads and a pair of
solder pads located on the PCB. For later tests wire bonding facilities becam e available.
The test PCB is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: PCB for SM A connector: PCB was used for bare die and packaged sensor
calibration

For wired testing a co-axial cable was used to connect the SM A connector on the
PCB to the VNA. For w ireless calibration a dipole antenna o f length 16cm was used
for both interrogator and sensor. The spacing betw een the sensor and interrogator
antennas was held constant at 10cm. To verify the probing and VNA interface, a S n
m easurem ent o f a SAWR was made with calibrated probes and subsequently using
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the PCB silver conductive paste m ethod. SAW R w as connected to the V N A p rio r to
bonding to the beam using this technique. N o variation in the

f r

o f the SA W R device

w as m easured, how ever a d ecrease in sensitivity o f the Si i m ag n itu d e w as observed.
As sensor p erform ance is evaluated on variations in

f r

to applied strain, d ecreases in

the m agnitude w hilst undesirable are acceptable for calibration tests.

5.3.1

Verification of test beam

Prior to calib ration o f a SA W R sensor, the F E A o f the calibration b eam and the in stal
lation o f the foil resistive gauges w ere verified. To com m ission the beam a test gauge
w as m ounted, and strain m easurem ents taken at each calibration step. T he g au g e was
rem oved and an o th er gauge w as m ounted and m easurem ents w ere repeated. T he re 
peatability o f the m ounting process w as then determ ined. T he reliability o f the strain
readings w as then verified against the FEA . T he loading curve co m pared to the F E A is
show n in F igure 5.7
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F igure 5.7: V erification o f SAW calibration beam and G auge installation

W hile slight deviation from linearity was observed, the profile o f experim ental
data and values p red icted by FEA at each load step is sufficiently close. A s the strain
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measurements are taken from gauges bonded with the same procedure but at different
times, the repeatability of bonding procedure has also been verified.

5.4

Test Protocol

Once the SAWR had been mounted and connected to the measurement hardware (VNA
or interrogator) a reference frequency response was measured to determine the effects
of the bonding procedure. The bonding procedure results in a residual stress being
generated in the SAWR substrate which causes an apparent strain to be generated.
The following steps were then performed as part of the calibration cycle:
• A reference value for the SAWR strain sensor is determined before the mounting
of the sensor on the test beam, preferably on wafer. A second reference value
(zero reference value) is determined after the mounting procedure to account for
any strain induced in the mounting procedure and to account for any insertion
losses due to connection to the VNA.
• The beam is deflected and a strain is applied incrementally in 10 nominally equal
steps up to the maximum strain value of ±400[ie.
• The strain level is determined from a strain gauge placed in close proximity
to the SAWR devices to form a reference between strain and shift in resonant
frequency.
• The strain level is reduced incrementally in ten nominally equal steps down to
the zero reference value.
• The procedure is repeated for both tensile and compressive behaviour and is
cycled in compression and tension three times for each SAWR sensor tested.
To reduce the effect of random errors and to account for dropped samples caused
by transmission effects (in wireless tests). 50 data points were taken at each loading
step for wireless calibration. For wired calibration the VNA has internal functions
to calculate the maximum and minimum values of a sweep i.e broadband magnitude
and resonant frequency respectively. For wired calibration a sweep was performed 10
times at each load point. Due to data transmission rates across the GPIB interfaces the
broadband response was only recorded once.
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5.4.1

Elevated Temperature Testing

S im ilar to the effects o f strain on a SAW R, therm al biases alter the properties o f the
su b strate m aterial resulting in a therm al stress being generated in the substrate. T he
th erm al stresses cause a shift in the

f r

o f the resonator.

T his change in

f r

due to

th erm al effects represents an apparent therm al strain. T herefore the strain response
o f the SA W R at elevated tem peratures m ust be investigated. It has been reported that
SA W R strain sen so r display decreasing

at elevated tem peratures [47]. T he A S T M

S sen

and B ritish standards describe experim ental apparatus to determ ine gauge factors at
elevated tem peratures. It w as d ecided to m odify the rig set up described in S ection
5.1 to facilitate elevated tem perature testing. To achieve this the SA W R calibration
ap p aratu s w as fitted w ith an oven to encapsulate the beam m ounting and beam . Tw o
rad ian t heaters w ere fitted in the oven. T herm al insulation superw ool 607 m ax therm al
blanket thickness 6m m surrounded the oven to provide sufficient insulation. A diagram
o f the set up o f the experim ental rig to allow for calibration at elevated tem perature is
show n in F igure 5.8.
H eating Elem ent

S A W R strain sensor
•Heating C asin g

S A W R calilbration
beam

R igid M ounting

Linear A ctuator

F igure 5.8: S chem atic o f layout for elevated tem perature test rig

T h e 2 30V 250W q u artz radiant heaters m anufactured by C eram icx Ltd. w ere se
lected. E ach h eater is capable o f a m axim um surface tem perature o f 4 3 8 °C [95]. In i
tially fo r bare die testing the heaters w ere placed in open loop control w ith a VARIAC
tran sfo rm er co nnecting the heaters in parallel thus allow ing tem perature control be
achieved by varying the supply voltage. A t each increm ented step the oven was al
low ed to en ter a steady therm al state by holding the value fo r 2.5 hours p rio r to starting
a calib ratio n cycle d escrib ed in section 5.4. R eference tem perature w as m easured u s
ing a K type therm ocouple. T he therm al profile o f the oven used for the elevated
tem p eratu re testing is show n in F igure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Thermal Response of the SAWR test rig to step change in tem perature.

Later refinements to the elevated testing apparatus were made by connecting the
radiant heaters to an Om ega CNi 32 series PID controller. Some bare die sensors and
all packaged devices were tested at elevated tem peratures using the heaters controlled
with the PID controller.

5.4.2

Treatment of Experimental Data

The purpose of the calibration o f foil resistive strain gauges is to determ ine the gauge
factor of the test gauge. The gauge factor for a foil resistive strain gauge is defined as:
the ratio between unit change in resistance due to strain and the causing strain [90].
For SAWR strain sensors we define the gauge factor o f a SAWR strain sensor as:
A /^

g

SJ

(5.4.1)

However for SAWR strain sensors the sensitivity of the sensor to applied strain is
frequently used:
S sen

where /o

= —

£

(5.4.2)

is the nom inal frequency of the SAWR and A fr is the variation in the

m ounted unstrained resonant frequency as strain isapplied asopposed to the on wafer
m easurem ents. Thus the effects o f thermal m ism atch and residual stresses in the adhe
sives are naturally accounted for. As shown in Figure 5.10 SAWR strain sensors form
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part of a complex systems that includes adhesive, lead wires, instrumentation, packag
ing, antenna and in the case of SAWR wireless strain sensors transmission effects. A
link budget for wireless SAW strain sensors is given in [56] which accounts for losses
in a SAWR wireless system.

Aiitemia

SAW^ strain
sensor
^

Intenooator

Adhesive laver

SAWR response
signal
Figure 5.10: SAWR sensor strain system

The performance of a SAWR sensor is sensitive to a number of factors. Repeatabil
ity of the sensor must be paramount as was demonstrated in Section 4.3.1 the variation
in the fc and

i magnitudes values across the wafer is small. Therefore the main con

cern in preforming strain calibrations is ensuring that the bond line is repeatable. This
requires a well defined methodology for the bonding process to the authors knowledge
no optimised bonding procedure is available for SAWR strain sensors. For bare die
testing tests were performed using the recommend procedures for M-Bond 600. The
nature of the bonding process means that once a SAWR strain sensor has been installed
it is not possible to reinstall the sensor at a different location. Due to these factors
the calibration data provides only a statistical representation of the performance of an
entire manufactured lot. For foil resistive strain gauges the variation across a manufac
tured lot tends to be negligible as materials are usually isotropic and performances are
statistically known to be consistent in a single manufactured lot. Calibrating all the sen
sors in a entire wafer is an impractical proposition. Therefore only sensors with a 5 n
centre frequency response less than -lOdb and a spurious transverse wave component
response greater than -2.5db were considered for calibration. The presence of a large
transverse wave component in the 5 n response can cause the wireless interrogation
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unit to m isinterpret this as the dom inant wave mode. This can be avoided with care
ful m ounting, providing sufficient grounding for the sensor and avoiding non-uniform
stress distributions in the SAWR substrate.
The f r at each loading point was calculated as the mean value o f all measured
values. The sensitivity o f the SAWR sensor is m easured for loading and unloading in
both tension and compression. M ean values and 95% confidence intervals are the used
to provide four values to describe the full cycle. A linear least squares best fit line is
the fitted to the data and a coefficient o f determination {R^) is calculated to determ ine
the suitability of the linear fit. An average S^en for each test sensor is calculated from
the three calibration cycles.

5.4.3

Evaluation of Testing Apparatus and Methodology

The calibration of the SAWR strain sensor requires creating a repeatable methodology.
Sensor bonding, electrical connections and the applied strain fields must be repeatable
for the calibration o f a sample lot of sensors. The absence o f a standardised proce
dure for SAWR strain sensors required the creation o f a com parable testing procedure.
SAWR sensor calibration particularly calibration preform ed wirelessly creates its own
set o f challenges. Transm ission effects at RF frequencies can be substantial, environ
m ental propagation conditions and antenna consideration can all dram atically effect the
perform ance o f the system particularly at elevated tem peratures. Calibration o f sensors
should always be preform ed with the best available apparatus which m inim ise trans
m ission effects thus providing a clear view o f actual sensor behaviour. W hile standard
dipole antenna can be used and in many cases were, specialised planar antenna opti
mised for the 434M H z ISM band provided far greater perform ance, especially when
m ounted on the interrogation side [96].
The FEA o f the beam dem onstrated that the SAWR is subjected to a biaxial strain
which is highly dom inated by S| i strains. The calibration beam developed has a strain
profile which is well defined with the SAWR test sensors and reference foil gauge sub
jected to the same strain state at each load step in the calibration process. An advantage
o f the constant stress cantilever beam is that an area o f alm ost constant stress is gener
ated. FEA also indicated m inimal variation in the surface strains across the beam in the
test area. The integration betw een ProEngineer and FEA allowed for the com pletion of
the design to be achieved within a reasonable tim e scale without substantial cost. The
adopted calibration procedure was tailored to the requirem ent of this project. W hile
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retaining many of the recommendations and practices of the standard. The methods
and apparatus described within this section describe a customised procedure tailored
to SAWR strain sensors which addresses the current lack of a defined procedure.
Quartz is reported to survive to a strain level of 1200^e after which brittle failure
will occur. Unfortunately testing to failure are not investigated as the test beam is only
operational to a maximum stress of 800N/mm^ and strain level of 800 jie . Thus full
scale testing to failure is limited by the testing apparatus. Full scale tests to failure
could not be performed without changing the elastic range of the beam through plastic
deformation which was undesirable in maintaining beam consistency. Calibration cy
cles are minimised to negate the impact of creep of the adhesives which is a common
feature in many strain sensors.
Automation of the testing procedure decreased the overall testing cycle time, pri
marily time at each loading point which minimised the effects of creep in the SAWR
sensor response. Creep effects are a direct effect of using polymer based adhesive.
The effects of adhesives and the lack of purpose designed SAWR strain gauge adhe
sives prompted the investigation in SAWR strain adhesives in Section 6.4. The overall
performance of a foil resistive gauge is built upon characterising a sample of the entire
manufactured batch. The calculated value is found to a value at the 95% confidence
level. Reported details on the calibration of SAWR Torque sensors have discussed that
for many applications, individual calibrations of a completed Torque measurement unit
is required to account for variations in sensor performance and bonding inconsistency.

5.4.4

Conclusion

A calibration apparatus has been designed, manufactured and commissioned for the
calibration of SAWR strain sensors. The calibration beam is easily repeatable and
manufactured from common mild steel components. With simple modifications to
the rig the test beam can be encapsulated with thermal insulation and calibrations at
elevated temperatures can be performed. Elevated temperature tests can be preformed
using moderate additions to the control software. The rig design is flexible so that
sub ambient temperatures tests would require the adaptation of the rig to contain a
refrigeration unit similar to inclusion of the oven. This could be implemented as part
of future work.
The calibration rig allows for packaged SAWR sensors to be calibrated on the same
rig. Both wireless and wired testing can be performed. However it is preferable to
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perform elevated tem perature tests with the wireless interrogation unit so as to avoid
the effects o f tem perature on m easurem ent cabling and damage to equipm ent. The
m ethodology included as well as sm aller rig size allows for the rig design to be repeated
and adapted for the calibration o f other M EM S sensors. The linearity o f the reference
gauges response suggest that negligible bending strains were introduced during the
calibration o f the SAWR.
In this section a reliable cost effective and repeatable testing procedure for the
calibration o f SAWR strain sensors was presented. The testing rig and reference gauges
are integrated within the LabVIEW environment. Autom ation of the rig and wireless
interrogator was achieved using com m and sets supplied by the m anufacturer o f the
actuator and interrogation unit respectively. The rig design allows for the calibration of
both bare die and packaged SAWR sensors to be perform ed on the same rig at a range
o f tem peratures from ambient to 120°C. The design o f a custom ised rig addressed the
need for a suitable calibration platform which characterised the perform ance o f SAWR
strain sensors in a controlled environment.
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Chapter 6
Bare die experimental testing
To date, lim ited calibration data has been published fo r SA W R strain sensors. T he m ost
com p lete set o f calibration results details the perform ance o f a SA W R torque sensor
fabricated on ST-X q uartz and w as provided by B eckley [47] o f T ransense T echnolo
gies. B eckley rep o rted that ST-X SAW R Torque sensors can dem onstrate significant
variation in the strain sensitivity at elevated tem peratures. T his variation m akes sen
sors fabricated on ST-X unsuitable for general purpose absolute m easurem ent SA W R
sensing. T his ch a p te r presents calibration data fo r SA W R strain sensors fabricated on
tem p eratu re stable AT-X quartz, only the bare die strain perform ance is rep o rted as
sen so r pack ag in g tends to alter the perform ance o f a strain sensor [97] [98]. To the
au thors know ledge, no data exists on the effects o f bonding and adhesive selection for
SA W R strain sensors.
In this chapter, the perform ance o f the SA W R strain sensor w as experim entally
exam in ed fo r a ran g e o f adhesives. T he m erits o f the adhesives tested w ill be d is
cussed. T em perature sensitivities and the apparent strain curve for a bare die SAW R
strain sen so r is provided. S train response at a range o f tem peratures is also exam ined.
T he o rien tatio n sensitivity o f the SA W R strain sensors is also exam ined. SA W R sen
sors w ere all tested w irelessly. Initially a V N A w as used to m easure the broadband
frequency resp o n se o f the SA W R strain sensor and d eterm in e /^. T he w ireless in terro 
g ation unit w as then used to d eterm ine

f r

w irelessly. T he w ireless unit and w ired VN A

show ed ex cellen t agreem ent in the determ ination o f
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6.1

Attachment of bare die SAWR sensors

For each calibration test the unpackaged SAWR sensors were bonded to the test beam
using adhesive. The surface was prepared to provide an extremely clean and pH-neutral
surface, which is conducive to bonding SAWR sensors. The SAWR strain sensor was
attached using a m odified version of the procedure recom m ended by Vishay foil gauge
m anufacturers [94]. The methods outlined by Vishay are designed to provide a con
sistent and repeatable process which ensures that a clean contam inant free surface is
obtained. Such a surface is param ount in achieving the bond quality required between
the strain sensor and the m easurem ent area o f the calibration beam. The following
procedure was developed to clean the surface of the calibration beam to a suitable
level.
• Prior to all bonding procedures the surface of the test specim en should be pre
pared to a surface finish free of voids and features o f the machining process such
as grooves and scratches . This requires the surface being abraded using a range
of papers and em ery cloths. Once the surface abrasion has been perform ed to
an suitable level CSM degreaser is used to remove any residues and oils, either
organic or from the m achining process used in the preparation of the beam. This
is crucial in the first preparation of the beam, as the calibration beam will come
in contact with coolants and lubricants during fabrication. CSM degreaser is perferred as it is an active com pound which can drive contam inants from the surface
o f the material. However, an isopropyl alcohol cleaner may also be used.
• The next stage o f the cleaning process requires the surface be rendered pHneutral. The surface is wet abraded and rinsed clean with Vishay M -Prep surface
conditioner. The surface is dried with surgical gauze. This is a critical step in
the procedure and prone to difficulties. The surface should be wiped clean with
no M -Prep conditioner allowed to dry on the surface. In practice this can be
difficult especially if trying to prepare a large area as the liquid will evaporate
leaving residual m aterials behind which severely dam age the adhesive’s bond
lines. Once the surface has been dried, the surface is wetted again with condi
tioner and scrubbed with cotton swabs until the swabs are no longer discoloured.
The surface is rinsed once more and wiped dry.
• M -Prep neutralizer is then applied liberally to the surface and the area is scrubbed
using cotton swabs once more. The surface is rinsed and wiped dry once again.
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The surface is now suitable for bonding. At this stage alignm ent m arkers can be
placed on the surface provided they do not enter the area where the SAWR will
be attached. At this stage a visual inspection o f the surface will determ ine the
quality of the cleaning procedure. A suitable surface should be contam inant and
residual free.
• The SAWR sensor is removed from the wafer using a tweezers. Adhesives are
applied to the attachm ent area either with an applicator brush or adhesive nozzle.
M inimal amounts of adhesive are generally required. Typically the applicator
brush is brushed against the side of the bottle several times to rem ove excess
liquid. The attachm ent area is then brushed with adhesive and if possible the un
derside o f the SAWR is coated with a thin layer to wetten the surface. The SAWR
is placed in the attachm ent area and alignm ent is made. Alignm ent is finalised by
using a standard laboratory microscope to align the sensors to their final position.
The SAWR is then held in place until a light tack has been achieved. A layer of
teflon sheet covers the SAWR sensor and fixtures are placed over the sensor and
held in place with a sellotape or equivalent material. A clam p is placed over the
fixtures and the adhesive is ready to be cured.
It is perferable to perform all cleaning under a bright white lam p as the surface
contam inants and staining from improper rem oval o f cleaning m aterials will be more
noticeable. Successful steps in the cleaning process will result in the surface appearing
cleaner and more polished. The SAWR sensor should enter the cure cycle as soon
as possible. Procedures presented in this thesis are for the best results and practices.
Many com binations and variations o f the surface preparation and bonding methods
were attem pted with varying degrees of success. For tests using M -Bond 600 and
M -Bond 610 a clam ped elevated cure is required. To clam p the die successfully the
sensors were covered with a sheet of teflon sim ilar to that used to ship diced wafers.
Sellotape or sim ilar was used to hold the teflon sheet taut over the die. A washer
clam ped the bond pads but allowed the IDT to rem ain untouched is shown in Figure
6.1. Pressure was applied using a clam ping fixture.
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SAWR Stra;

Figure 6.1: Bonding set up of SAWR strain sensor with M-Bond 610
A successful bond of the SAWR strain sensor will result in a residual stress will
be induced which causes a change in fr from the on wafer value. Stresses induced
during the mounting process with M-Bond 600 cause a typical reduction in frequency
response of 0.02% from on-wafer values see Figure 6.2.
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The effects of bonding and PCB interface on bare die S n response
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the mounted and on-wafer
sensor at 20°
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Temperature sensitivities

Temperature is icnown to affect the majority if not all physical sensors [99]. To negate
the effects of temperature several approaches can be implemented including dummy
sensors for temperature compensation, additional temperature sensors to measure tem
perature directly and provide error correction or through careful design of the sensor
itself. In a SAWR strain sensor temperature biases cause a shift in fr which is often
referred to as apparent strain. This response of SAW resonators when exposed to ther
mal biases is a function of the properties of the substrate, the processes used during
fabrication, and, critically, the metallization ratio [100]. In an uncompensated strain
sensor temperature biases will appear as an apparent strain skewing the results. How
ever, in applications where the strain levels are much larger than the apparent strain
compensation may not be required. The temperature profile for a bare die SAWR used
in this work is shown in Figure 6.3. The profile of the response reverses at a point of
inflection called the turnover temperature flOl]. As a linear temperature response is
the perferred response to temperature for sensors, the presence of the turnover tem
perature increases the complexity of calibration equations for the sensors. While the
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operational tem perature range of the SAWR strain sensor can be varied by fabricating
on substrates other than quartz, the alum inium depositions used in the fabrication of
the majority o f SAWR strain sensors has an operational range up to about 200°C after
which electrode softening and m igration occurs [102],
Temperature R esp onse o f an unstrained SA W R strain sensor
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Figure 6.3: The tem perature response o f an unm ounted SAWR strain sensor

W ithout the adhesive, the tem perature sensitivity {Tsen) o f a the non adhered bare
die SAWR strain sensor was recorded at approxim ately 450 H z/°C over the tem per
ature range 25°C- 70°C. Beyond this, the turnover effect reduces the linearity of the
sensors tem perature response. This thermal variation o f the SAWR sensor tends to
generate a requirem ent of SAWR devices to require some form of tem perature com 
pensation as an apparent strain results influences fr. Using typical strain sensitivity
values of {—Al QH z/j ie) an apparent strain curve is plotted against the perform ance of
a self tem perature com pensation (STC) Vishay foil gauge, see Figure 6.4. The STC
foil gauge was therm ally m atched for steel.
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Comparision of Thermal Output
Foil Resistive Strain Gauge
SAWR strain sensor_______

-10

Temperature °C

Figure 6.4: Comparison of apparent strain from a SAWR strain sensor to Vishay foil
resistive strain gauge
The SAWR strain sensor response is far more linear in the range of ambient to
60°C. However turn over effects can increase the complexity of calibration of the
SAWR strain sensors. The choice of AT-X quartz as the substrate material was shown
to generate a suitably linear temperature profile. The turnover temperature which is
located away from ambient conditions is perferable for many applications and would
suggest to be superior to that of ST-X quartz which exhibits a turnover temperature at
20°. In any case the apparent strain profile of the SAWR sensor is comparable to that
of industrial grade foil resistive gauges.

6.3

Actuator loading profile

Prior to the commencement of testing the SAWR strain sensors, the performance and
linearity of the foil gauge as a reference sensor was evaluated. The linearity and re
peatability of the foil resistive strain gauge is paramount to provide a reliable reference
sensor. Overall the linearity of the foil gauge is consistent in both tensile and com
pressive loading, with the maximum hysteresis across an entire calibration found to be
(0.003 ± 0.04)jue. This high performance is indicative of the optimisation of both foil
gauge design, installation procedures and adhesive. Figure 6.5 shows the variation in
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the strain level at the m easurem ent area o f the beam with regards to variations in the
actuator position and beam defiection.
Strain R esponse o f Foil G auge against A ctuator Position
500

Foil Strain G auge
Best F it Line
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Kfl
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- 7.5
- 5.5
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5.5
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9.5

11.5

A ctuator Position

Figure 6.5: Strain Gauge Response to variations in Actuator Position

Hysteresis levels are consistent in tensile and compressive loading. The full scale
sensitivity o f the strain gauge across the full range o f the testing cycles is consistent
although some variation is observable in the repeatability o f the sensors at various
loading position across the three cycle of a calibration procedure. Such variations
may be caused by a residual stresses. Variations are most likely due to the positional
accuracy o f the actuator (±0.2m m ). The perform ance of the strain gauges applied
with M -Bond 610 and M -Bond 600 was found to be excellent, as would be expected.
Figure 6.6 shows the perform ance o f the actuator at various loading positions and the
strain response of the SAWR. The profile of the residual is similar to that o f Figure 6.6
suggesting the non linearity o f the loading curve is a function of the loading profile of
the beam.
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Figure 6.6; Strain Gauge Response to variations in Actuator Position
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6.4

Calibration results
Longitudinal Strain Applied to SAWR

Transverse Strain Applied to SAWR

Direction of SAW propogation

Direction of SAW propogation

Applied
Strain

Applied
Strain

Figure 6.7: Orientation o f strain applied to SAWR strain sensors for calibration for
longitudinal and transversely applied strain
In this section SAWR strain sensors were m ounted and calibrated using the protocol
described in Section 6.1 and 5.4. The longitudinal and transverse strain sensitivity o f
the SAWR strain sensor as shown in Figure 6.7 are of particular interest. To evaluate
the performance of the test sensors the following sensor param eters were defined.
Ssen

The sensitivity o f

f r

to applied strains. Five values are defined for each calibra

tion cycle. Four values can describe the sensitivity o f the SAW strain sensor in
loading and unloading for both tensile and compressive portions o f the load cy
cle. A fifth value describes the average sensitivity of the SAWR strain sensor for
the entire test.
M ax hysteresis The hysteresis value is calculated as m aximum variation in the

f r

or

the SAWR sensor at an identical loading points in the loading and unloading
phase o f a test cycle. The m aximum hysteresis is expressed as a percentage o f
the full scale sensor value.
Best fit line A linear least squares best fit line is fitted to the experimental data.
Linearity W hile several definitions of linearity exist [103] for this work linearity will
taken as the independent linearity definition i.e the m aximum deviation o f any
of the calibration points from least squares best fit line expressed as a percentage
full scale value [99].
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R^ The coefficient of determination for a linear least squares best fit line is used to
provide a measure o f the suitability of a linear approxim ation o f the test data.

6.5

Calibration results with M-Bond 200

Initial calibration tests were perform ed using M -Bond-200 [104], This cyanoacrylate
adhesive is widely available as super glue and requires a low tem perature cure. As a
widely available low tem perature adhesive it was selected as the initial candidate for
investigations into the perform ance o f SAWR strain sensors.
M Bond 200 requires a cure at tem peratures slightly elevated above ambient. The
cure is aided by the inclusion o f a catalyst agent. For general bonding of foil gauges
the best practices recom m enced by Vishay suggest a cure cycle that is enhanced by the
inclusion o f tem perature and pressure generated by the applicators thumb. However
due to the fragility of the SAWR strain sensor this was not feasible so the initial tests
performed in Section 6.5.1 used a cure cycle aided only by pressure applied to the bond
pads of the SAWR while avoiding the IDT and reflectors. In section 6.5.2 adhesives
were cured using an elevated tem perature cure of 50° for a period o f thirty minutes.
Once bonded the SAWR strain sensors were allowed to post cure for a period of 24
hours.

6.5.1

Ambient M-Bond200

All test sensor were calibrated using the testing protocol outlined in section 5.4. The
reference foil gauges for these tests were attached using M -Bond 600 and covered
with a protective silicon coating. Am bient conditions were m easured at 20°C. Nulling
values was used to remove any bridge offset. A three cycle calibration curve for a
SAWR strain sensor is shown in Figure 6.8. The strain sensitivity o f the 433.42 MHz
non apodized SAWR sensors in loading and unloading for com pressive and tensile
loading cycles are shown in Table 6.1. The full cycle values are shown in Table 6.2.
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C a lib ra tio n C urve for SAWT!, s tra in sensor M -B ond 200
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Figure 6.8: Strain Frequency Response of 433.42M Hz SAWR bonded with M -Bond
200 at 20°C

Sensor
1
2
3
4

Load.Tens
-4 2 0 .4 1 ± 3 .8 1
-4 1 3 .2 1 ± 1.49
-4 2 6 .3 1 ± 0 .5 8
-4 3 4 .3 5 ± 7 .0 9

Unoad.Tension
- 4 3 9 .5 4 ± 3 .2 1
-4 1 8 .2 1 ± 2 .4 1
- 4 1 9 .2 4 ± 6 .0 4
- 4 3 8 .7 2 ± 7 .0 9

Load.Com p
- 4 2 8 .5 6 ± 1.94
- 4 3 1 .4 4 ± 1.20
-4 2 9 .1 1 ± 2 .6 8
-4 4 3 .6 5 ± 2 .8 3

Unload.Com p
-4 4 6 .2 3 ± 3 .9 0
- 4 3 8 .2 2 ± 1 .9 1
-4 2 6 .0 7 ± 5 .7 1
- 4 4 3 .5 6 ± 3 .4 0

Table 6.1: M -B ond200 strain sensitivities (Hz/ f i e ) at 20°C

Sensor
1
2
3
4

Full cycle
-4 2 5 .0 1 ± 2 .4 5
- 4 2 0 .5 2 ± 2 .4 1
-4 1 7 .1 1 ± 4 .0 4
- 4 3 2 .0 8 ± 5 .7 1

Table 6.2: M -B ond 200 Full cycle strain sensitivities (H z/ /xe) at 20°C
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Sensor
1
2
3
4

Equation
/ = -421.94^^ X e +
/ = -4 1 9 .5 8 ^ ^ x e +
/ = - 4 1 4 .3 1 e ^ x e +
/ = -430.32^^ X e +

433.31
433.32e^
433.56^^
433.47^^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999

FS Hysteresis %
2.44
1.29
2.43
1.51

Table 6.3: Best Fit Line for M-Bond 200 sensors at 20°C
Best fit least squares line approximations were used to calculate the final calibration
curve for all data is shown in Table 6.3. Full scale max hysteresis values are shown as
well as the coefficient of determination {R^).

6.5.2

Elevated Temperature Testing with M-Bond 200

The performance of the M-Bond 200 at ambient conditions is quite linear, elevated
temperature tests were performed using the apparatus described in Section 5.4.1. The
testing range was from 30°C to 80°C. Figure 6.9 shows the calibration results for a
433.42MHz die mounted using M-Bond 200. For clarity calibration curves presented
are for cycle 2 of all tests. The sensor results are consistent across all three cycles of
the calibration curve. Table 6.4 provides the experimental performance of the sensors.
Calibration Curve for SAWR strain sensor M-Bond 200
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Figure 6.9: Frequency Strain Response of 433.42MHz SAWR with M-Bond 200 at
elevated temperatures
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While M-Bond 200 demonstrates adequate performance at ambient conditions strain
sensitivities become skewed at elevated temperatures. Hysteresis becomes extremely
pronounced at these temperatures which is not surprising as the working temperature
range for M-Bond 200 provided a foil strain gauge is used is -185°C to 95°C. It is rea
sonable to assume the mismatch of thermal expansions coefficients and the softening
of the adhesive are major factors in the deterioration of the strain response.
Temp
20°
50°
O
00

O

o
oo

S sen

-4 9 6 .1 2 ± 3 .9 3
-4 8 7 .5 5 ± 7 .1 4
-4 8 2 .4 5 ± 2 8 .1 4
-3 6 6 .1 5 ± 3 7 .7 8

Best Fit Line Equation
/ = -4 9 6 e ^ x £ + 4 3 3 .4 7 e ^
f = - 4 S 3 e ^ x e + 433.5\e^
/ = - 4 6 4 ^ ^ x e + 433.48e^
/ = - 3 4 9 e ^ x e + 433.43e^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9997

FS Hysteresis
%
0.64
2.87
6.86
26.51

Table 6.4: Best Fit Line for M-Bond 200 SAWR strain sensors
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6.6

Calibration results with M-Bond 600

A standard epoxy resin was selected as a strain gauge adhesive for the SAWR strain
sensors. M -Bond 600 requires a cure tem perature o f 120°C and a working range of
-452°C to 260°C for standard strain gauge [105]. The test sensors were bonded using
the cleaning and surface preparation methods outlined in section 6.1. The dies were
clam ped and bonded using a cure cycle of 130°C for 2 hours clam ped and 2 hours
undam ped. To avoid therm al shock the gauges were cycled to 130°C over a period of
thirty mins. Once bonded the sensors should be allowed post cure at am bient condi
tions for a m inim um period o f 24 hours.
Both 433.42 M Hz non apodized and 434.42 M Hz apodized SAWR strain sensors
were calibrated. Table 6.5 shows the Ssen for 433.42M H z sensors while the Ssen for
434.42M H z sensors is shown in Table 6.6.
Sensor
1
2

Load.Tens
-4 4 3 .2 2 ± 5 .6 6
- 4 5 4 .7 5 ± 2 .7 5

Unoad.Tension
-4 5 0 .1 5 ± 8 .7 1
-4 5 8 .8 1 ± 1 .4 3

Load.Com p
-4 4 3 .2 0 ± 5 .6 6
- 4 2 1 .1 3 ± 2 .0 1

U nload.Com p
- 4 5 2 .4 0 ± 5 .9 6
- 4 3 5 .0 6 ± 1.89

Table 6.5: 433.42 MHz SAWR M -Bond 600 strain sensitivities (Hz/ f i e ) at 20°C

Sensor
1
2
3
4
5

Load.Tens
-4 8 3 .3 5 ± 2 .9 3
-4 7 2 .3 5 ± 5 .6 3
-4 6 4 .2 7 ± 3 .4 8
-4 1 6 .6 2 ± 9 .6 4
- 4 1 4 .2 0 ± 8 .6 4

Unoad.Tension
- 4 9 4 .9 0 ± 5 .5 4
- 4 7 5 .1 0 ± 5 .5 4
- 4 7 7 .0 0 ± 8 .2 7
-4 5 9 .0 1 ± 1 .5 8
- 4 6 2 .1 2 ± 1 1 .5 8

Load.Com p
- 4 5 5 .4 8 ± 4 .1 9
- 4 4 7 .4 8 ± 5 .0 0
-4 3 4 .7 4 ± 4 .5 8
- 4 3 2 .4 5 ± 3 .4 5
- 4 3 2 .4 5 ± 3 .4 5

Unload.Com p
-4 7 6 .9 1 ± 4 .0 9
-4 4 2 .9 1 ± 6 .2 0
- 4 4 8 .4 8 ± 1 .3 1
-4 6 6 .4 8 ± 1 .3 1
- 4 3 5 .2 8 ± 4 .1 6

Table 6.6: 434.42 M Hz M -Bond 600 strain sensitivities (Hz/ l i e ) at 20°C

Overall the strain sensitivities are consistent between the two SAWR types. A three
cycle calibration curve for a 433.42M H z sensor is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Calibration Curve for SAWR strain sensor M -B ond 600
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Figure 6.10: Frequency Strain Response of 433.42 MHz SAWR with M-Bond 600 at
20 °
Full cycle strain sensitivities for both 433.42 MHz and 434.42 MHz strain sensors
are given in Table 6.7
433.42MHz
1
2
434.42MHz
1
2
3
4
5

Full cycle
-4 3 3 .9 9 ± 3 .6 6
-4 3 5 .0 6 ± 1.89
Full cycle
-4 7 1 .1 9 ± 4 .2 6
-4 7 1 .2 9 ± 3 .2 1
-4 3 3 .9 9 ± 3 .6 6
-4 3 8 .5 7 ± 5 .1 0
-425.11 ± 3 .6 6

Table 6.7: M-Bond 600 full cycle strain sensitivities at 20°C
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Sample
433.42 MHz
1
2
434.42 MHz
1
2
3
4
5

Equation

FS Hysteresis %

/ = - 4 5 4 . 3 3 e ^ x e + 433.3^^
/ = -435.06^^ X £ + 433.16^^

0.9999
0.9999

0.57
1.25

/ = -471.19^^ x £ + 434.29^^
/ = -477.29^^ X £ + 434.29^^
/ = -438.19^^ x £ + 434.27e^
/ = -436.57e^ X £ + 434.37^^
/ = -426.63^^ X £ + 434.3

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999

1.83
2.80
1.19
4.81
5.34

Table 6.8; Best Fit Line for M-Bond 600 sensors at 20°C
The strain sensitivity is slightly higher with M-Bond 600 adhesives compared to
that of M-Bond 200. Full scale hysteresis levels are considerably lower. Overall MBond 600 offers improved performance at ambient conditions when compared to MBond 200.

6.6.1

Elevated Temperature Testing with M-Bond 600

Elevated temperature tests were performed to assess the performance of the SAWR
strain sensors and M-Bond 600 adhesive. M-Bond 600 was expected to show improved
performance at elevated temperature when compared to M-Bond 200. The higher cure
temperature and therefore higher glass transition temperature are typically associated
with greater bond stability at elevated temperature. A calibration graph is shown in
Figure 6.11. The best fit calibration lines are shown in Table 6.9.
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E le v ated T e m p e ra tu re C a lib ra tio n C urves for M -B o n d 600
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Figure 6.11; Frequency Strain Response o f 433.42M Hz SAWR with M -Bond 600 at
elevated temperatures

Temp.

oo

20°
45°

Ssen

O

O
00

- 4 5 4 .9 9 ± 3 .7 6
-4 5 3 .5 4 ± 7 .6 7
-4 5 7 .2 4 ± 2 8 .1 4
-4 0 7 .1 2 ± 3 7 .7 8

Best Fit Line Equation
/ = - 4 5 4 e ^ x e ± 4 3 3 .3 le*’
/ = - 4 5 8 e ^ x e + 433.31e^
/ = - 4 6 0 e ^ x e ± 433.32^^
/ = -4 0 7 e ^ x e ± 4 3 3 .3 3 e ^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999

FS Hysteresis
%
0.64
0.899
0.934
4.23

Table 6.9; Best Fit Line for M -Bond 600 433.42 M Hz sensor

Com paring Figures 6.11 and 6.9 it is clear that M -Bond 600 perform s better than
M -Bond 200 with lower hysteresis. Hysteresis effects account for a difference in load
ing and unloading o f approxim ately 4jue at 20°C, this increases to 40/iC at 80°C. The
increase in hysteresis is most likely caused by degradation in the bonding interface
caused by the elevated tem perature. For the m ounted SAWR a frequency shift of 34
kHz over a 40°C tem perature range was observed. This equates to a tem perature sen
sitivity of 926Hz/°C for a m ounted sensor. This value is approxim ately twice that
for the unm ounted SAW tem perature response and could be attributed to stress effects
influencing the turnover tem perature [106]. The tem perature drift for an unstrained
m ounted sensor is 2 |ie /° C . The stability o f
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quartz is also far superior than that reported for ST-X cuts [47], Before the turnover
effects of the piezoelectric substrate and hysteresis influences due to the adhesive, the
variation in Ssen is 1.4%, however, at 80°C this variation increases to 11%.

6.6.2

Transverse Strains

SAWR strain sensors were m ounted with the IDT perpendicular to the applied longitu
dinal strain as shown in Figure 6.7. Calibration was perform ed with the same procedure
as that used for longitudinal strain calibration. Transverse sensitivities are expressed
as a function of the longitudinal applied strain in Table 6.10 with the calibration curve
shown in Figure 6.12. W hen m ounted with the IDT perpendicular to applied strains
the response of the SAWR is the opposite o f a SAWR m ounted in the direction o f the
applied strain. For a transversely mounted SAWR fabricated on AT-X quartz, tensile
strains result in an increase in resonance frequency while com pressive strains show a
decrease. The slight variation in typical hysteresis is m ost likely due to variations in
the repeatability o f the bonding between sensors and test beam. Hysteresis values are
com parable to those reported for longitudinally m ounted strain sensors. The Ssen of
the transversely m ounted sensor is also stable across a 60°C range with a variation of
4%. The presence of the turnover tem perature causes a decrease in sensor sensitivity
of 20%.
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C alib ra tio n C urve for Transverse SA W R S train Sensor
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Figure 6.12: Transverse Strain Frequency response o f a 433.42 M H z SAWR strain
sensor with M -Bond 600 at 20°

Temp.

20°
35°
45°
60°

Ssen

00

O
O

-2 4 0 .1 2 ± 1.96
- 2 4 7 .1 8 ± 10.60
- 2 4 5 .7 2 ± 4 .6 7
- 2 3 6 .1 0 ± 6 .5 9
-1 7 6 .4 5 ± 9 .1 5

Best Fit Line Equation

/ = - 2 4 1 .5e^ X e
/ = -2 4 6 .6 e ^ X e
/ = -2 4 5 .7 ^ ^ X e
/ = -2 3 4 .2 ^ ^ x e
/ = _ 170.9^^ X e

+
±
+
+
+

433.332^'’
433.316^^
4 3 3 .3 5 4 ^
433.352^^
433.354e^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999

FS
H ys
teresis
%
1.68
1.68
2.78
5.15
6.11

Table 6.10: Transverse tem perature performance o f SAWR strain sensor with
M -B ond610

6.7

Calibration results with M-Bond 610

As elevated cure tem peratures are known to improve the tem perature stability o f foil
gauge adhesives over an extended tem perature range a higher tem perature cure epoxy
resin was selected as a test adhesive. M -Bond 610 is the highest quality adhesive
supplied by Vishay with the highest working tem perature range (-269°C to 370°C) and
the thinnest glue line (3-5^m ) [107], Bare die specim ens were cured at a tem perature
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o f 140°C for a period o f two hours while clamped. The sensors were u n dam ped and
post cured for 2 hours at 140°C. Table 6.11 shows the

Ssen

o f the calibrated sensors.

The tested sensors were found to under go a more repeatable residual stress induced
frequency shift than other test adhesives.
Sensor
1
2
3

Load.Tens
- 4 0 7 .2 ± 3 .5
- 5 0 7 .3 ± 4 .6
- 4 9 2 .8 ± 4 .3

Unoad.Tension
- 4 2 1 .2 ± 1 .7
-5 1 1 .1 ± 7 .4
-5 1 1 .1 ± 7 .4

Load.Com p
-4 2 1 .1 ± 2 .3
- 5 2 1 .4 ± 5 .3
- 4 9 2 .8 ± 4 .3

Unload.Com p
- 4 3 0 .5 ± 2 .9
- 5 2 4 .7 ± 2 .9
- 4 9 6 .3 ± 5 .1

Table 6.11: M -B ond610 strain sensitivities at 20°C

Sensor
1
2
3

Full cycle
-4 2 0 .1 ± 3 .5
- 5 1 6 .2 ± 6 .8
-5 0 3 .1 ± 4 .7

Table 6.12: M -Bond 610 full cycle strain sensitivities at 20“C

C alibration C urve for SA W R strain sensor M -B ond 610
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Figure 6.13: Strain Frequency response o f a SAWR with M -Bond 610 at 20°C
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Sample
1
2
3

Equation
/ = -4 2 0 .3 ^6 X e + 433.302M //z
/ = - 5 1 9 .2 e 6 x e + 433.310M //z
/ = -5 0 3 .3 ^ 6 X e + 433.308M //z

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999

FS Hysteresis %
1.78
1.28
0.37

Table 6.13: Best Fit Line for M-Bond 610 sensors at 20°C
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6.7.1

Elevated Temperature Testing with M-Bond 610

Elevated temperature tests were performed to assess the performance of the SAWR
strain sensors and M-Bond 610 adhesive. With a higher cure temperature and greater
working range than both M-Bond 600 and M-Bond 200 it is to expected that hysteresis
levels and decreases in strain sensitivity with increasing temperature would be lower.
Calibration data for elevated temperature tests are shown in Table 6.14 and 6.15.
Temp.

20°
0
0

O O

60°
O

O

90°

Ssen

- 4 5 4 .2 9 ± 7 .1 0
-4 4 0 .1 2 ± 5 .2 7
-4 3 4 .7 3 ± 6 .4 5
-4 2 8 .8 9 ± 7 .0 9
-4 1 8 .9 9 ± 8 .1 9
-3 4 8 .0 0 ± 2 9 .1 9

W

Best Fit Line Equation

/=
/=
/ =
/ =
/=
/ =

-451.12^^ x e + 433.325e^
-438.93e^ x e ±433.331^'’
-432.63e^ X e + 433.3334e^
-428.07^*’ X e ± 433.336^*’
_ 4 1 7 .1 9 ^ ^ x e ± 4 3 3 .3 2 9 e ‘’
-342.66e^ x e + 433.31 Ise^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999
0.9999

FS Hys
teresis
%
1.61
1.61
2.09
3.26
4.14
8.75

Table 6.14: Elevated temperature performance of SAWR strain sensor
Table 6.14 contains data for what would be considered a poorly performing sensors
i.e sensor 1 in Table 6.13. The results for elevated temperature calibration for a good
performing sensor is shown in Table 6.15 and in the Figure 6.14.
Temp.

45°
55°
65°

Ssen

-529.71 ± 9 .2 7
- 5 3 3 .3 2 ± 3 .4
-5 3 5 .3 3 ± 4 .0 2

Best Fit Line Equation

/ = -5 2 1 .6 1
/ = -532.65^^
/ = -535.33^^

X
X
X

e ± 433.368^^
e ± 433.356^^
e ±433.358^^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9998

FS
Hys
teresis
%
0.3584
0.4606
0.4339

Table 6.15: Elevated temperature performance of SAWR strain sensor
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E levated Temperature Calibration Curves for M -B o n d 610
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Figure 6.14: Strain Frequency response of a SAWR with M -Bond 610 at Elevated
Temperatures

It is clear that bond line repeatability is a key issue effecting the perform ance of
the SAWR strain sensor. In the best case M -Bond 610 offers the best bond line of
all adhesives tested. Repeatability o f the bond is poor. Overall low level hysteresis
was obtained for a large tem perature range with minimal reduction in strain sensitiv
ity. Further enhancem ents to the performance of the SAWR strain could be achieved
through the introduction o f packaging and will be discussed in section 7.3.
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6.8

Orientation sensitivity of SAWR strain sensors

Direction of applied strain
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Figure 6.15: Alignment of SAWR strain sensors to measure alignment sensitivity
Comparing the profile of Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.12 it can be observed that the orien
tation of the SAWR strain sensors relative to the applied strain has an influence on the
strain sensitivity of the SAWR. To investigate this relationship the SAWR strain sensor
was mounted at a range of alignments relative to the dominant strain component in
the SAWR calibration beam as shown in Figure 6.15. The test sensors were bonded
to the testing beam using M-Bond 600 and the methodology described in sections 6.1
and 6.6. The same testing protocol was used as in the previous sections. The result
is shown in Figure 6.16. The strain sensitivity of the SAWR to strain was found to
be minimised at an orientation of approximately 30° to the applied strain field. At
this orientation the sensitivity is approximately —lOHz/^iE or 4% of the sensitivity of
the longitudinal strain sensitivity. In section 2.5 this will be compared to theoretically
predicted values of strain sensitivity.
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F igure 6.16: E xperim ental

6.9

Ssen

as function o f alignm ent to applied strain

Discussion on Experimental Testing

In all bare die calib ratio n s com m ercial strain gauge adhesives w ere used. S train gauge
adhesives dem onstrate a g reater ability to transm it strain effectively w ith red u ced creep
and brittle failures com pared to m any structural adhesives. P rovided the req u ired sur
face prep arations w ere perform ed correctly as described in S ection 6.1 the SA W R
strain sensors w ere found to undergo a distinct and rep eatab le response to applied
strains. T he sensors show a frequency shift o f approxim ately 45 0 H z/ °C w hich is far
lo w er than the sensitivity to applied strain and com parable to self tem p eratu re c o m 
p en satin g strain gauges.
S om e general com m ents can be m ade on the bare die strain tests:
• A ll strain gauges used to evaluate the SA W R strain sensors dem o n strated good
linearity and repeatability w ith actuator position. T he m ounting po sitio n fo r the
test sensors w as co n stan t across all the experim ental testing as w as the in stalla
tion p ro cedures. T he loading profile o f the beam w as verified in S ection 5.3.1.
T he perform ance o f the strain gauge is revisited briefly. T he strain gauge sen si
tivity to actu ato r position and residual plot o f the best fit line is show n in F igure
6.5. T he m axim um deviation o f the strain gauge from linearity is approxim ately
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1 4 ^ e while the m aximum hysteresis was m easured at 0.26% o f full scale. The
worst case hysteresis values of the foil gauge rem ains superior to that o f the best
SAWR strain sensor, however the difference is lower than was expected. For
these tests a half bridge configuration (National Instrum ents H alf Bridge:typel
[108]) was used, as bending effects are already minimal and this bridge configu
ration is suitable for cantilevers. Full bridge configurations could also be used for
elevated tem perature testing. However tests were all perform ed using constant
tem peratures and bridge nulling to rem ove offsets prior to the com m encem ent
o f all tests. Deviation from the linear approxim ation appears more pronounced
in com pression and than in tension. This is surprising as the calibration beam
is designed to behave the same in tension and com pression. Non linearity of a
constant voltage bridge circuit is generally taken to be a percentage o f the strain
level, which would be 0.04% at 4 0 0 ^ e f 109], In m ost cases nonlinearity errors
in conventional strain gauge circuits are small enough to ignore when m easuring
m odest strain levels as done in this project. The deviation from the linearity at
the full scale value in com pression across all calibration beams would suggest
that the behaviour is a feature of the beam loading profile and suggest that bend
ing strains are being generated in the testing apparatus by the actuator loading.
In any case lim iting the loading profile to ±400;Ue will avoid the introduction of
significant bending components and avoid plastic deform ation o f the beam. Not
surprisingly the SAWR strain sensor follows an alm ost identical loading profile
with actuator position as the foil gauge see Figure 6.6.
• The SAWR sensors dem onstrate sim ilar linearity to that o f the foil resistive strain
gauge illustrating a linear approxim ation is valid. A t am bient conditions for
all adhesives tested the

value of the best fit line in excess of 0.9999 which

validates the linear approxim ation o f the best fit line. Elevated tem perature tests
result in a decrease in this value, which is visible with the increase in hysteresis
and the curvature of the strain frequency response curves.
• For longitudinal tests the Ssen of the SAWR sensor is negative. Therefore a com 
pressive strain results in an increase in f r and tensile results in a decrease in /^.
Transverse strains result in a positive Ssen- The changes in strain sensitivity at
various alignm ents to a dom inant strain can be attributed to the varying stress
states in the anisotropic substrate. The strain sensitivity of the sensors in all ad
hesives shows m oderate variation in the different loading stages of each cycle.
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In general SAWR sensors tend to be more sensitive in unloading than in loading.
This is the trend for all adhesives tested and would suggest a stress relaxation of
the adhesive is occurring. However, no-load values recorded for three consecu
tive test cycles with the same sensor and M -Bond 610 found no residual effects
as the pre and post no-load values rem ained consistent.
• There is considerable variation in the Ssen between dies bonded with different
adhesives. M -bond 200 cured at an elevated tem perature was found to have
significantly better perform ance com pared to ambient cures. Post cure and al
lowing the bond to strengthen over an extended period further enhanced the bond
strength for the bare dies.
• Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 illustrate that Ssen between SAWR types is comparable
for a given adhesive. This is not surprising as SAWR layout and reflective grat
ing configurations are consistent for both devices bar the inclusion of apodization in the 434.42 M Hz SAWR IDT. The non apodized devices were found to
be more prone to spurious m easurem ents possibly due to the greater magnitude
o f the spurious response. However the susceptibility o f the interrogation hard
ware to spurious m easurem ents can be m inim ised by sufficient grounding of
the SAWR sensor and by optim isation of interrogation param eters such as sen
sors bandw idth and m easurem ent energy level thresholds. In the treatm ent of
the experim ental data dropped samples due to transm ission effects and spurious
m easurem ents were treated as outliers [110] and removed.
• The 5 ii m agnitude response of the SAWR strain sensor does not appear to
change significantly with applied load. A general linear relationship however
can be observed between m agnitude response and applied load. Tensile strains
appear to cause a decrease in the magnitude o f the response while compressive
strains result in the opposite behaviour. This behaviour was observed for both
w ired and wireless strained testing. For dies bonded using a wire bonding m a
chine it was more apparent. In dies where it was observed the general trend of
this behaviour was consistent across the test cycle. The changes in the m agni
tude response o f the sensors under applied loads can be attributed to changes
in reflectivity o f the reflective gratings and changes in separation between IDT
and reflective gratings resulting in the phase o f the reflected wave being altered
which causes changes in the magnitude response. Sim ilar variation in the mag-
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nitude of the spurious response with respect to apphed strains in tension and
compression was observed.
• SAWR sensors fabricated on quartz are typically reported to have a working
range of -40 °C to 160 °C. A correlation exists between the glass transition tem
perature range of the adhesive and the working temperature range of the adhe
sive. Thermal mismatch and contraction of the adhesive as it cools results in
the frequency offset caused by the adhesive. For those adhesives reported in this
section the offset is modest and tested sensors remain in the ISM 434 MHz band.
Structural filled epoxies were tested and they resulted in a frequency shift of fr
outside the ISM band by over 2 MHz. The magnitude of the residual stress re
sulted in the magnitude response of the sensor being completely degraded and
several spurious modes being generated thus suggesting permanent device dam
age. It is clear the requirements for strain sensor adhesive differs to those for a
structural adhesive and will be discussed in Section 7.3.2.
• For each load step of the calibration cycle 50 measurements were made. For
the purpose of this analysis the response was averaged. In general the standard
deviation at each measurement point for a double dipole antenna at 5cm was
found to be 180 - 260 Hz for full scale values (equivalent to a 0.35 — 0.5 jue).
The standard deviation of the measurement points was found to increase as dis
tance between interrogator antenna and SAWR antenna increased which was to
expected [111]. While transmission effects have been shown to greatly influence
the performance of a wireless SAW strain sensor and would need to be consid
ered in the design of a SAW strain sensor based application. Based upon a 95%
confidence level the wireless bare die SAWR sensor resolution of 2.5jue can be
achieved without optimisation of the antenna.
• In general, the inclusion of temperature results in a decrease in the performance
of the sensors as hysteresis increases and strain sensitivity decreases. Changes in
the gauge factor of foil resistive gauges with temperature is a known performance
characteristic of foil resistive gauges and is usually accounted for in elevated
temperature applications. O f the adhesives tested, M-Bond 610 demonstrated
the best overall performance with higher strain sensitivities and lower hysteresis
levels for all temperatures tested. While surface preparation was carefully mon
itored, bond line repeatability is difficult to control. Residual stresses and the
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resulting SAWR frequency shift can be used to evaluate the possible strain sen
sitivity o f the dies however an exact relationship to Ssen is not clear. Application
o f the adhesives is typically perform ed using a squeeze nozzle or application
brush. Due to capillary action an excessive use o f adhesive can flow over the
edge of the SAW substrate and damage IDT and reflective gratings especially
with viscous adhesives such as M -Bond 200. Cleaning o f the IDT tends to result
in a surface becom ing further contam inated and is highly undesirable. W hile
surface cleaning can be used on the attachm ent area, bare dies were untreated. It
is possible that contam inants rem ain from the photolithographic process which
may decrease bond strength. Due to the size o f the die it was not possible to
clean the underside of the die due to the wetness o f the cleaning processsurface
cleaning was not possible due to wetness o f the processes. Ideally ion beam
cleaning could be used prior to dicing to provide a highly clean surface.
• The alignm ent sensitivity of the SAWR strain sensor is shown in Figure 6.15. It
is clear the orientation o f the IDT to applied strains has an effect on the response
o f the SAWR strain sensor. Changes in alignment of the SAWR changes the
orientation o f the IDT and consequently the direction of the propagating SAW
relative to the applied strain. The results in the variation in Ssen as a function of
orientation can be seen in Figure 6.16. The shifts in resonant frequency of the
SAWR strain sensors are canceled at an orientation of approxim ately 30 to the
applied strain. At an orientation of 30° the Ssen is approxim ately 20Hz or 4% of
the strain sensitivity for longitudinal strains. The possibility of rem oving strain
sensitivity may be beneficial for future works when strain insensitive tem perature
com pensation is required. It could be possible to rigidly control the full scale
working range o f the SAWR sensor within the ISM band by specific dicing of
the SAWR die.

6.10

Conclusions

In this chapter bare-die-one-port SAWR strain sensors have been calibrated wirelessly
using a com m ercially available SAWR interrogation unit. The SAWR strain sensors
were bonded using a polym er adhesive traditionally used in the attachm ent of foil re
sistive strain gauges. Good linearity can be observed up to approxim ately 60°C with
suitable adhesive, beyond which however creep effects, hysteresis and changes in sen-
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sitivities reduce sensor response to applied strain considerably. This was attributed to
a decrease in the strain coupling between the stiff SAWR strain sensor substrate and
the m easurem ent surface, and the effects o f the turnover tem perature. The tem perature
stable strain sensitivity of this particular quartz cut m akes it highly suitable for strain
sensing applications. The results indicate that over a m oderate tem perature range un
com pensated strain m easurem ent is possible. The results also indicate that the strain
sensitivities of SAWR strain sensors are highly sensitive to orientation of the sensor as
well as to crystal cut and propagation direction o f the SAW relative to applied strain.
As SAWR strain sensors require specialised packaging this has im plications for the
design o f custom ised packaging for SAWR strain sensors which will be discussed in
C hapter 7. To the authors knowledge, the results within this chapter provide the most
detailed and com plete data set on the calibration o f SAWR strain sensors for a range
of loading conditions and tem peratures. AT-X quartz has been identified as a substrate
orientation which com bines good strain sensitivity with minimal tem perature depen
dency.
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Chapter 7
Packaging and calibration of SAWR
strain sensors
SAWR and filters are fragile com ponents made of thin film structures. The IDTs and
RGs as well as propagation paths are prone to dam age and contam ination from foreign
particles. Foreign m aterials contam inating key features o f the SAW com ponent can
cause shorting, wave attenuation or perm anent dam age and therefore m ust be avoided.
In this chapter packaging of the SAWR will be examined. Com m ercial filter and sensor
packaging will be discussed. Details on packaging and adhesives will be presented
including the calibration of packaged sensors at a range o f tem peratures.

7.1

Commercial filter packaging technology

For electronic and sensing applications, packaging o f the SAW com ponent is required.
In electronic applications packaging is required to shield the SAW com ponent from
dam age whilst providing an environm ent that allows for highly stable output. W hile
stable output can be achieved by device design, shielding the SAW die from stress
and tem perature which occur either externally or are generated by the presence of
the package itself rem ains a prim ary consideration in the selection o f a package for
electronic applications.
A com m ercial SAWR or filter is supplied in a standard m etallic, plastic, or at high
operational frequencies (> 1 GHz) ceramic cavity packaging with input and output
pins available [112]. Electrical connection betw een package and die is then usually
made with conventional techniques such as ultrasonic w edge or ball bonding. A cap is
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Figure 7.1: SAWR packaged in comm ercial Epcos packaging [113].

placed over the cavity of package and sealed hermetically.
As a key com ponent in telecom m unications devices continual em phasis is placed
on reducing package size as well as that o f the die. Recently, flip chip assem bles have
allowed for greater reductions in footprint. For flip chip assem blies bum p studs are
deposited on bonding pads o f the die. A die is m ounted on the lid o f the package and
contact between the bum p studs and external connections com pletes electrical connec
tivity thus rem oving the need for wire bonding to the die. M ost com m ercial m anufac
turers have developed proprietary packaging technologies. Epcos, for exam ple, have
developed a variation on the traditional flip chip design which uses a proprietary pas
sivation layer to protect (PROTEC) the SAW structures [113], The Epcos solution is a
multi layer solution with the individual layers chosen to match thermal expansion co
efficients of the substrate thus lim iting stress caused by the expansion o f the package
see Figure 7.1.
Impressive reductions in size of the SAW filter technology have recently been
achieved through the use of w afer level package techniques. W afer level packaging
uses a second wafer to cover the device wafer. The second wafer will cap the SAW
device. The second w afer may have preprepared drilled vias and if required photolithographically fabricated interconnections . The capped w afer is then diced into individ
ual devices. Using this technique packaged SAW devices as small 1mm x 0.8mm x
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0.25mm can be realised [114], Both wafer level and chip scale packaging has been suc
cessfully implemented for various MEMS sensor types such as gyroscopes, pressure
and temperature, it is possible that in development of future SAW sensors, integrating
sensor fabrication and packaging at the wafer level may allow for the realisation of
extremely small SAW sensors.

7.2

Commercial SAW sensor Packaging

The packaging of a SAW component for sensing applications will be designed based
upon the target application. SAWDL bio-sensors for example have been developed for
liquid sensing with a machined cavity to isolate the sensing area from the IDT [115].
For temperature sensing applications substrates such as lithium niobate, langastite
and gallium nitrate are preferred over quartz and have documented as operating at tem
peratures up to 900°C with several high temperature substrates shown to be stable in
the range of 800“C — 1000“C for a period of several months [116]. However, chal
lenges remain in developing suitable packaging and antenna solutions which remain
functional at high temperatures [117]. Commercial SAWR temperature sensors manu
factured by SenGenuity use standard surface mount ceramic packages allowing for an
operational range 0 — 100°C [118]. At such temperatures packaging for SAW temper
ature sensors is chosen to minimise thermal stresses caused by poor matching of the
thermal expansion coefficients of both the package and substrate. However at moder
ately high temperatures of 400°C additional factors must be considered in packaging
SAW temperature sensors. Surface effects such as chemical boundary reactions, crystal
decomposition and metallisation dewetting can occur. Low temperature measurement
can be limited by the dew point of the cavity gas. Generally high temperature SAW de
vices have been packaged primarily in air. However recent investigations suggest that
operation at high temperatures is significantly influenced by the cavity gas. A trade
off exsists between the long term stability and performance of a SAW temperature in a
high temperature environement [119].
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Figure 7.2: Differential SAW TPM S button sensor [78]
The most comm on m easurand for physical m easurements with SAWR com ponents
is pressure. Pressure sensors require a specialised packaging solution to generate a
physical bias to act upon the SAW device from which a pressure can be inferred. Re
ported devices fall into two categories, the first case is the dimple package type [78],
The SAWR is encapsulated in a package, the package contains a m achined dimple
which is in contact with the underside of the SAWR. An external pressure will displace
the dimple, deflecting the SAWR substrate and introducing a stress into the SAWR sub
strate. In the second case, the SAW device substrate acts as a diaphragm [120] and the
pressure m easurand directly deform s the substrate. Typically SAW pressure sensors
use multiple resonators to provide differential frequency m easurem ent and tem pera
ture com pensation on one die, as shown in Figure 7.2. Usually pressure sensors are
com bined with additional packaging for a final assembly. For example, the Tire Pres
sure M onitoring System (TPM S) by Transense Technologies is based upon the dim ple
package which is incorporated into a tyre valve assembly.
Packaging should not negatively impact the perform ance o f the SAWR sensor. The
dimple package generates non-uniform stress fields in the propagation zone o f the
SAWR sensor. The stress biased SAW velocity will be varied across the propagation
zone of the SAWR. This has been shown to generate higher order spurious responses
in the

response o f the SAWR which may be attributed to out o f phase reflections

occurring in the RG [121]. Packaging design should therefore m inim ise the generation
o f a non uniform stress distribution especially if the sensor is to be interrogated w ire
lessly. Recently an all quartz wafer level packaging o f SAW sensors has been dem on
strated for SAW pressure sensors using a SAWR fabricated a ST-Quartz. The pressure
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sensing resonator was fabricated directly onto a portion o f the die which had been pre
fabricated to form a micro m achined diaphragm suitable for m easuring pressure [63],
Torque sensors with a differential SAWR torque sensor are currently available com 
mercially. SAWR die are directly bonded to m echanically w eakened shafts with post
attachm ent encapsulation to protect and seal the sensor shown in Figure 7.3. In both
cases the SAWR die is bonded to the shaft or the base o f the package with an adhesive.
W hile the adhesive is m ost likely an epoxy, exact details are unknown. Adhesives will
be discussed in greater detail in Section 7.3.2.

Figure 7.3: Directly bonded SAWR torque sensor for autom otive applications [122]
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Transense technologies in collaboration with Schott, a m icro packaging m anufac
turer have developed a steel purpose built package for the house o f SAWR torque
sensor within a m achined steel package with glass fritted electrical connections see
Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: High elastic limit purpose built Transense and SCHOTT torque sensor and
package consisting o f three parts: a base, a ring and a cover [123]
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7.3

Packaging of SAWR strain sensor

As discussed in Section 7.2 a sensor package is required to be application and measurand specific. For strain sensing a suitable package is required to meet the following
requirements:
Hermetic Sealing of the SAWR: Sealing and isolation of the device from foreign
particulates is a key requirement. Hermetic vacuum sealing of the devices may
also slightly reduce the attenuation of the propagating SAW caused by mass
loading due to air. The effects of acoustic losses are more prevalent in delay line
devices. In resonators acoustic losses are dominated by propagation effects in
the crystal which is dependent on substrate properties therefore improvements
in sensor response due to hermitic sealing may be minimal [31].
Electrical Connections: Wire bonding techniques can be used to make electrical con
nections between the SAWR bond pads and package. I/O pins on the package
can then be used to provide connections to additional PCB or antenna.
Provide interface between SAWR sensor and measurement area : The package must
allow for strain biases to be transferred from the measurement area to the sen
sor without excessive shielding of the sensor from the strain field, thus retaining
measurand sensitivity. Package pins should be oriented to avoid interference
with the measurement zone
Matched Thermal Expansion: Ideally the thermal expansion of the package should
be close to that of the sensor to avoid the generation of thermal stresses across
the sensor operational temperature range.
Footprint: Package size should be minimised and not excessively larger than the die.
Excessive footprint size may have a negative impact on the measurement zone.
The addition of a packaging will improve the S n response of the SAWR com
pared to the silver paste connections used in section 6.1. For wireless measurements
improved connections to the SAWR will increase the reliability of the wireless mea
surements and extended the readout distance. Sealing the package and isolating the
SAWR will minimise the possibility of damage during handling and bonding.
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5L7M-1S

Figure 7.5: Packages selected for development of a packaged SAWR strain sensor.

7.3.1

Selection of Packaging for the SAWR

Development of a custom ised package was not feasible with the facilities available for
this project. Set up costs required to comm ission a custom ised package with a com 
mercial m anufacturer were also prohibitive. As an alternative m ethod packaging of
the SAWR strain sensors was perform ed with standard off the shelf flat pack packages.
Several package types were procured from the supplier M ini-System s Electronic Pack
aging based in the U nited States [124]. The selected packages are shown in the Figure
7.5.
The packages consisted o f sidewalls made from a com bination o f alum ina/glass
attached to a base m aterial, or full metal packages made o f kovar (ASTM -F15) with
glass fritting isolating the I/O pins. All packages were sealed with kovar lids. The di
m ensions and a description o f the packages selected can be found in Table 7.1. Kovar
is a m aterial traditionally used in electronic packages and has a Young’s M odulus of
159 GPa and thermal expansion coefficient o f 5.5xlO “ ^A'~'. W hile the thermal expan-
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sion of kovar is poorly matched to quartz (5.5x10 ^K ') it is moderately better than
that of conventional steel (13xlO“ ^A'“ ').
Package
5L7C-1S
5L7M-1S
5L14M
F3838-1
F6262-1

Sidewall
AluminaGlass
AluminaGlass
AluminaGlass
Metal
Metal

Footprint
3.51mm^

Height
2.54mm

Base Material
Ceramic

3.57mm^

2.54mm

Kovar

3.51mm^

1.52mm

Kovar

3.66mm^
9.92m nt

2.54mm
4.19mm

Kovar
Kovar

Table 7.1: Packages

7.3.2

Adhesives

An adhesive provides the mechanism by which stress and strain from the measurement
zone is transferred to the SAWR strain sensor. An adhesive is defined as the substance
capable of holding at least two surfaces together in a strong permanent manner. Mod
ern adhesives are manufactured by compounding a base resin material with various
fillers, pigments, stabilizers, plasticisers and other additives to form the desired end
product. While the development of an adhesive optimised for SAWR strain sensors is
outside the scope of this project an investigation into the suitability of commercially
available adhesives is an appropriate step in the development of SAWR strain sensors.
To act as an adhesive for a SAWR strain sensor a suitable adhesive should have the
following characteristics:
• They must flow like a liquid at some point during the course of the bond forma
tion so to flow over the and wet the substrate they make contact with.
• They must harden from a liquid to a solid to carry sometimes continuous loads
during the life cycle.
• They must transfer and distribute loads and not shield the sensor from the measurand.
No general theory of adhesion has been universally adopted. Adhesion is attributed
to several forces acting simultaneously. Generally speaking adhesion is predominately
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caused by two forces, adhesive and cohesive. Adhesive forces hold two m aterials to
gether at their surfaces while cohesive forces occur internally within a m aterial caused
by interm olecular attraction betw een m olecules of the same material. Failure of a
bondline can occur due to adhesive and cohesive failure acting sim ultaneously or inde
pendently. An adhesive failure occurs when the adhesive interface betw een adherend
and adhesive fails.
Cohesive failure typically occurs due to a stress fracture in the m aterial and can be
identified if a layer of adhesive rem ains on both of the adherend. A common cause of
this failure is due to poor surface preparation and contam inants such as oil and grease
causing weak bond lines resulting in the formation of stress concentrations. The bondline then fails with a com bination o f adhesive and cohesive failure identifiably as areas
of adhesive rem ain on the underside o f the packages.
The strength o f an adhesive bond is determined by two factors. The shear strength
o f the bond, a m easure of the holding strength of the bond and the peel strength which
is the resistance o f a bond line from being peeled away. Bond strengths can be de
creased significantly if voids, cracks, air bubbles, inclusions or surface defects are
present which can cause localised stress concentrations [125]. Thus the m inimisation
o f stress in the adhesive layer is param ount to the success o f the bond. The most com 
mon cause o f stress form ation in the bond line is due to the m ism atch o f the thermal
expansion coefficients o f the substrate or the adhesive. Solidification o f the adhesive
generally occurs at the glass transition tem perature (Tg) and is typically above room
temperature. Generally speaking, for good bond strength and creep resistance the Tg
of the adhesive should be well above the m aximum operating tem perature. The re
quirem ent for a high cure tem perature results in residual stresses being generated upon
cooling as significant differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of substrates
and adhesives can exist. For illustrative purposes, we can assum e quartz has a linear
thermal expansion coefficient o f 0 . 5 p p m / K [126] while epoxy adhesives have values
between 4 0 p p m / K and 2 0 0 p p m / K . The adhesives chosen for this project are typi
cally designed to have a thermal expansion coefficient close to that of constantan alloy
(4 0 p p m / K ) [127], a m aterial com m only used for foil resistive strain gauges. Thus
upon cooling significant thermal stresses will be generated in the substrate material.
Additional stresses also occur due to the shrinkage o f the adhesive during solidi
fication as solvent evaporates during curing. Epoxy resins typically undergo 4 —5%
shrinkage as the solid polym erises and the adhesive occupies lower space than the liq
uid reactants. The com bination o f both shrinkage and therm al expansion can result in
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significant stress concentrations being form ed post cure. This is evident in the variation
betw een in fr between on-wafer and bonded sensors. The disadvantage when using a
foil gauge polym er adhesive on quartz is that the strain coupling betw een the stiff sen
sor substrate and the polym er adhesive is poor [91]. The M -Bond adhesives when used
with foil resistive strain gauges dem onstrate excellent strain coupling. However, when
used with SAWR strain sensors a bonding m ism atch occurs betw een the stiff SAWR
strain sensors and the polym er adhesive causing a slight decrease in strain sensitivity.
A creep effect in the sensor response can also be observed due to this mism atch.

7.3.3

Selection of adhesives

In this project, several adhesives were exam ined for their suitability to bond SAW strain
sensors. The requirem ents for an adhesive in strain sensing applications are slightly
different for structural bonding. For stain sensing the bondline must be rigid so to
adhere the substrate yet dem onstrate a flexibility which can transfer the strain measurand to the sensor. The cure tem peratures o f some adhesives makes them unsuitable for
SAW com ponents as they require high cure tem perature (300> °C ) which may result in
dam age to the SAWR. The m ajority of testing was perform ed with com m ercial strain
adhesives, due to their availability, price point and low toxicity.

7.3.3.1

Cyanoacrylate

A well known adhesive com m only known as "superglue”. This thin film adhesive is
solvent free and cures rapidly at room tem perature. Cyanoacrylate adhesives can ex
hibit a shear strength o f 13 M Pa after ten m inutes which increases over time. U nfortu
nately cyanoacrylates are therm oplastic and will creep on exposure to high tem perature
and stress. M -B ond 210 a com m ercial strain gauge cyanoacrylate adhesive was used
in bare die testing, see section 6.5.

7.3.3.2

Epoxy resin adhesives

Epoxy adhesives are probably more versatile than cyanoacrylates. They bond well to
many substances and cure at room tem perature or at elevated tem peratures. Com m er
cial epoxy resins are com posed prim arily o f an epoxy resin, a curing agent, and other
modifiers and additives. In this project two part epoxy resins were used. The first
part is an adhesive resin, the second is a curing agent. Pot life once m ixed is signifi-
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cantly lower than M -Bond 200 ranging from 10 minutes for AE-10 to three weeks for
M -B ond610.

7.3.3.3

Addition of fillers to epoxy resin adhesives

The mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficient is a serious issue in the bonding of
SAWR strain sensors with epoxy resin adhesives. In order to address this issue and
improve the bonding characteristics o f the adhesive, fillers were added to the epoxy.
A filler is a relatively non adhesive material added to improve properties o f the adhe
sive. By judicious selection of the filler the properties o f the adhesive can be altered:
thermal expansion coefficients and shrinkage effects can be significantly changed. An
alum inium filled epoxy adhesive, EP-950 Gray was selected to assess the suitability
of strucutaral adhesives in SAWR strain sensor design. This is an alum inium filled
one part rubber m odified adhesive [128] with a m inimum cure tem perature of 113°,
prim arily used for structural bonding.

7.3.3.4

Adhesive used for this project

The properties o f the various adhesives are shown in Table 7.2. Perform ance can vary
significantly betw een adhesives. Generally an adhesive is defined as either structural
or nonstructural depending on the shear strength of the adhesive and peel strength of
the bondline. Com m ercial strain gauges adhesives however, are not evaluated on shear
strength or peel strength but as a function of elongation capabilities of the adhesive.
The selected adhesives transfer strain with varying degrees o f capability which is de
pendant on tem perature. For strain gauges the elongation capabilities are prim arily a
function of the shear strength of the adhesive bond. M any strain gauge adhesives will
operate to elongations o f 50,000;Ue while still being quite easily pealed from the sur
face [107]. The com m ercial adhesives perform ed with varying degrees o f success see
section 6.4.
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Temp Range
rc)
-30-60
-269-175
-269-175
-269-95

Elongation
Capabilities
2%
3%
3%
6-10%

60

-269-95

10-15%

135

-40-175

2%

Adhesive

Cure Time

M -Bond 200
M -Bond 600
M -Bond 610
M -Bond
AEIO
M -Bond
AE15
EP 950

2mins
2hrs
2hrs
24hrs

Cure
(°C)
20
125
150
20

24hrs
45m ins

Temp

Table 7.2: Adhesives used in calibration o f SAWR strain sensors

7.3.4

Completed packaged SAWR strain sensors

A total of five packages (see Section 7.3.1) were selected for the developm ent o f a
packaged SAWR strain sensor. The influence of bonding and packaging on the perfor
mance o f the SAWR strain sensor can then be com pared to bare die results, and the
effects quantified. Packaging was perform ed at two sites, the initial packaging attempts
were carried out in the Tyndall Institute as part of a National Access Program Grant.
Subsequent work was carried out at the Centre for Research on Adaptive N anostruc
tures and Nanodevices (CRANN) Trinity College Dublin.
In the Tyndall facilities the process flow involved the SAWR strain sensors being
bonded to the packages using Vishay M -Bond 610. The dies were clam ped in place
with a special fixture. A m achined steel holder was placed over the bonding pads of
the die and held in place with an EAS sealing clip, m odel 3711 [129]. The clips are
typically used for lid/package sealing operations sim ilar to those used for clam ping foil
resistive strain gauges. The clip delivers a m inim um pressure of 3.5kPa. The clam ped
sensors were placed in an oven at 150°C for a period o f two hours. The clam ping
fixtures were then rem oved and the sensors were post cured at 160°C for a duration of
two hours.
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Figure 7.6: SAWR package clam ped prior to elevated tem perature cure

Post curing, the packages were allowed to cool to room tem perature. Electrical
connections were m ade between bonding pads o f the die and the I/O pins o f the pack
age with an ultrasonic wedge bonder and 25 micron alum inium wire. The lids of the
packages were herm etically sealed using glue. An unsealed packaged sensor is shown
in Figure 7.7. The com pleted sealed sensor is shown in Figure 7.8
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Adhesi
Layer I

Figure 7.7: SAWR strain sensor bonded in a package with wire bonding to the I/O
pins prior to seaUng with lid
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Figure 7.8: Com pleted packaged SAWR strain sensor
W ithin the CRA N N facilities additional packaging was performed, this included
cleaning o f the packages with ion-beam cleaning in an argon environm ent at 500eV
for 5 minutes. SAWR die were then bonded to the interior of the package using MBond 610, AE15, H -Cem ent and EP-950 adhesive.
U nfortunately the M -Bond 610 packaged sensors failed due to m isalignm ent of the
die during clam ping causing the clam p to damage the IDT. This was a disappointing
result and was not possible to rectify within the time scale of the project. Test packages
in which dies were bonded with H-Cem ent and EP950 underw ent extrem e shifts in
f r

resulting in the sensor operating outside the ISM band. W hile shifts in

f r

due to

bonding process were expected the m agnitude (4 M Hz for EP-950) was surprising and
resulted in the response being degraded and becoming unsuitable for w ireless sensing.

7.4

Calibration of pacliaged sensors

The addition of packaging may alter the perform ance of the SAWR strain sensor. The
electrical 5 n response may be sensitive to the inclusion o f packaging and additonal
connectors, antenna and PC B ’s. The SAWR strain sensitivity may be dim inished by
additional layers o f adhesive and packaging. The adhesion o f the dies will also induce
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a stress into the material resulting in a shift of the bare die frequency measurements.
This is attributed to a residual thermal stress resulting from the bonding processes.
Bondline thickness will also have an effect on the residual stresses generated [61]. The
bondline thickness will also vary depending on the type of adhesive used, Ferri et al
measured the bondline thickness for M-Bond 600 at 6 —7 ^m and M-Bond 200 at 20-30
fj.m [130]. The performance of the packaged sensors vary depending on the glues and
cure cycle used. All die were bonded in the packages with M-Bond 610 at an elevated
cure of 150°C. The packaged sensors initially were bonded firstly to the beam with
M-Bond 610 cured at 150°C. SAWR sensors packaged with F3838-1 demonstrated a
failure mechanism shown in Figure 7.9. Initially the packaged sensor demonstrated
moderately good strain coupling. However after several cycles the response degraded
and a mixture of cohesive and adhesive failure occurred in the external package bond.
A second package was then mounted on the beam with additional surface cleaning to
the underside of the package with an isopropyl cleaner and M-Prep Neutraliser and
Conditioner. While this improved the performance moderately, failure occurred after
several cycles. As a result all packaged sensor calibration test required the underside of
the package to be cleaned and prepared. Calibration data presented within this chapter
is based upon the sensor being cycled through the calibration procedure three times.
Decay of SAWR package
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Figure 7.9: Packaged SAWR strain sensor showing degrading response over cycles
In this section, calibration data presented is based upon experimental work per
formed using packaged sensors from Tyndall. The sensors were calibrated wirelessly
using the same PCB and antenna configurations used in bare die testing. For consis
tency M-bond 610 was used for the adhesive layer between package and test beam with
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a cure at a tem perature lower original cure tem perature o f 150°C. This was to prevent
damage to the internal package bondlines due to additional thermal stresses.

7.4.1

Calibration results for 5L7C-1S ceramic base SAWR strain
sensor

A 434.42 M Hz ceram ic package sensor was bonded to the beam using M -Bond 610
and a cure cycle of 2.5 hours clam ped, 3 hours undam ped, at a tem perature o f 140°C.
Packaging of the sensor and subsequent mounting caused a reduction in fr o f over
1.5 M Hz moving the SAWR sensor outside the ISM 434 M Hz band. However, the
working bandwidth of the interrogator was sufficient to interrogate the m ounted sensor.
Before testing, the bonded package sensor was allowed to post cure for a period of over
48 hours. The three cycle calibration curve is shown in Figure 7.10 Ssen for loading
and unloading are shown in Table 7.3
Load.Tens
-1 1 0 .4 3 ± 2 .8 6

Unoad.Tension
-1 1 4 .8 1 ± 3 .3 9

Load.Comp
-1 3 4 .6 7 ± 6 .5 1

Unload.Com p
- 1 4 1 .2 9 ± 11.61

Table 7.3: 5L7C-1S strain sensitivities ( Hz / H£) at 20°C

C alibration Curve for 5 L 7 C -1 S SAW R strain sensor
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Figure 7.10: Calibration curves for 5L7C-1S SAWR strain sensor at 20°C
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7.4.1.1

Elevated temperature calibration results for 5L7C-1S SAWR strain sen
sor

The 5L7C-1S ceramic base SAWR strain sensor was subjected to the elevated tem
perature testing. The calibration data for elevated temperature tests is shown in Table
7.6.
Temp.

20°
o

O

60°
1

o
00 1

o

o0

Best Fit Line Equation

Ssen

-1 2 4 .2 3 ± 4 .8 8
-1 2 5 .1 0 ± 7 .2 3
-130.81 ± 7 .8 9
-1 3 3 .1 7 ± 8 .0 4
-1 3 2 .5 8 ± 8 .4 1

/ = - 1 \9.62e^ X
/ = -119.47^^^ X
/ = -125.41 X
/ = - 128.70^^ X
/ = -129.19^^’ X

e
e
e
e
e

+
+
+
+
+

432.568^^
432.541^^
432.5266'^
432.488^^
433.458f>‘’

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999

FS
Hys
teresis
%
2.93
2.45
3.53
4.01
4.23

Table 7.4: 5L7C-1S strain sensitivities for elevated temperature calibration

Calibration Curve for 5L7C-1S Ceramic base Package Sensor
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Figure 7.11: Elevated temperature calibration curves for 5L7C-1S SAWR strain
sensor
Elevated temperature calibration curves are shown in Figure 7.11, it is clear that
the thermal drift in the packaged sensor is substantial. The profile and sensitivity of
the sensor remain consistent across the complete temperature range. Hysteresis levels
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appear to be lower in tension, at the end o f each calibration cycle the lower tensile
strain sensitivity causes the f r to be lower than the value m easured at the beginning of
the cycle.

7.4.2

Calibration results for 5L7M-1S kovar base SAWR strain
sensor

The base material o f the 517M-IS package is made from kovar and has identical dim en
sions to the 5L7C-IS package. The SAWR sensor was bonded to the beam with a cure
o f 125“C for a period of 2 hours clam ped, 2 hours undam ped. Post cure, the sensor
was allowed to sit for a period of 48 hours prior to the com m encem ent o f any testing,
^ ii testing found the fr o f the bonded packaged SAWR sensor to be 434.2932 MHz
which was a reduction of 0.127 M Hz. The Ssen of the sensor for loading and unloading
is shown in Table 7.5, while the calibration curves are shown in Figure 7.12.
Load.Tens
-3 0 4 .0 5 ± 11.39

Unoad.Tension
- 3 1 8 .9 8 ± 10.14

Load.Comp
- 3 1 0 .7 0 ± 11.84

Unload.Com p
- 3 3 1 .3 8 ± 18.47

Table 7.5: 5L7M -1S strain sensitivities (Hz/fJ-C) at 20°C

C alibration Curve for 5L7M -1S SAW R strain sensor
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Figure 7.12: Calibration Curves for 5L7M -1S SAWR strain sensor at 20°C
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7.4.2.1

Elevated temperature calibration results for 5L7M-1S SAWR strain sen
sor

The 5L7M -1S kovar base SAWR strain sensor was subjected to the elevated tem per
ature testing. The calibration data for elevated tem perature tests is shown in Table
7.5.
Temp.

20°
o

O O O
SO 00

0
o

110°

^sen

- 3 1 6 .1 6 ± 6 .7 2
- 3 1 7 .5 9 ± 5 .8 2 /
-3 1 9 .0 3 ± 6 .3 0
-3 1 9 .3 3 ± 7 .4 2
- 3 0 2 .5 8 ± 8 .4 1

Best Fit Line Equation

/=

-3 1 4 .7 8 ^^ x e + 434.269^^

/ =
/ =
/=
/ =

-3 1 6 .3 6 t'^
-3 1 I Me ^
-3 1 8 .3 3 ^ ^
- 3 0 0 . lOe^

X
X
X
X

e
e
e
e

+
±
+
+

434.272^^
434.269^*’
432.261^^
434.237^^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999

FS H ys
teresis
%
2.62
2.43
2.62
3.15
6.45

Table 7.6: 5L 7M -1S strain sensitivities for elevated tem perature calibration

The calibration curves for the elevated tem perature calibration tests are shown in
Figure 7.13. Strain sensitivities and hysteresis values are broadly consistant over the
tem perature range 20°C - 80°C. In the tem perature range 80°C - 110°C strain sensitiv
ities decreases by 7% and full scale hystereses increases by 50%.
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Elevated Tem perature C alibration Curve for 5L7M -1S SAW R strain sensor
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Figure 7.13: Elevated Tem perature Calibration Curves for 5L7M -1S SAWR strain
sensor

7.4.3

Calibration results for 5L14M SAWR strain sensor

The 5L14M kovar base SAWR strain sensor was subjected to the calibration testing. A
434.42M Hz SAWR was bonded internally in the package with M -Bond 610 and a cure
cycle that was slightly modified to be incrementally raised to I20°C in two steps, the
first step raised the oven to 90°C for a period of the twenty minutes then to 125°C. The
cure cycle for this package was 2.5 hours at 125°C clam ped and 2.5 hours u n dam ped
at 125°C. The staggered cure cycle was im plem ented to avoid thermal shock in the
adhesive which is known to cause excessive creep to occur in foil gauges. The bonded
sensor was then allowed to cool to am bient over an hour and then allowed to sit for a
period o f 24 hours. The packaged sensor underwent a shift o f

f r

of 0.2 M H z due to

bonding of the package and an additional 0.6 M Hz due to adhesion of the package to
the beam. The

Ssen

Load.Tens
-4 4 8 .3 9 ± 9 .3 4

for the 5L14M SAWR strain are shown in Table 7.7.
Unoad.Tension
- 4 4 8 .1 3 ± 7 .4 1

Load.Com p
-4 3 3 .3 4 ± 5 .3 6

Table 7.7: 5L14M strain sensitivities

Unload.Com p
-4 3 7 .4 8 ± 6 .9 2
20°C

The calibration curves for a 5L14M SAWR strain sensor are shown in Figure 7.14.
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C a lib ra tio n C urve for S A W R strain sensor for 5L 14M P ack age
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Figure 7.14: Calibration curves for 5L14M SAWR strain sensor at 20°C

7.4.3.1

Elevated temperature calibration results for 5L14M SAWR strain sensor

The elevated tem perature calibration curves for the 5L14M packaged sensor are shown
in Figure 7.15. Table 7.8 contains the results for the elevated tem perature tests.
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C alibration Curve for SA W R strain sensor for 5L14M Package
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Figure 7.15: Elevated temperature calibration curves for 5L14M SAWR strain sensor

Temp.

20°
O

O

60"
oo

00

O

O

90°

Ssen

O
o

o

-4 4 2 .2 9
-4 4 2 .6 5
-430.81
-439.11
-438.91
-4 3 7 .2 9
-4 3 9 .2 8

± 4 .1 6
±4.21
± 7 .8 9
± 4.21
± 4 .8 3
± 4 .9 8
± 4 .8 4

Best Fit Line Equation

/ =
/ =
/=
/ =
/ =
/ =
/=

-442.75e^ X e + 433.729^^
- 4 4 3 .36e^ x e ± 433.723^^
- 4 4 0 .7 0 e ^ x e ±432.731^^
-438.02^^ X e ± 433.729^^
-439.90^*’ X e ±433.730e^
-437.46^^ X e ±433.726^^
-435.51e^ X e±433.719e^

0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999

FS
Hys
teresis
%
0.75
0.67
0.71
0.76
0.93
0.88
0.91

Table 7.8: 5L14M SAWR strain sensitivities for elevated temperature calibration
In Figure 7.16 the apparent strain due to thermal biases is plotted, the inflection in
the thermal profile is caused by the turnover temperature of the substrate at approx
imately 60°C. This is lower than the bare die results (see Figure 6.3). This is most
likely due to thermal stresses from the package and bonding processes.
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A p p a re n t S tra in C u rv e o f 5L 14M P ack ag e S A W R sensor
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Figure 7.16: Apparent Strain Curve for 5L14M SAWR Strain sensor

7.4.3.2

Long term sensitivity stability of 5L14M SAWR strain sensor

The calibrated SAWR strain sensors were placed into a continues cycling calibration
to determ ine the degradation o f the sensors due to continuous cycling. The sensors
was cycled to ±300;Ue for « 13,500 calibration runs. The 5L7M -1S pacakge was also
tested however the Ssen varied during the testing, the full scale fr underw ent also under
went significant variation.
Negligible loss in S^en was m easured and hysteresis levels and full scale values
rem ained constant for the com plete duration o f the testing over 5 days.
The stability o f the bondline of M -Bond 610 adhesive layer shows prom ise for long
term installations.

7.4.4

Differential SAWR strain sensor

The F6262-1 package is sim ilar to the F3838-1 package but with a large cavity. SAWR
sensors operated with an on w afer value o f 433.42 M Hz and 434.42 M Hz were bonded
in the F6262-1 package using M -Bond 610. The sensors were oriented so one SAWR
w ould be sensitive to longitudinal strains the other m ounted perpendicularly to be sen
sitive to transverse strains. External bondlines with M -B ond 610 dem onstrated a sim-
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ilar failure mechanism to the F3838-1 package. As a result several different methods
of attachment were attempted:
EP-950: This adhesive resulted in extreme shift in

fr, the magnitude of the SAWR

response became degraded, and substantial parasitic modes were introduced into
the SAWR response.
Conventional Welding Welding introduced massive thermal gradients into the pack
age which critically damaged the SAWR strain sensors inside.
Soldering Package temperatures were lower than welding however not sufficiently
lower to avoid damage to the internal SAWR.
A somewhat satisfactory bondline was formed with AE-15, the 5 n plot is shown
in Figure 7.17. The sensors operate outside the ISM band and the working range of
the interrogator. The response has been shifted over 2 MHz from the on wafer values.
Furthermore, the frequency response is less defined and the transverse response has
been incorporated in the main resonant mode, thus suggesting permanent damage to
the SAWR.
S i i R esponse o f SAW R differential sensor
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Figure 7.17: S n Response of a Differential SAWR strain sensor at 20°C
The bonded SAWR sensors were connected to two separate PCB’s and interrogated
using a VNA. The calibration curves are shown are each SAWR strain sensor is shown
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in Figure 7.18. Unfortunately it was not feasible to perform elevated tem peratures due
to the possibility o f dam age to the VNA so test tem perautres were lim ited to « 20°C.
Calibration Curve for SAWR strain sensor for Differential SAWR
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Figure 7.18: 5] | Response o f a differential SAWR strain sensor at 20°C

The total m easured response from the Differential SAWR strain sensor is defined
as:

(7.4.1)

^fdiff = f i - f ,

w here

is the total response of the differential SAWR strain which is a func

tion o f the resonant frequency of the longitudinal and transversely aligned SAWR //
and f t respectively.
Sensor
Longitudinal
Transverse
Differential

FS Hysteresis %
1.16
0.97
0.87

^sen

- 4 0 8 .1 8 ± 4 .2 6
- 2 9 8 .9 0 ± 3 .8 1
-7 0 9 .9 1 ± 3 .5 3

Table 7.9: Differential SAWR strain sensitivities at 20°
The perform ance o f the final calibration sensor is shown in Figure 7.19.
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Differential SAWR strain sensor
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Figure 7.19: Calibration curve for a differential SAWR strain sensor at 20°C

7.5

Evaluation of the packaged SAWR sensor

The role o f packaging was to provide a hermetic environm ent to protect the SAWR
strain sensor from environm ental damage and increase the robustness o f the sensor. As
a fragile com ponent the SAWR strain sensor requires packaging. However it is crucial
packaging doesn’t isolate the sensor from the strain field it is measuring. Several key
points can be made in the evaluation of the packaging o f the SAWR strain sensor.
• All sensors were calibrated against longitudinal strains. The Ssen of the packaged
sensors were found to be negative, therefore a compressive strain will result in
an increase in fr and a tensile strain has the opposite effect. However there is a
marked difference betw een the packages in the m agnitude o f the Ssen- U ndoubt
edly the 5L14M packaged sensor offers the best overall strain sensitivity at -442
Hz/;Ue which is a reduction o f 15 % from the bare die sensitivity (see Table 6.11).
The package effectively creates a com posite body consisting o f the calibration
beam, the adhesive layers, package base and SAWR, resulting in a completely
heterogeneous interface between the sensor and the strain field. The strain trans
fer across the package to the sensor itself will then be influenced highly by both
packaging and cure conditions applied to the adhesive. This can be seen in the el-
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evated tem perature perform ance of the 5L 7M -1S com pared to the 5L7C- IS. The
strain sensitivity and thermal stability of the metal base package is far superior
to that of the ceram ic base. There is scope, therefore, for additional packaging
optim isation.
• It is apparent that curing stresses can influence greatly the perform ance of the
packaged SAWR strain sensor. Bonding a packaged SAWR sensor and m ain
taining the fr within the ISM band appears to be highly dependent on the ad
hesive choice and the cure conditions. Curing stresses are well known to be
significant in epoxy systems, particulary' in structural applications. In bare die
testing SAWR rem ained within the ISM bandwidth. It is reasonable to assum e
that bonding o f the package is introducing additional stresses which are trans
ferring to the SAWR. There is a possibility for optim isation o f both the cure
tem perature and clam ping forces.
• The Ssen o f the packaged sensors shows slightly different behaviour in tension
than in com pression. As with the bare die tests, the results suggest that this
rem ains an adhesive issue rather than a characteristic o f the sensor. As shown
in Table 7.8, tem perature stability, Ssen, full scale hysteresis the residual stress
generated are all interrelated and can indicate the success of a bondline.
• The effects o f packaging can have a significant influence on the therm al response
o f the SAWR sensor. Therm al drift in the sensor response becom es extreme
for the ceram ic based packages, probably due to the therm al m ism atch in the
package causing additional stresses to be generated which overw helm the natural
behaviour o f the quartz crystal. No turnover behaviour can be observed within
the expected range for the ceramic base package. For the 5L7M -1S package the
therm al profile is sim ilar to the bare die perform ance with the turnover point
40 °C. In Figure 7.16 the apparent strain curve for the 5L14M is shown. The
turnover tem perature is reduced to the 60°C the curve shows m ore sim ilarity to
the natural unbonded SAWR behaviour (see Figure 6.3). Before and after the
turnover point the apparent strain due to tem perature behaves linearly; however
after the turnover tem perature the sensitivity to tem perature increases. In the
tem perature range 20°C - 60 ° C the apparent strain is ~ 0.25jUe/°C. This is
above the turnover tem perature however the apparent strain response is
lie /° C .
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• It is unfortunate that the residual stress formed during bonding caused the SAWR
differential strain sensor to operate outside o f the ISM band and the operational
range o f the interrogator. It should be noted, however, that a 5 n m easurem ent
was perform ed 24 hours prior to the com m encem ent o f the tests and both sen
sors were operating with the ISM band. After an additional 24 hours the sensors
had been shifted to the their final frequency which suggests that additional cur
ing effects are occurring over time, possibly strength hardening of the adhesive,
shrinkage strain or indeed hygroscopic stress [131], The com bination of package
and adhesive could be controlled to a greater extent to ensure the packaged sen
sor rem ains within the ISM band. The overall strain sensitivity becomes the sum
o f the Ssen for the longitudinal and transverse strain sensor. The strain sensitivity
o f the die is a function of the individual sensors performance.
• Post cure cycling can improve the tem perature response o f the stresses intro
duced into the sensors. In experimental testing of certain epoxy laminates a
tem perature can be determ ined in which the material shows no stress effects due
to the adhesive. This is usually due to the thermal expansion coefficients causing
the m aterial to harm onise to the conditions at which cure occurred. This should
be close to the cure tem perature. Elevated testing of the die to the cure tem pera
ture failed to return the die to on wafer values or to the post package attachment.
In fact such tem perature gradients resulted in the sensor perform ance degrading.
This highlights the differences betw een a strain gauge and structural adhesive.
• The long term stability o f the 5L14M packaged sensor was tested to ± 3 0 0 ^ e
for 13,500 continuous cycles. The 5L14M package perform ed exceptionally
well with little to no reduction in the Ssen- In future work accelerated life testing
could be used to determ ine the num ber o f cycles to failure.

7.6

Dynamic performance of the system

In chapter 7 the strain sensitivity of a packaged SAWR strain sensor was determined
at a range o f tem peratures. In practice however, strain fields will vary dynamically.
The ability of a sensor to measure dynamic m easurand is often lim ited by the first
order time constant of the sensor. However for a SAWR strain dynamic m easure
m ent is currently lim ited by the update rate of the interrogation equipm ent. A single
m easurem ent of the SAWR sensor requires several interrogation pulses that excite the
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SA W R to d ifferent levels. T he interrogator calculates the reso n an t frequency o f the
SA W R by a PSD analysis o f the response signals. A ll these m easurem ents are m ade
sequentially, req u irin g spacing in the tim e dom ain, w hich increases interrogation tim e.
T h is is the m ajo r bottleneck w hich lim its SA W R sen so r w ireless u pdate rates. In tro 
d u cin g d y n am ic m easurem ent strategies could increase the update rates. T he SA W R
in terro g atio n hardw are contains several m easurem ent algorithm s. S uch algorithm s can
vary the in terro g ation schem e, rem oving the search phase fo r the SA W R and iteratively
ch an g in g the frequency bin spacing in the m easurem ent phase to dyn am ically track the
sen so r [132]. T h ese m easurem ent techniques w ould im prove sen so r update rates for
d y n am ic ap p lications. M easurem ent rates can also be increased by reducing the reso 
lution o f the m easured

fr

[133]. T he h ig h est reported update rate fo r a w ireless SAW R

sen so r is 4 k H z fo r O E M autom otive interrogation units w hich are not com m ercially
available [122].

7.6.1

SAWR sensor system dynamic performance

To evaluate the suitability o f the SA W R sen so r for dynam ic m easurem ents, the T em pT rackr
in terro g ato r settings w ere optim ised to im prove the update rate. F irstly search phases
to locate the SA W R strain sensor w ere perform ed only once, to initially locate the
SA W R strain sen so r w ithin the ISM band. M easurem ent bandw idths w ere then m in
im ised to cover the dynam ic range o f the sensor. Y his assum ed that the d y nam ic range
o f the sen so r is sm all, i.e. strain loading w ill not exceed a couple o f jue. L astly the
m ag n itu d e th resh o ld o f the sensor w as set at 20dB (in arbitrary units as p er [132]) to
m in im ise d ro p p ed sam ples. T he experim ental set up co n sisted o f the SA W R strain
sen so r being b o nded to the SAW calibration beam w ith M -B ond 600. T he sensors
w ere statically calib rated as described in S ection 5.4. T h e

Ssen

w as taken as the best fit

value o f -4 50H z/jue. T he loading actuator w as rem oved fro m the testing apparatus, the
calib ratio n b eam w as subjected to an im pulse at the free en d o f the beam , the dynam ic
strain field resu lting from the oscillation o f the beam w as then m easured using the
SA W R strain sen so r w ith a foil resistive strain gauges in p arallel acting as a reference.
T he d y n am ic resp o n se o f the vibrating beam is show n in F igure 7.21
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Dynam ic M easurement of Oscillating Beam
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Figure 7.20: Impulse response o f SAW calibration beam m easured with SAWR strain
sensor at 20° C

A FFT of the SAWR response was calculated which determ ined the fundamental
frequency o f the beam as shown in Figure 7.21. The experim entally m easured value
was found to be 38H z for both SAWR and foil gauge m easurem ents.
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Figure 7.21: FFT of impulse response of SAW calibration beam m easured with a
SAWR strain sensor

Using Pro Engineer tool box, the natural frequency of the calibration beam was
calculated at 40H z, this correlates closely to the experim entally determ ined values.
The m aximum update rate achieved with the interrogation hardw are was 500Hz, which
is a sufficient sam pling rate to cover the Nyquist sam pling criterion [134].

7.7

Application of SAWR strain sensor

A goal o f this project was to develop a m odular SAWR strain sensor. M odular capa
bility would allow the com pleted package to be integrated with various other packages
or in other applications to form transducers. Foil resistive strain gauges have shown
extremely high versatility in this regard and act as transducers in torque m easurem ent
systems, weigh stations and load cells. A good exam ple o f the integration o f foil
gauges into transducers is the standard com m ercial load cell [135]. The strain gauge
is bonded at specific location in a predefined m echanically weakened structure so a
compressive or tensile load will deform the cell in a specific way. A com m ercial load
cell is shown in Figure 7.22.
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Figure 7.22: Commercial Omega S-Beam load cell adapted from [135]
Load cells are typically made from aluminium, steel or titanium at relatively low
cost. As a demonstration of the capabilities of the SAWR strain sensor as a modular
unit a SAWR load cell was designed, manufactured and calibrated. To date, SAWR
strain sensors have not been integrated into load cells.
While many physical configurations for load cells can be used [99] in commercial
products S-beam and binocular load cells are generally preferred. A load cell was de
signed in ProEngineer using the Mechanica tool box so an applied load would generate
a surface strain detectable by the SAWR strain sensor. The dimensions of the load cell
are shown in Appendix 8.2. The final load cell was manufactured from aluminium.
FEA of the load cell found that a ION load on the surface portion of the load cell
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produces a strain level of approximately 15 lie well above the threshold level for the
SAWR sensor.
The SAWR strain sensor was packaged in the 5L7C-1S package using M-Bond 610
adhesive. The packaged SAWR sensor was then bonded to the load cell using AE-15
adhesive. The SAWR sensor was clamped and cured at 75°C for 2 hours with a post
cure of two hours. The completed load cell is shown in Figure 7.23.

Figure 7.23: The prototype SAWR load Cell
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7.7.1

Experimental measurement of load cell

The load cell was loaded using free weights from 0-60N in compression only with an
interrogation distance of 15cm. As the SAWR package was orientated longitudinally
to the generated strain field a compressive strain will cause a decrease in f^. The
measured calibration curve of the SAWR load cell is shown in Figure 7.24.
SAWR Load cell Response
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Figure 7.24: Loading profile for SAWR load cell at 20°C
The load cell was shown to have a sensitivity to the applied load of 1.029 kHz/N,
hysteresis vales were measured at 0.3% of the full scale. Sensor readout distance was
found to be stable up to 0.5m. Interference increased as loading increased. This was
attributed to the load arrangement and interference due to the use of iron dead weights.
As a demonstration application the SAWR load cell illustrates the flexibility of the
strain sensor developed during this thesis.

7.8

Conclusion

In this chapter the packaging requirements for a SAWR strain sensor were presented.
With SAWR strain sensors the influence of packaging on the performance of the sensor
must be taken into consideration. As with bare die testing thermal mismatch between
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adhesive, package and sensor can result in the formation of significant residual stresses,
which depending on cure conditions can be sufficient to shift the fr of the sensor out
side the ISM band. It is apparent that optimisation of the bonding procedure could will
improve the overall package performance. The dynamic capability of the SAWR sen
sor was assessed and an update rate of 500Hz was obtained. However the reliability of
the system at these sample rates can be poor and depending on environmental condi
tions dropped samples can be prevalent. A sample rate of 300Hz was found to be more
reliable. The system was shown to measure dynamic strain quite accurately when com
pared to a foil resistive strain gauge. Low level dynamic measurement was shown to be
feasible with the current hardwai'e technology. As interrogation technologies improve
it is highly probable the update rates and measurement reliability will increase. The
modular nature of the SAWR strain sensor was demonstrated with the development of
a wireless SAWR load cell. The performance of the load cell was assessed and found
to operate with low hysteresis and good sensitivity in ambient temperature conditions.
In the next chapter the project as a whole will be assessed.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and future work
In this thesis the operation of surface acoustic wave resonators as strain sensors has
been investigated. Through an understanding o f the nature o f the SAW effect com bined
with piezoelectricity a simple photolithographic structure can be m ade bias sensitive
to a range of m easurands whilst sim ultaneously being made bias insensitive to others.
As a result o f the energy storage capabilities o f the SAW propagating on a piezoelec
tric substrate.A SAW sensor can operate wirelessly and passively, thus m aking SAW
sensors ideal for long term installations and in applications with dynam ic or rotating
com ponents. This thesis has investigated the application o f SAW devices as strain sen
sors with an em phasis placed upon both theoretical and practical im plem entation of the
SAWR as a strain sensor W hile highly application specific SAW sensors are available,
this project addresses the need for m odular SAW sensors that can be integrated into
applications with the same flexibility as foil resistive strain gauges.

8.1

Contribution of the thesis

In this thesis the im plem entation o f SAW R’s as general purpose strain sensors was
investigated. This included sensor specification, calibration, packaging and develop
m ent o f a wireless m easurem ent chain. To the author’s knowledge this work is the
first instance of a SAWR developed as general purpose strain sensors as opposed to the
highly application specific sensors. The m ajor research topics addressed within this
thesis are;
• Specification and design of a SAWR strain sensor.
• Integration of a SAWR sensor in a wireless m easurem ent chain.
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• Correlation between theoretical SAWR strain sensor response and experimental
performance through a novel validation method.
• A calibration and testing platform and methodology for SAWR strain sensors
has been developed.
• Packaging, calibration and implementation of SAWR strain sensors as a modular
sensor including an investigation into the suitability of a range of adhesives for
SAWR strain sensors

8.1.1

Specification and design of a SAWR strain sensor

In Chapter 3 a specification was presented for the SAWR strain sensors used in this
project. The SAWR was designed through collaboration with an industrial manufac
turer of SAW components. The sensor specification was based upon fabricating a
highly reproducible device which would demonstrate suitable performance character
istics in a wireless environment. This required the sensor to operate with a strong
suppression of the transverse wave modes and with a high Q-factor. In a wireless envi
ronment the SAWR sensors performed with an electrical response comparable to that
of commercial temperature sensors (see Appendix 8.2) thus allowing integration into
commercial interrogation hardware to form a wireless measurement chain. The wire
less measurement chain was found to be robust. However several key points can be
made:
• For wireless measurement transverse wave mode suppression is crucial to avoid
an incorrect measurement; careful design of the device is required to achieve
this. The pulsed interrogation method determines the fr of a SAWR through
PSD analysis of the response signal. Correct power threshold levels and bin
spacing in the measurement bandwidth can all aid in avoiding incorrect mea
surement. It may be possible that the interrogator is susceptible to gain satura
tion especially for low distance measurements. Control of the transmitted signal
power may help to further interrogation susceptibility to transverse wave mode
measurement.
• In wireless measurements the SAWR strain sensor is a passive low power device.
Applications based upon wireless measurement of the SAWR should reflect this.
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R ead o u t d istan ce and attenuation due to environm ental factors w ill require tu n 
ing o f the antenna for optim al perform ance. A s a SA W R o p erates p assively it is
unlikely to p erfo rm as robustly as o ther w ireless sen so r netw orks.
As in terro g atio n hardw are im proves it is highly pro b ab le sen so r update rates will
increase. W ith the cu rren t technology available for this pro ject an update rate o f 500H z
w as achieved. T he com plete, packaged, SA W R sensor w as show n to operate su ccess
fully in low level d y nam ic processes see section 7.6.1.

8.1.2

Correlation between SAWR strain sensor theoretical and ex
perimental performance through a novel testing method

Q u artz is a highly anisotropic m aterial and the properties o f the m aterial can vary
d ram atically fo r d ifferent substrate cuts. A d irect result o f this is that the sensitivity
o f the SAW v elocity can vary drastically even on given substrate. D epending on the
cut, q u artz su b strates can either be stress sensitive o r insensitive T he validation o f
ex p erim en tal m o delling will aid the SAW sen so r d esig n er in future design o f high
strain sensitiv ity SA W R sensors.
In sectio n 2.5 the SA W R strain sensor theoretical p erform ance w as evaluated. T he
SA W R strain sen so r w ill d em onstrate a sensitivity to ap p lied strain due to a g eom etric
effect w hich ch an ges the pitch o f the ID T and reflective gratings, sim ultaneously the
stress g en erated in the substrate o f the sensors causes a ch ange in the SA W velocity
th ro u g h the aco u sto elastic effect. T he com bination o f these factors results in a linear
m easu rab le ch an g e to the fr- In section 2.5.1 a novel m ethod for experim ental verifi
catio n o f SA W R sensors is introduced. It is probable that stress shielding is occurring
w ithin the adhesive. T his is apparent through hysteresis effects and the variation in
b o n d lin e effects. T h erefo re 100 % accuracy o f the m odel is unlikely. H ow ever, as was
show n in F ig u re 2.18 the overall trend is correct.

8.1.3

Calibration and testing methodology for SAWR strain sen
sors

In C h ap ter 5 a testing m ethod for the calibration o f SA W R strain sensors w as developed
based u p o n th e A m erican standard fo r testing foil resistive strain gauges. T he testing
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m ethod ad dresses the lack o f a standardised procedure fo r the ca h b ratio n o f SAW R
strain sensors. T he testing apparatus w as fully autom ated w hich facilitates long term
cyclic testing o f the sensor and increases test reliability and repeatability. T he testing
apparatus w as fully integrated w ith both w ired and w ireless tested equipm ent. E levated
tem p eratures test can be p erfo rm ed on the sam e rig as part o f a fully inclusive test
bench. T he testing procedure reflects the specific sensor under calibration, the SAW R
strain sensors prim arily is calib rated w irelessly w ith co n stan t transm ission conditions,
antenna configuration d istance etc. F or elevated tem perature R F effects w ere taken
into con sideration during the design o f the oven, w here p ossible heaters and m etallic
elem ents w ere positioned to avoid excessive interference.
In C h apter 6 com m ercially m anufactured bare die SA W R strain sensors w ere cali
brated at a range o f loading conditions and tem peratures. A selection o f adhesives w ere
investigated w hich d em onstrate various levels o f perform ance. A relatio n sh ip betw een
hysteresis and Ssen w as observed. At elevated tem peratures, increases in hysteresis
generally occu r w ith decreases in Ssen- W hile sensor perform ance can vary drastically
betw een adhesive types, for a given adhesive cure and post cure cycles can cause d ra
m atic ch anges in the p erform ance o f a bondline. R esidual stresses g enerated during
the adhesive curing cycle can offer som e indication to the success o f the b onding p ro 
cess, how ever scope fo r o ptim isation o f the process still rem ains. P rovided that the
SA W R strain sensor is bonded correctly the hysteresis levels can be low er than 1% o f
full scale across a tem perature range o f 20°C - 100°C w ith a Ssen greater than -500H z/
l i e this is slightly g re ater than results fo r com m ercial torque sensor strain sensitivity
[47]. T he apparent strain drift o f the AT-X SAW R strain sensor is 1-2 j i e and w ith
a higher tu rnover tem perature than traditional ST-X quartz. T he profile tem perature
rem ains lin ear to 80°C . T h e effects o f alignm ent to applied strain are also investigated
in section 6.8. It w as found that significant variation in the perform ance o f the SAW R
strain sen so r Ssen can exist w ith changes in stress distribution in the substrate relative
to SAW propagation. T his re su lt could allow lim its to be placed upon the operational
b andw idth o f the SA W R strain sensor. It is clear that die design should be considered
alongside substrate selection in o rd e r to optim ise Ssen-

8.1.4

Evaluation of packaged SAWR sensors

S tandard o ff the sh e lf com ponents w ere used to p ackage the bare die SAW strain sen
sor. T he co m p lete p ro to ty p e consisted o f a kovar alum ina com posite p ac k ag e w ith
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th e SA W R sen sor b onded in the cavity o f the sensor w ith an ep o x y strain gauge ad 
hesive. T h e co m pleted package w as then b onded to the test specim en w ith a strain
gau g e adhesive. A s w ith the bare die sensor p erform ance o f the p ack ag ed sen so r var
ied significantly depending on the adhesive used and the cure cycle. F or the 5L 14M
p ac k ag ed SA W sen so r a reduction o f strain sensitivity o f u n d er 35% w as achieved. T he
full scale hysteresis rem ained less that 1% for the tem p eratu re range o f 2 0°C -100°C
see sectio n 7.4.3. A s packaging o f the SA W R strain sen so r results in the sen so r b e 
co m in g a co m p o site body, the adhesive layers, packaging m aterial and geom etry o f the
SA W su b strate m ay be optim ised in the future to im prove strain tran sfer characteristics
and tem p eratu re stability. Integration o f the SA W R into an ap plication such as load cell
(see sectio n 7.7.1) d em onstrate the packaged sensor as a m o d u lar com p o n en t fulfill
ing one o f th e m ain m otivations o f the research. T he w ireless m easurem ent chain was
cap ab le o f a strain resolution o f 1-2 l i e . Im provem ent m ay be p ossible by increasing
the Ssen o f the p ackaged sensor through optim isation o f p ackage adhesive and sensor
substrate.

8.2

Future work and final thoughts

A s a co re en g in eerin g co m ponent the m easurem ent o f strain has been o f interest to
en g in eers fo r centuries. T his thesis has developed a strain sensor w hich can m easure
strain w irelessly and passively. B oth the bare die and p ack ag ed SA W R strain sensor
d em o n strate good strain coupling w ith a low tem perature dependency. O ptim isation o f
the ad hesive in terface and packaging w ill im prove the p erfo rm an ce o f future SA W R
strain sensor. A recom m endation fo r future w ork is the op tim isatio n o f the adhesive
in terfaces to im prove SA W R strain sensor perform ance. W h ile the 5L 14M p ackage o p 
erated su ccessfu lly dem onstrating good p erform ance ch aracteristics across a ran g e o f
tem p eratu res, scope exists for the design o f a custom ised p ackaging solution possibly
th rough th e o p tim isation o f physical design and m aterial selection.
SA W R sensing over the past fifteen years has been curtailed by the lack o f w ireless
in terro g atio n hardw are. P ractical considerations in the use o f SA W R strain sensors has
been for th e m ost part neglected. It is hoped this thesis contributes to future w ork by
p ro v id in g testing m ethodology and a full calib ratio n data set fo r AT-X SA W R strain
sensors w ith a rig o ro u s investigation into the practical im plem entation o f SA W R as
strain sensors. T his thesis has addressed som e o f the key points in the d evelopm ent o f
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SAWR strain sensor and it is hoped it will enable future researchers to develop high
performing SAWR strain sensors.
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Measurement of commercial SAWR
sensor
The performance o f a com mercial SAW R sensor was measured thus providing a com 
parison between the electrical performance o f the project sensor and a com m ercial
wireless SAW R sensor. The com parison device was a one port SAW R temperature
sensor shipped with the SenGenuity TempTrackr. The T F SS 433D SAW temperature
sensor is a one-port SAW resonator designed to have a

o f 4 3 3 .7 7 8 M //z at a temper

ature o f 50°C with a linear frequency versus temperature profile with the specification
sheet reporting the response o f the sensor to be ( 7 0 2 8 //z /° C ) [118].
i>'ii R esponse ot a com m erical SAW T em perature Sensor
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Figure 1: |5i 11 response o f a com m ercial SAW temperature sensor measured at
ambient conditions
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Using the protocol described in Section 4.2 the temperature sensor was connected
directly to the transmission line of the VNA. The 5n response is shown in Figure 4.4
while the impedance response is shown in Figure 2. As the sensor was packaged it was
not possible to preform 5| i testing directly at die level. Packaging and connectors will
have a degrading effect on the SAW performance, thus the S-parameter testing provides
only an indication of die performance and direction comparisons are not comparable
to die level testing which was performed on the project sensor The commercial sensor
was found to have an 5| i response of -9dB at resonance and an impedance at resonance
of 10^2. The Qr was calculated at 7000. The spurious wave modes in the commercial
SAWR sensor are suppressed to a greater extent than the project sensor.
Impedance Response of Commericial SAW Temperature Sensor
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Figure 2: Impedance Response of a Commercial SAW temperature sensor measured
at ambient conditions
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SAWR load cell
Dimension of SAWR load cell are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: SAWR Load Cell
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Euler rotations
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Figure 4: A x e s o f a right handed quartz crystal [14]

For crystallin e m aterials the convention is referen ce m aterial to a set o f axes defin ed by
the co n v en tio n put forw ard in [136J. T he a ccep ted m ethod for d efin in g substrate ori
en tation s for SA W d e v ic e s is based upon an E uler rotation. T he a x es o f the crystallin e
structure are d en oted by the uppercase sy m b o ls X Y, Z. T he orientation o f d e v ic e a x is
are defin ed by x, y, z Initially prior to any rotations the x, y, z and X , Y, Z a x is are
the sam e. A co m p lete Euler rotation is d efin ed by three rotations. T he initial p lan es
are d efin ed by the X Y Z axes, additional p la n es o f referen ce are created b y rotating
the

X,

y, and z through an an gle o f A about the z axis to form n ew a x is set (xi , j i , z i )

w here z\ is the sam e as z and Z. A seco n d rotation is then ap p lied to rotate the axes
x i , j i , z\ about jci through an angle o f e to form a seco n d axes set (x 2 , y 2 ,Z2 ) a third
and final rotation through an angle o f 9 about z i is then applied to form the final a x es
(Z3 , J 3 ,Z3 ). In the final orientation o f the substrate, Z3 is the surface norm al and
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the propagation direction. The AT quartz is a rotated Y cut has a rotation A=0=O; with
an anticlockwise rotation e=i//-90, where y/ = 36°.
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